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"IntroductiDn" 
Understanding the Term Tasawwuf or Sufism 
Etymology: The term "Sufisrn" or "Tasawwuf^ designates the practices of Sufi; a 
term coined as early as in 2"'^  century A.H. and despite bearing many etymological 
derivations, refers to perfect 'spiritual adepts'. The term Sufi refers to devotees of a 
particular type of piety and this markedly unique mode of pious living was most 
commonly referred to by the name Tasawwuf, which is the Arabic equivalent of the 
modem English name Sufism. The controversy over the origins of the term Sufi 
among the authors of these early texts has unabatedly reached and entertained even by 
the modem scholars at different levels.^ Some propose that the word Sufi has been 
derived from the word Safa meaning 'purity' and as such, the Sufis were only named 
such because of the purity of their hearts and the cleanliness of their acts. One of the 
famous Sufis, Bishar al-Harith said, "The Sufi is he whose heart is sincere {Safa) 
towards God" and to some other, a Sufi is "one whose conduct is sincere towards God 
and towards whom God's blessing is sincere."'^ Abu al-Qasim al-Qushayri also lends 
vehement support to this proposition in his Rasd'il. Shaykh 'Ali bin 'Uthman al-
Hujwiri, in his famous and old Persian treatise on Tasawwuf, Kashf al-MahjTib, lays 
stress on this proposition, while relating that: 
[...] since the people of this persuasion have purged their morals and 
conduct, and have sought to fi-ee themselves fi-om natural taints, on that 
account they are called Sufis; and this designation of the sect is proper name 
{az asdmi-yi a 'Idm), inasmuch as the dignity of the Sufis is too great for their 
transactions (mu'dmaldt) to be hidden, so that their name should need a 
derivation.^ 
He fiirther argues that the real Sufis (being endowed with Safa or purity an 
inner quality and a gift fi-om Almighty Allah) are too superior to require a 
distinguishing gamient like that of wool, which "is the clothing of animals".^ Such 
qualities of purity at heart and mind render the whole body under reformation and all 
actions are therefore subjected to improvement. The unveiling of the divine gnosis 
(Ma 'drifah) is entirely dependent on inner purity. ^ A Hadith that signifies this is 
follows: 
Beware! There is a piece of flesh in the body if it becomes good 
(reformed) the whole body becomes good but if it gets spoilt the whole 
body gets spoilt in a healthy condition and that is the heart!^ 
"IntroductiDn" 
Lexically, the correct derivation from the root word Safa would be Safawi and 
not Sufi but Shaykh 'All bin 'Uthman al-Hujwin argues that, "[t]he name has no 
derivation answering to etymological requirements, inasmuch as Sufiism [Sufism] is 
too exalted to have any genus from which it might be derived ... To Sufis meaning of 
Sufiism [Sufism] is clearer than the sun and does not need any explanation or 
indication".^ The second assumption for the origin of the term Sufi is the word Saff 
(first row or rank), because such people were in the first rank or ^ o ^ before the 
Almighty Allah, through the elevation of their desires towards Him and the tuming of 
their hearts unto Him.'° However, from the etymological point of view, the correct 
derivation from this word will be Saffi instead of Sufi. On the resemblance of their 
qualities with the Ashab-i Siiffah or People of the Bench, who survived during the 
period of the Prophet of Islam {^^), the Sufii^  got this eponym. These people had 
cut-off all the worldly relations and utilized the minimum level of commodities for 
their survival and lived a life extremely filled with love, sincerity and obedience of 
Allah by keeping their esoteric as well exoteric world of affairs solely dedicated for 
Him. However, the derivation of the term Sufi from Suffah, will yield, Siiffi, as its 
correct form and not the Sufi as such." Many scholars argue that the Sufis were called 
so because they used to wear the woollen garments or Suf. They did not put on 
raiment soft to touch or beautifiil to behold, to give delight to the soul; they clothed 
themselves only in order to hide their nakedness, contenting themselves with the 
rough haircloth and coarse wool.'^ However, Shaykh HujwTri has contended this view 
by arguing that, "the Sufis are too great to need a special garment for this purpose 
Purity {saja) is a gift from God, whereas wool {suf) is clothing of animals". "'^  This 
view has been entertained by most of the scholars (classical as well as modem) as the 
correct origin for the tenn Sufi as it sounds right in terms of the etymology. To collate 
it all, C. H. Bjerregaard relates about the origin of the term Sufi that, "if it be Arabic it 
means "purity {SajaY, if it be Persian it means, "wool [5'M/]" ... and if the word is 
Greek it has the meaning of "wisdom [Sophia]".''* Western scholars on Sufism, as per 
their own taste and way of comprehension, have also provided their views though at 
times put erroneously, owing to the adoption of a biased approach and often a lack of 
appropriate understanding of the classical sources of information about Sufism. In 
this context the well-known Orientalist R.A. Nicholson maintains, 
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Some European scholars identified it [Sufi] with "Sophos" in the sense of 
'theosophist'. But Noldeke, in an article ... showed conclusively that the 
name was derived fi-om Suf (wool), and was originally applied to those 
Moslem ascetics who, in imitation of Christian hermits, clad themselves 
in coarse woollen garb as a sign of penitence and renunciation of worldly 
vanities. 
J.S. Trimingham further widens the scope of the term Sufi "by applying it 
to anyone who believes that it is possible to have direct experience of God and 
who is prepared to go out of his way to put himself in a state whereby he may be 
enabled to do this."^^ To him Sufism includes all the tendencies in Islam that 
enable a person to establish direct communion with God. However, Trimingham 
also holds the view that "Sufism was a natural development within Islam, owing 
little to non-Muslim sources, though receiving radiations from the ascetical-
mystical life and thought of eastern Christianity". 
However, Annemarie Schimmel, the noted German Orientalist, provides 
a critical overview of Orientalists' assumptions regarding the influence of Neo-
Platonism, Buddhism, Taoism and Hindu philosophy on Sufism. She maintains 
that the definitions of Tasawwufhy the early Sufis "go back to the earliest period 
and thus defy the tendency of some modem Western writers to apply this name 
only to the later "theosophical" aspect of Islamic mysticism." She further adds 
that the derivation of the term fi-om Greek ''Sophos" (wise) as held by the Western 
scholarship "is philologically impossible and "the derivation from Silf, 'wool,' is 
now generally accepted" as the root word for Tasawwuf}^ 
Some other Western scholars like Martin Lings and A.J. Arberry argue, 
Sufism derive its origin within the precincts of Islam and is not any alien concept. 
Martin Lings relates that, "Sufism is nothing other than Islamic mysticism, which 
means that it is the central and most powerful current of that ideal wave which 
constitutes the Revelation of Islam".^ *^  Arberry lends his support to this proposition by 
arguing that, "Sufism is the name given to the mystical movement within Islam; a Sufi 
is a Muslim who dedicates himself to the quest after mystical union (or, better said, 
reunion) with his creator"^'. William. C. Chittick, concludes his remarks about Sufism 
in the following words: 
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In a broad sense, Sufism can be described as the interiorization and 
intensification of Islamic faith and practice. ... The derivation of the word 
has often been debated. Modem scholars have concluded that the most 
likely original meaning was "one who wears wool". It is said that by 
eighth century (the second century of Islam) the term was sometimes 
applied to people whose ascetic inclinations led them to wear coarse and 
uncomfortable woolen garments. Gradually it came to designate a group 
who differentiated themselves from other Muslims by stressing certain 
specific teachings and practices of the Koran [Qur'an] and the Prophet.^^ 
Despite the differences in the approaches of understanding the origin of 
term Sufi and hence Tasawwuf, from etymological point of view, the lO"" century 
renowned Sufi Abu Bakr Kalabadhl (d.995 C.E) in his Kitab al-Ta'amf Li 
Madhhab-i Ahl-i Tasawwuf, tends to bring to limelight the distinguishing traits of 
Sufis or Ahl al-Tasawwuf. He maintains that the term Sufi carries all the meanings 
like, "withdrawal from the world, inclining the soul away from it, leaving all 
settled abodes, keeping constantly to travel, denying the carnal soul of its 
pleasures, purifying the conduct, cleansing the conscience, dilation of the breast 
and the quality of leadership". 
The earliest known works on Sufism give credence to the fact that people of 
such calibre (Sufis) had been named variously in different parts of the world and of 
all the ascriptions word Sufi got so much prominence that the other words hardly 
retained their usage both among the common folk and in the academia. As these 
people usually travelled relentlessly in land and in deserts often taking refiige in caves 
at the time of necessity and thus were called as, ''Shikqfatis"; the word Shi/cafat means 
cavern or cave. Similarly, in Syria they were called as the "starvers" for their meagre 
intake of food that goes sound with the quote of SarT al-Saqati, who says, "their food 
is the food of the sick, their sleep is the sleep of the drowned". Likewise, other 
prominent names ascribed to them include Zahidun, Ta 'ibiln, Muqarrabiin and so on. 
The renowned Sufi, Shaykh Shihab al-Din al-Suhrawardi argues that the terni 
Tasawwuf or Sufi has not been used as such in the Holy Qur'an yet the word 
"Miiqarmb'" or nearer (to Allah) used in the Holy text connotes the same meaning as 
that of the Sufi.^ ^ 
To top it all, the Sufis were inlaid with such unique but varied qualities and 
characteristics that it becomes difficult to collate them all in a single word. Thus, 
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those who relate them to the bench and first rank indicate their secret hearts and 
inward parts; for when a person averts from the worldly desires and turns towards 
Allah, his conscience {Sirr) is purified (Sajjfa) and illuminated by Allah. 
Notwithstanding the persistence of a myriad of varied definitions of the term 
TasawwufoT Sufism, its significance within the practical life of the Muslim populace 
remains unquestionable, because its focal aim rests on attainment of eternal bliss and 
eternal felicity via an absolute purification of the soul. Thus, it can be asserted that the 
supreme aspiration, which a person nourishes underneath the shadow of Qur'an and 
Sunnah, of achieving the perfect gnosis of Allah via purity of conscience, dilation of 
breasts and the brightness of the hearts, demands him to follow unreservedly a 
systematic scheme or path that has been known to us as Tasawwuf. 
Tasawwuf: Some Reflections from its Early Masters 
The term Tasawwuf, as such, cannot be traced in the primary sources of Islam 
i;e Qur'an and the Sunnah of the Holy Prophet (X5i£=) and came into vogue almost in 
the concluding years of second century Hijri?^ However, Tasawwuf mdicaies one of 
the important aspects of Islamic essence as, in reality, it is mainly compromised of 
nothing but the teachings of the Qur'an and Sunnah of the Holy Prophet (^ 5^2=). The 
famous modem-day Orientalist on Tasawwuf Carl W. Emst, with his deep insights 
into this aspect, substantiates this in the following words: 
Tasawwuf is an Arabic term for the process of realizing ethical and 
spiritual ideals; meaning literally "becoming a Sufi," tasawwuf is 
generally translated as Sufism. ... While acknowledging that that the term 
Sufi was not current at the time of the Prophet, Sufi theorists maintained 
that this specialization in spirituality arose in parallel with other 
disciplines such as Islamic law and Qur'anic exegesis. But the heart of 
Sufism, they maintained, lay in the ideal qualities of the prophet 
Muhammad [Afe] and his association with his followers. Definitions of 
Sufism described ethical and spiritual goals and fiinctioned as teaching 
tools to open up the possibilities of the soul. In practice, the term Sufi was 
often reserved for ideal usage, and many other terms described particular 
spiritual qualities and fijnctions, such as poverty {faqir, dannsh), 
knowledge ('alim , 'arif), mastery (shaykh, pir), and so on.^ ^ 
The altemative terms that designate the aims and objectives of Tasawwuf in 
context of the Qur'an and Sunnah include, Tazkiyya, Taqwa and more closely the term 
"IntrDductiDH" 
Ihsan?^ From the Qur'anic and Prophetic ( ^ ^ ) point of view, Ihsan represents the 
zenith of spiritual development including the objectives which are in no way alien to 
the Islamic teachings rather form a necessary part of its teachings meant for the 
spiritual and moral development of a person.^ *^  Apart from its significance highlighted 
in the Holy Qur'an, this term Ihsan has been recognized as the third important aspect 
of Din (religion), as is evident from the famous tradition of the Prophet (A&) known 
as Hadith-i Jibril. 
As per Shah WalT-AUah the real substance of Tasawwuf persisted in the 
Prophetic times also, notwithstanding the absence of its current name and shape. The 
exoteric aspect of Islam have been safeguarded and dealt with by jurists (Fiiqaha), 
traditionalists {Miihaddithun), warriors (Mujahidun) and reciters (Qari'm). But, the 
real essence of Islam and its esoteric aspect has been safeguarded by another group of 
people, who were characterized by extreme piety and selflessness. They devoted their 
whole lives to the cause of Islam. With their practical demonstration of the Islamic 
modus operandi, they managed to preserve the Muslim populace against the attacks of 
apparently appealing and ethically detrimental traits of materialism. The sum and 
substance of this (esoteric) aspect of Islam, as per Shah Wali-Allah is embedded in 
Ihsan, which is an absolute spiritual concept emphasizing the persistent consciousness 
of Almighty Allah. Thus, it was essentially this feature of Islamic creed that besides 
other branches of Islamic knowledge developed with the passage of time as Tasawwuf 
and its adherents eventually came to be known as Sufis. Such people inlaid with 
meditations had cleaned their inner self from the impurities such that "in their eyes 
gold and mud were of equal value".•'^  The Sufis and Scholars of high repute from the 
formative until the modem era have highlighted, as per their own taste, different 
aspects and characteristics of Tasawwuf. Shaykh 'All HujwH (died between 465 A.H. 
/ 1072-469/1077 C.E.) said that, " the name [Tasawwuf] has no derivation 
answering to etymological requirements, inasmuch as Sufism is too exalted to have 
any genus from which it might be derived" and relating the words of a Sufi master, he 
further maintains, " He that [sic] is purified by [divine] love is pure, and he that is 
absorbed in the Beloved [Allah] and has abandoned all else is a Sufi". '^ While 
stressing upon the resplendent idea of Safa or purity as the basis for Tasawwuf, the 
Shaykh fiirther categorizes its adherents in the following sections: 
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I. The Sufi: A Sufi is who lives by truth while remaining dead to his own self. 
Having escaped firom the clutches of human faculties, he really achieves the goal. 
II. The Mutasawwif. Following the footsteps of the predecessors (Sufis), a 
Mutasawwif TQctifies his conduct while relying upon self-mortification to achieve this 
rank.^ ^ 
III. The Mustaswif: One who simply appears like Sufis to deceive people for 
gaining worldly fortunes like wealth, respect, power etc is Mustaswif. Being an 
imposter keeps nothing of Sufis save appearance and to the real master of this field he 
is "as despicable as flies, and his actions are mere cupidity" and others relate him with 
a wolf "for he only desires a morsel of carrion [worldly advantages]". 
This has been substantiated by Imam Abu al-Qasim al-QushayrT (d. 1072 
C.E.) in his compendium, Rasa 'il where he says that "with time, this name [Safii\ 
came to be applied to the entire group". A Sufi is "a man of purity {rajul Sufi) with 
[the word] Sufiyya being the plural. As for the one who aspires to reach this 
[condition], he came to be called Mutasawwif, with Mutasawwifa for its plural".^^ 
Uniting the internal adornment with the apparent form another Sufi of classical era, 
Abu ' Ali Rudhbari defines a Sufi as " one who wears wool over [his] purity, gives his 
lusts the taste of tyranny, and having overthrown the world, journeys in the pathway 
of the chosen one [i.e the Prophet {^^)Y?^ Sufism is "a struggle with no truce"'*° 
says Junayd al-Baghdad! (d. 297 A.H. / 910 C.E.), the undisputed leader of this path, 
who fiirther maintains, "it [Tasawwufi means that God causes you to die for yourself, 
while endowing you with a life in Him".'*' Guiding the seekers, he argues that 
"Sufism is not [achieved] by much praying and fasting, but it is the security of the 
heart and generosity of the soul".'*^ While exploring it fiarther he maintains: 
Sufism is founded on eight qualities exemplified in eight Apostles: the 
generosity of Abraham [Ibrahim], who sacrificed his son; the 
acquiescence of Ishmael [Isma'Il] , who submitted to the command of 
God and gave up his dear life; the patience of Job [Ayyub], who patiently 
endured the affliction of worms ... the symbolism of Zacharias 
[Dhakariyya], ... the strange hood of John, who was a stranger in his own 
country and alien to his kin amongst whom he lived; the pilgrim hood of 
Jesus [Isa], who was so detached therein from worldly things that he kept 
only a cup and a comb ... the wearing of wool by Moses [Musa] ... and 
the poverty [Faqr] of [the beloved prophet] Muhammad, to whom God 
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Almighty sent the key of all the treasures that are upon the face of the 
earth ... These are very excellent principles of conduct.'*'' 
Abu Muhammad al-JurayiT (d. 311 A.H. / 924 C.E.) a companion of Abu al-
Qasim Junayd al-Baghdadi said that Sufism means "assuming every sublime moral 
character trait and giving up every lowly one" while as Abu Bakr al-Shibli (d. 334 
A.H. / 946 C.E.), another renowned mystic, said "the Sufi is he that sees nothing 
except God in the two worlds".'*'* That is why when someone asked him about the 
eponym of Sufis, he replied, "because the traces of their [lower] selves still persist in 
them. Otherwise, they would have no name at all." ^ One of his companion and a 
great Sufi Abu al-Hasan 'All bin Ibrahim al-Husn (d. 371 A.H. / 981 C.E.) says, 
"Sufism is the heart's being pure fi-om the pollution of discord."'*^ Shaykh HujwTiT 
explains this saying that a Sufi "should protect the heart from discord with God, 
because love is concord and concord is the opposite of discord, and the lover has duty 
in the world, namely, to keep the commandment of the beloved; and if the object of 
desire is one, how can discord arise?"'*'' 
Dhu al-Nun Misn (d. 245 A.H. / 860 C.E.) is reported to have said that "the 
Sufi is he whose language, when he speaks, is the reality of his state, i.e., he says 
nothing which he is not, and when he is silent his conduct explains his state, and his 
state proclaims that he has cut all worldly ties." Further, while substantiating the 
necessity of the compatibility of Tasawwuf yNiih the Shari'ah he maintains, "One of 
the signs of the lover of God is his following in the footsteps of God's beloved - may 
God bless and greet him - in his character traits, his deeds, his precepts and his 
customs".'*^ Another master of this spiritual venture Abu Hamzah al-Baghdadi (d. 289 
A.H. / 901 C.E.) maintains that there is no better path to reach Allah than to follow 
the way of the beloved Prophet {^i^). While differentiating a genuine Sufi from a 
corrupt one he holds: 
One sign of the sincere Sufi is that he is poor after having been wealthy, 
that he shows humility after having been glorified, and that he seeks 
anonymity after having experienced fame. As for the sign of the false 
Sufi, he enriches himself with [the things of] this world after having been 
poor, aspires to glory after having been humiliated, and seeks fame after 
anonymity. 
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Another contemporary of al-Junayd and a reverential Sufi Abu al-Hasan al- Nuri 
(d. 295 A.H. / 907 C.E.) is of the opinion that "Sufism is not composed of practices 
and sciences, but it is morals,^ ^  besides maintaining that; 
Sufism is the renunciation of all selfish pleasures and the Sufis are those 
whose spirits have been fi-eed firom the pollution of humanity, purified 
from carnal taint, and released fi-om concupiscence, so that they have 
found rest with God in the first rank and the highest degree and have fled 
from all save Him. The Sufi is he that has nothing in his possession nor is 
himself possessed by anything. 
The sole purpose of this spiritual path is to take every breathe in this world in 
the longing of the Almighty Allah as Muhammad al-Murta'ish (328 A.H./ 939 C.E.) 
puts it while saying that "desire [of God] is restraining [your] soul from what it 
desires, tuming [your] fiill attention to the commands of God Most High, and 
satisfaction with what [God] has predetermined for you."^^ To him Sufism is good 
nature Husn al-Khulq, which is elucidated further by Shaykh 'Ali bin 'Uthman al-
Hujwiri, who argues that Husn al-Khulq is expressed at three levels: 
Firstly towards God, by fiilfilling His Commandments without hypocrisy; 
secondly, towards men, by paying respect to one's superiors and behaving 
with kindness to one's inferiors and with justice to one's equals, and by 
not seeking recompense and justice from men in general; and thirdly, 
towards one's self, by not following the flesh [Nafas'\ and the devil.^ "^  
Abu al-Hasan Sahl al- Bushanji says (d. 348 A.H / 969 C.E.) "Today Tasawwiif 
is name without a reality, but formerly it was a reahty without name".^^ Likewise, 
Husayn bin Mansur al-Hallaj (309 A.H. / 922 C.E.) defined a Sufi as he, who "is 
solitary in his essence: no one accepts him and he accepts no one".^ ^ 
One of the al-Junayd's masters, Muhammad bin 'All al-Qassab said, "Sufism 
means a noble moral character trait that a noble person shows in a noble moment in 
time {waqi) in the presence of a noble company". Ruwaym bin Ahmad al-Baghdadi 
(303 A.H. / 915 C.E.) a jurist as well as a great Sufi argues about this subject that, 
"Sufism rests on three characteristics: sticking to poverty \Faqr\ and being in need of 
God [alone]; achieving perfection in generosity and altruism (ithar ); relinquishing 
resistance [to divine decrees] and [your] free choice." Abu Mahfuz M'aruf al-Karkhi 
(200 A.H./ 815 C.E.) maintains that, "Sufism means grasping divine realities 
{Haqa'iq ) and despairing {yas ) of what the hands of men hold." Sahl al-Tustarl (283 
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A.H. / 896 C.E.) another great Sufi of third century Hijn maintains, "the Sufi is he 
who does not care if his blood be spilled and his property taken away from him."^^ 
Similarly Abu Sahl al-S'ulluki said, "Sufism is an aversion to any opposition [to 
God's will]."^^ Abu al-Hasan al-Saii al-Saqati (died between 251 A.H / C.E 865 and 
258/871), al-Junayd's maternal uncle and a disciple of M'aruf al-Karkhi is related to 
have said: 
Sufism is a name for three things [The Sufi] is the one in whom the light 
of knowledge does not extinguish the light of scrupulosity. In his irmer 
self he does not speak of any knowledge contradicting the external 
meaning of the [Holy] Book or the Prophet's custom. [His] miracles do 
not cause him to violate the sacredness of the divine prohibitions.^ 
hi the search for the truth, Hujjat al-Islam, Imam Abu Hamid Muhammad al-
GhazalT mentions in his Al-MunqidMin al-Dalal (Deliverance from Error) that: 
When I had finished with all those kinds of lore, I brought my mind to 
bear on the way of the Siifis. I knew that their particular way is 
consummated [realized] only by knowledge and by activity [by the union 
of theory and practice]. The aim of their knowledge is to lop off the 
obstacles present in the soul and to rid oneself of its reprehensible 
habits and vicious qualities in order to attain thereby a heart empty of all 
save God and adorned with the constant remembrance of God.^° 
Al-Ghazali felt that it is only through practical experience, ecstasy and moral 
change and not through the mere study of the rules and technicalities, that Tosawwuf 
could be apprehended in its real state, as he mentions: 
I knew with certainty that the Sufis were masters of states, not purveyors 
of words, and that I had learned all 1 could by way of theory. There 
remained, then, only what was attainable, not by hearing and study, 
but by fhiitional experience and actually engaging in the way. 
To summarize the purpose of these connotations of Sufism as held by the 
luminaries of this unique path, Annemarie Schimmel says; 
Sufism meant, in the formative period, mainly an interiorization of Islam, 
a personal experience of the central mystery of Islam, that of Tauhid, "to 
declare that God is One." The Sufis always remained inside the fold of 
Islam, and their mystical attitude was not limited by their adherence to 
any of the legal or theological schools. They could reach their goal from 
any starting point-—neither the differences between the legal Madhhabs 
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[schools of Islamic jurisprudence] nor theological hair-splitting was, 
basically, of interest to them. 
With the foregoing discussion, the variance of the apprehension and approach 
towards the terms TasawwufdcaA Sufi held by the early scholars and Sufis is evident, 
though only a few classical masters of this field have been cited. The sole purpose 
behind this spiritual venture is the purification of the soul fi^om the baser and carnal 
desires to achieve the perfect gnosis {Ma 'arifah) of Almighty Allah and hence the 
eternal and perpetual bliss. 
To bring an in-depth exploration of the development of Sufism in the Muslim 
world is beyond the scope of this work, yet, an outline of the same is pertinently 
required for an easy comprehension the theme of this work. 
Development of Tasawwuf {^wTxsra)'. An Outline 
When the period ofKhilafat-i Rashidah (Pious Caliphate) passed, the prolific 
expansion of the dominion of Islam brought the Muslims in contact with the glorious 
civilizations. As a necessary outcome of the socio-cultural intercourse, materialistic 
tendencies began to overwhelm the Muslim minds. Certain people refi-ained 
themselves firom such tendencies and other worldly pleasures and exhibited an 
overwhelmed affinity towards God-consciousness, otherworldliness, piety and 
devotion in the service of Almighty Allah. Such people came to be known as Zahidun 
(pi. of Zahid) or "renunciants" and 'Abidun (pi. of' Abid) "pietists". This period can 
be considered as the primary demonstration of Tasawwuf and was flourished by the 
people like Hasan al-BasiT (d. 728 C.E.), Abu Hashim KiilT (d. 776 C.E.), Ibrahim bin 
Adham (d.777 C.E.), Shaqlq BalakhT (d. 810 C.E.), M'aruf al-Karakhl (d.815 C.E.), 
Harith al-Muhasibi (d.857 C.E.), Dhu al-Nun Misn (d.859C.E.) and Rabi'ah al-Basri 
(d. 801 C.E.), the famous woman mystic, propounded the concept of disinterested 
love for Allah. These people were surrounded by large gatherings of people "to direct 
their energies increasingly to the cultivation of the inner life".^ ^ 
In the subsequent years, "two contrasting tendencies came to be distinguished" 
as Tayfuris and Junaydis, after two great mystics, Abu Yazld Tayfur al-Bustami (d. 
C.E. 874) and Abu al-Qasim al-Junayd al-Baghdadi (d. 874 C.E.). BustamI 
propounded mainly the doctrines of Ghalabat (rapture) and Sukr (intoxication) of love 
for Allah, and Junayd al-Baghdadi advocated of Sahw (sobriety), about which Shaykh 
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HujwTiT, maintains that, "it is the best known and most celebrated of all doctrines, and 
all the Shaykhs have adopted it".^ "^  People began to follow the experienced men who 
have traversed the spiritual path in convents, like Khanqahs, Zawiyas or Ribats that 
began to flourish in different parts of the Muslim world. In terms of J.S. Trimingham: 
By the fifth/eleventh century organized convents of a quite different 
character had become numerous, though they still retained their character as 
collections of individuals pursuing their own way, even though they 
associated with and sought guidance from experienced man and ascribed 
themselves to such guides. ... By the twelfth century many khanaqahs had 
become rich and flourishing establishments ... From the beginning of the 
thirteenth century centres ... became the sees of tarlqas, mystical schools 
or teaching centres. This happened when a centre or circle became focussed 
on one director in a new way and turned into a school designed to 
perpetuate his name, type of teaching, mystical exercises and rules of life. 
Each such tariqa was handed down through a continuous 'chain' (silsila), or 
mystical isnad.^^ 
The period between 12"' to 14"" Century C.E. {Golden period of Sufism), 
witnessed the establishment of great Sufi Tariqas or orders that played a significant 
role in the development of institutional Sufism, and as per Nile Green: 
Between 1100 [C.E] and 1400 [C.E], the Sufi brotherhoods [Silsilahs] had 
penetrated societies as far apart as Spain and Mauretania in the West and 
Bengal and Turkestan in the East, with a firm concentration in the wealthy 
mercantile middle regions of Egypt and Syria ... Each of them shared the 
same basic characteristics, mechanisms of reproduction, and standardization 
that allowed the brotherhoods to endure and expand while maintaining the 
meaningful consistency that they cherished as their proprietary traditions. 
The Sufi Tariqas, Silsilahs or orders emerged as the manifestation of a gradual 
and continuous process of addressing the esoteric or spiritual aspects of the believers, 
at an individual to the collective level. Each Tariqa or order represented an unending 
chain of master-disciple (Pir-Murid) relationship. Except for the Naqashbandi Sisilah 
wherein the spiritual pedigree is established through the first Pious Khalifah, Hadrat 
Abu Bakr al-Siddiq (R.A), all others trace their origin with Prophet Muhammad 
(/^ite) via the fourth Pious Khalifah, Hadrat'All (R.A). In the unbroken chain of 
masters and disciples reaching up to Prophet Muhammad (X i^S )^ in each order, a 
particular master or 'Shaykh', often rose to prominence and popularization. Thus, the 
order got the appellation after that particular master or 'Shaykh'.^^ Marshall Hodgson 
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in his, The Venture of Islam, calls the uninterrupted sequence of master-disciple {Pir-
Murid) relationship as a Silsilah (order) and maintains; 
Thetariqahs (literally, 'ways') were loosely organized bodies of pirs and 
murids following well-defined and even hierarchically controlled 'ways' of 
mystical discipline, each with its rituals, its chiefs, and (of course) its 
endowments. These were founded on the relationship between master and 
disciple, as this relationship had been formalized in the previous century or 
so. In principle, every aspiring young Suff (as murid) attached himself to an 
estab-lished Sufi pir (or Shaykh), who was himself the disciple of another 
and greater Pir; whose own training had come through a line of pTrs 
reaching back, ordinarily, to the Prophet ... [and] this sequence was called 
/TO 
as Silsilah. 
In addition to this, almost in every order, particular raiment called as the 
Khirqah (Cloak) usually distinguished a Sufi aspirant^^. He received it fi-om the 
Shaykh as "a symbol of his status as a formal disciple of a particular Shaykh and his 
7ft 
commitment to the master-disciple relationship." However, this process came into 
vogue after Junayd al-Baghdadi and before him; it was only Siihba (companionship) 
with a particular Shaykh, that initiated an aspirant in a Sufi circle, as substantiated by 
Ohlander; 
As evinced in Suhrawardl's [Shihab al-Din 'Umar] account of his own 
nisbat al-khirqa, the idea was that the initiatic authority was transmitted 
first through the medium of Siihba, and only later, beginning with al-
Junayd, explicitly through investiture with the khirqaJ^ 
In some orders, this giving of Khirqa (investiture) occurred at the beginning 
while as among others it was given at the end, when the aspirant or Murid had 
successfully traversed the path. Later on different types of Khirqahs came into vogue 
in the Sufi institutions like, Khirqat al-Iradah, which was meant for a novice, an 
aspirant or Murid. Khirqat al-Khilafah or Khirqat al-Irshad, meant for that one, who 
had successfiilly traversed the path and was able to guide others. Usually such disciple 
was termed as Khalifah of that particular Shaykh from whom he invested the Khirqah. 
Khirqat al-Tabbaruk was usually bestowed on anyone who may not be an aspirant in 
strict sense.^ ^ The relationship between the 'master and disciple' or Pir and Murid 
was and still continues to be a peculiar one in Sufism and acts as the foundational 
pillar of the Sufi Tariqa. It is highly spiritual, deeply emotional and personal relation, 
as is apparent from the anecdote of Shaykh Shihab al-Dln al-Suhrawardi, who relates 
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his encounter with his uncle Shaykh Abu Najlb al- SuhrawardT, who was of his master 
or Pir; 
When the Shaikh's reverence is deeply established in the crevices of the 
murid's heart, he tends to become tongue-tied in his presence. It has been 
observed that they just cannot look him in the face. Once I was suffering 
from fever, my uncle Sh. Abu NajTb came to see me. (On seeing him) my 
body became wet with perspiration. This is precisely what I wanted, for it 
lowered my fever and I recovered from illness. Once his handkerchief, 
which he had given me and which I used to wear as a turban, came under 
my foot, at once I was overcome with awe and terror. The development of 
this level of reverence was (spiritually) highly auspicious.^'' 
The prominent orders included the following: 
• gaJzW order founded by Shaykh 'Abd al-Qadir al-JTlanl (d. 1166 
C.E.). 
• lywArawarfirbyAbu NajTb al-Suhrawardi (d.ll68 C.E.). 
• Rifa 'i by Ahmad ibn al-Rifa'T (d. 1182 C.E.). 
• Yasawi by Ahmad al-YasawI (d. 1166 C.E.). 
• KubmwihyNajm al-DinKubra (d. 1221 C.E.). 
• Chishti hy Abu Ishaq Sham! (d. 940 C.E.) but popularized mainly by 
Khwajah Mu'm al-Dln Chishti (d. 1236 C.E.). 
• Shadhili by Abu Madyan Shu'ayb (d. 1197 C.E.) and highly 
popularized by Abu al-Hasan ShadhilT (d. 1258 C.E.). 
• Mawlawi hy Mawlana Jalal al-Din Rumi (d. 1273 C.E.) and 
• Nag as hbandi order attributed to Baha' al-Din Naqashbandi (d. 1389 
C.E.) and was earlier known as Silsilah-i Khwajagan, owing its origin 
with Yusuf al Hamadani (d. 1140 C.E.) and 'Abd al-Khaliq 
GhujdawanT(d. 1179C.E.). 
Besides the establishment of organizational setup, Sufism was enriched with a 
myriad literary works post ninth century C.E. Different aspects of Sufism were 
profiisely brought under theoretical exploration. From 9"" to lO"' century C.E., the 
Sufis works included, Al-Riya Li Huquq Allah (The Observance of Allah's Rights) 
and Kitab al-Nasihah (Book of the Counsels) by Harith al-Muhasibl, Kitab al-Lam 'a 
(Book of Flashes), by Abu Nasr Sarraj, Qut al-Quliib (Food of the Hearts) by Abu 
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Talib Makki, Kitab al-Ta 'arufLi Madhahb-i AM al-Tasawwuf (V^Q Doctrines of the 
Sufis) by Abu Bakr Kalabadhi. From 11* century to 13* century C.E., the notable 
works were, 'Abd al-Rahman al-Sulami's, Tabaqat al-Sufiya', Abu Nu'aym 
Isfahan?s, Hilyat al-Awliya', Abu al-Qasim al-Qushayri's Al-Risalah al-Qushayriyya, 
Shaykh 'All bin 'Uthman al-Hujwm's Kashf al-Mahjub, 'Abdullah al-Ansari's 
Manazil al-Sa'inn, Abu Najib al-Suhrawardi's Kitab Adab al-Muridin, Shihab al-Din 
Abu Hafs 'Umar al-Suhrawardi's, Awarif al-Ma 'arif, Al-Ghazali's Ihya al-'Ulum al-
Din (Revival of the Religious Sciences) and Kimya'-i Sa'adat, Shaykh 'Abd al-Qadir 
JilanT's Al-Ghunniya al-Talibin and Fiituh al-Ghayb, Ibn al-'Arabi's Futuhat-i 
Makiyya (Makkan Revelations) and Fusus al-Hikam (Bezels of Wisdom). 
The valley of Kashmir witnessed the arrival and subsequent progress of Islam 
and Sufism during the 14th century-a period when Sufism has reached at the zenith of 
its institutional development. Sufi missionaries of mainly the Suhrawardi and 
Kubrawi orders began to enter the valley during the 14* century C.E. and eventually 
played an important role in transforaiing the socio-cultural and religious environment 
of Kashmir. 
The Present Study 
Islam appeared gradually and peacefully within the ambit of the natural 
boundaries of the striking valley of Kashmir. The classical sources about the history 
of Kashmir amply allude that prior to the establishment of Muslim rule in Kashmir in 
the 14th century C.E., Muslims traders, adventurers and mercenaries, had inhabited 
the valley. During the 14th century C.E., Sufi missionaries fi-om Central Asia 
belonging to mainly Suhrawardi and Kubrawi orders interspersed throughout the 
valley. With their undying efforts of proselytization, they earned the conversions, with 
tremendous numbers, from the dominant Hindu community. Such was the everlasting 
effect of their peaceful propagation of Islam that in the concluding years of the 
sixteenth century C.E., Islam became the mass religion in Kashmir. ^^  Thus, the credit 
of materializing the transition of Kashmir, fi-om Hindu-Buddhist to Muslim dominant 
community, over a period of few centuries goes mainly to the Sufi missionaries. 
The contemporary societies are dominated by extreme materialistic outlook 
that surpass every other idea of safeguarding spirituality, ethics or morahty. A myriad 
of forces functioning in the garb of modemism drive the modem-day human being 
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away from the radiance of Divine word and abandon him in the murky valley of 
disbelief and deviation from the right path. This state of affairs prevalent in Muslim 
societies necessitates of establishing its connection with the glorious past by bringing 
to limelight the multidimensional activities of inspirational pious and spiritually 
enlightened figures of Islam. The coming generations could derive lessons from them 
and liberate themselves from the snares of self and evil forces working for the 
destruction of human values and ethical standards. In this connection, the current 
study is a humble effort to highlight the Kashmiri luminaries of Suhrawardi order, 
who had unreservedly dedicated their whole lives for the cause of preserving the 
universal values of Islam. 
Over the recent decades, at academic level, eminent scholars, mainly from 
Kashmir, have brought to limelight the various aspects of role of Sufis and 
propagation of Islam in Kashmir. Prof A.Q. Rafiqi's Sufism in Kashmir: Fourteenth 
to Sixteenth Century (Varanasi: 1976), based on his doctoral dissertation and 
originally published in 1976, is a scholarly piece on the subject of Sufism and its 
relation to Kashmir. This work "seeks to unravel the tangled skein of legends 
conceming the Sufis of Kashmir" and tries to establish a link between the Sufi orders 
from 14th to 16th century in Kashmir. With a summarized scheme about the 
Suhrawardi order, this work provides a critical sturdy of the Kubrawi and Rishi 
orders. Prof Muhammad Ishaq Khan's Kashmir's Transition to Islam (New Delhi: 
1994), a commendable research work, highlights the role and impact of Rishis, the 
local mystical order of Kashmir, lead by Shaykh Nur al-Din (1379-1442 C.E.). The 
main focus of this work is " on the social response of Kashmiris—in the form of the 
mystic order of Muslim Rishis —to the egalitarian and philanthropic teachings of 
Islam as externalised by the Sufis' personality and behaviour." Prof Khan's recently 
published work, Sufis of Kashmiri (Srinagar: 2011), provide the valuable biographical 
sketches of the Sufis of Kashmir. This work highlights the influence of Kashmiri 
Sufis' intrinsic-educational, spiritual and philanthropic-qualities, with which they not 
only preserved the Islamic legacy of spiritualism and egalitarianism but also played a 
vital role in shaping the peculiar society of Kashmir during the period between 14th 
78 
and 19th centuries. 
Muhammad Ashraf Wani's, Islam in Kashmir: Fourteenth to Sixteenth 
Century, based on his Ph.D. dissertation and published in 2004, is an analytical study 
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of the processes that brought the transition in the rehgion and culture of the society. 
Besides utiUzing the original sources available, the author has endeavoured to bring 
some novel sources in use, to "capture the entire gamut of the history of Kashmir 
79 
between fourteenth and sixteenth centuries". 
Other works like, Shah-i Hamadan: Hayat Aur Karnamay (Srinagar:1935) by 
Prof Shams al-Din Ahmad, Sayyid Ali Hamadani (Delhi: 1987) by Sayyidah Ashraf 
Zafar, Religions Thought of Mir Sayyid Ali Hamadani (Delhi: 1992) by Dr. Hayat 
Amir, Mir Saiyid Ali Hamadani and Kubraviya Sufi Order in Kashmir (New 
Delhi:2003) by Dr. Surayia Gull are worth mentioning in relation to the role of Mir 
Sayyid 'All Hamadani and his followers in Kashmir. 
Most of the works related to the study of the contribution of Sufis and spread 
of Islam in Kashmir have mainly brought to limelight the Kubrawi order brought by 
Mir Sayyid 'AH Hamadani and the local Rishi order lead by Shaykh Nur al-Dm Rishi. 
However, there is paucity of academic studies in exploring the life and activities of 
Suhrawardi Sufis of the valley. The Suhrawardi order in Kashmir was highly 
popularized by Makhdum Shaykh Hamzah during sixteenth century and his 
outstanding disciples like Baba Dawud KhakT, Baba Hyder Tulmuli, Khwaja Ishaq 
QaiT and others. They played a vital role in safeguarding and preserving the Islamic 
legacy amid very chaotic and disturbed circumstances in Kashmir. The current work 
is a humble study to fill this void in the literature regarding Sufism and its 
d,evelopment in Kashmir. 
Research Scheme 
Chiefly based on the extant historical data, the study is historical and 
descriptive in methodology, besides bringing some aspects into careful analysis. 
Following this methodology, the current study explores the emergence and 
subsequent development of Suhrawardi order in Kashmir. The first chapter, 
Emergence of Islam in Kashmir: Religious, Political and Cultural Perspective, 
providing a contextual fi-amework for the main theme, highlights the diffusion of 
Muslims and subsequent progress of Islam in Kashmir, which was mainly an outcome 
of the proselytization process of Sufis of mainly Suhrawardi and Kubrawi orders. The 
origin of Suhrawardi order and its emergence and early development in Kashmir is 
the focus of the second chapter, entitled as, Origin of Suhrawardi Order and Its 
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Development in Kashmir. The concluding chapter, Makhdum Shaykh Hamzah: 
Pioneer of Suhrawardi Order in Kashmir, signifies the importance of Makhdum 
Shaykh Hamzah and his disciples as the chief propounder of Suhrawardi order in 
Kashmir. Thus, the study brings out that, the Suhrawardi order in Kashmir developed 
in two main phases. The first phase includes, the arrival of Sayyid 'Abd al-Rahman 
Bulbul Shah (14* century C.E.) until the arrival of Sayyid Jamal al-Din BukhaiT (first 
of 16* century C.E.) and second, with the initiation of Makhdum Shaykh Hamzah 
into the Suhrawardi order and his subsequent propagation of this order. However, 
given the limited space and time, this work mainly highlights the Suhrawardi 
luminaries of Kashmir from 14* to 16* century, leaving a big room for researchers to 
develop further insights into this aspect of Kashmiri religious and spiritual legacy. 
Subsequent stages of development of Suhrawardi order in Kashmir can be brought 
under study including the disciples of Makhdum Hamzah and their disciples, who 
were highly influential and were in great numbers. 
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CHAPTER ONE 
Emergence of Islam in 
Kashmir: 
Religious, Political and 
Cultural Perspective 
"Chapter I -
The magnetic attraction that the valley of Kashmir possess with an affluence of 
extreme natural scenery presented by the green meadows, attractive flower beds, 
coloured saffron fields, singing cataracts and rivulets has been highly talked about. 
The beauty and appealing scenery of the landscape of Kashmir has received the 
attention of renowned local and foreign poets besides receiving a place in the age-old 
Geography of Ptolemy and Histories of Herodotus' . Noted Persian poet 'Urfi Shirazi 
has praised the heavenly beauty of Kashmir in the following way: 
All j j J (JU L ,S CLUJI L_IUS P ^ J S 
Any burnt creature entering Kashmir, 
Even if a roasted fowl, it shall grow feathers. 
Similarly, the Mughal emperor Jahangir has given way to his feelings about the 
beauty of Kashmir, while chanting the following couplet of Amir Khusraw, as: 
If the paradise is anywhere on the surface of earth it is this, it is this, it is this. 
Among the famous Indian poets Mirza Ghalib, Altaf Husayn Hall, Brij 
Narayan Chakbast, Prof. Al Ahmad Surur, Jagan Nath Azad, Hafiz Jalandhari and 
others have left poetic expressions about the exhilarating beauty of Kashmir. Sir 
Muhammad Iqbal goes on saying that: ^ 
• ^ 1 - ^ ^ ^ (.5^ r"-*' <c^ LS^ J ^ f^ OJ* £:r^JJ 
Pandit Brij Narayan Chakbast has eloquently narrated the following lines in 
the praise of Kashmir: 
i r r* '^ ' ts^^ k^ ^ O J J ^ ^ J^_ LH^ "IJ 
Likewise Professor Al Ahmad Surur narrates for the unparalleled beauty of 
Kashmir as: ^ 
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In fact, in the words of Abu al-Fadl "the praises of Kashmir cannot be 
contained within the narrows of language". 
Located amid the lofty mountain ramparts this picturesque valley of Kashmir, 
which is like "an emerald of verdure enclosed in the amphitheatre of virgin snow"^, 
saw the gradual emergence of the Muslims, long before the establishment of Muslim 
Sultanate there in 1339 C.E. This gradual arrival of Muslims in the valley of Kashmir 
was mainly due to the age-old cross cultural interactions or inter-regional trade links 
that hooked the valley with the adjoining regions that had already come under the 
sway of Islamic missionaries and conquerors. The gradual, yet peacefiil, diffusion of 
Muslim traders and adventurers had already begun in the valley almost six centuries 
preceding the foundation of the Sultanate in Kashmir in 1320 C.E.^ The synoptic 
insights put forth by the famous orientalist T.W Arnold (1864-1930 C.E.) regarding 
the process of emergence and spread of Islam in Kashmir reads as; 
Kashmir contains the larger number of Muhammadans (namely 70 per 
cent) [94% as per census of India, 1911,p.88] in proportion to the whole 
population; but unfortunately historical facts that should explain the 
existence in this state of so many Musalmans, almost entirely of Hindu or 
Tibetan origin, are very scanty. But all the evidence leads us to attribute 
it on the whole to a long-continued missionary movement inaugurated 
and carried out mainly by faqirs and dervishes.'° 
The Muslim denomination in Kashmir grew from a negligible minimum level 
to the level of a well recognized majority over a period of almost seven centuries. To 
comprehend logically the course of this phenomenon of emergence and subsequent 
prolific spread of Islam in Kashmir in its proper perspective, it is pertinent here to 
accentuate the (Islamic) scriptural foundation of the primary impetus or the pragmatic 
force responsible for the spontaneous spread of Islam generally in the whole world and 
particularly within the fringes of Kashmir valley. 
As far as the fundamental sources of Islamic knowledge are taken into account, 
this primary factor is termed as Da 'wah or Preaching in Islam, which is responsible for 
the rapid spread of Islam in Kashmir and elsewhere in the worid. Given the fact that 
Islam is essentially a missionary religion, therefore as a matter of religious conviction, 
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this Da 'wah or Preaching in Islam carries much significance at every level and stratum 
of the Muslim populace. Notwithstanding the requirement of a separate volume for 
elucidating the different intricacies of Da 'wah, an attempt is however necessarily 
made to highlight its importance from the Qur'anic point of view to understand its 
viability as a prime impetus that has lead the untiring devoted Muslim preachers to 
intersperse throughout the globe without bending before the impediments of any 
disposition. The unremitting fragrance of their spiritual persona censed even those 
lands and conquered the pulsating hearts there, where political regimes of Islam either 
ceased or had been adjourned to establish their authority for centuries together. In the 
course of their proselytization they added to the fold of untainted creed of Islam those 
who had been spearheading the corrupted forms of belief 
D'awah: A Potent Factor behind the spread of Islam 
The enthusiasm, persistence and continuity of the preaching of Islam in a best 
possible way are explicit in the remarkable years of prophetic life of Prophet 
Muhammad (X5i£=)." In fact, the supreme distinction of Prophet Muhammad (^ 5i£=) 
lay in his illustration of the supreme truth of the fiindamental oneness of the whole 
humanity and the demarcation of all the high and sideways along which lies the 
prosperity and welfare of the entire human race.'^ With the onset of revelation, the 
beloved Prophet ( ^ ^ ) carried on the great and noble preaching of Islamic faith 
secretly for some years until he received the commandment from Allah Almighty to 
preach the universal message of Islam openly to his kinsmen, as the Holy Qur'an says: 
^jjjjS'ifl i2BjiuLc. J Ail J (jjjiLJJl (3^ ( J j ^ j ^ l 14^ 1 'jiil ^ p i j i l l 
So call not on any other god with Allah or thou wilt be among those under 
penalty. And admonish thy nearest kinsmen. 
Following this, the divine commandment demanded of the Prophet 
Muhammad (Xs^) to proclaim the etemal message before a wider audience i.e. the 
general masses '^* as Holy Qur'an says: 
Therefore expound openly what thou art commanded and turn away from 
those who join false gods with Allah.^^ 
This invitation, extended to the general masses calling them towards the true 
and genuine faith (Islam), carried with it, love, affection and compassion and was 
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delivered with such an utter wisdom that it engulfed the bosoms of the people within a 
very short span of time. As one of the renowned Islamic scholars, Qadi Sulayman 
MansurpuiT, while highlighting the preaching process of the Prophet (^>i&), 
encapsulates,'^ 
Demonstrating great firmness, perfection, ample heartedness, perseverance 
and elegance. Holy Prophet (X^i^) endured all sort of troubles, withstood all 
possibly severe tests in fulfillment of his holy mission. He supported all his 
professing by conspicuous arguments and logical impacts.'^ 
As "an ideal preacher of a perfect religion", the beloved Prophet 
Muhammad(Ai£=) "for the convictions, cheerfully endured scorn and persecution" 
substantiates a western scholar, Joseph Hell.'^ 
The peaceful preaching mission of the beloved Prophet (X^fe) observed a 
developmental phase of five stages among the different strata of the population'^, viz: 
1. Kinsmen and close friends. 
2. Allpeopleof the clan and the city. 
3. The tribes within and around the vicinity of Mecca. 
4. All parts of Arabia including the tribes inhabiting it. 
5. All civilized nations and prominent religions of the then world. 
Thus, this aspect of (Da 'wah of) Prophetic life is of crucial importance in 
Islam. "The work of Da 'wah [preaching of Islam], on the one hand, according to the 
Qur'an, is the very objective and aim of the existence of Muslim Ummah and on the 
other hand, it is the most persistent and emphasized practice of our beloved Prophet 
[ A ^ ] ."^ ^ Obviously it is not astonishing that the Prophet {^^) has been addressed 
as a Da 'lox preacher by Allah the Exalted in the following verse of the Holy Qur'an : 
i jjii LLl3*^ j AjJU M JS IJCIJJ ijjjjj Ijujiiij IIAUS ;211JL:J1 Uj ^^\ 1^ 1 IJ 
O Prophet! Truly We have sent thee as a Witness a Bearer of Glad Tidings 
and a Warner. And as one who invites to Allah's (Grace) by His leave and 
9 1 
as a Lamp spreading Light.' . 
Being the most powerful factor behind the stupendous spread of Islam, Da 'wah 
is a perpetually embarked effort not to be considered as an after-thought but a divine 
commandment^^, which has been testified by the divine verdicts of the Holy Qur'an 
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profoundly, where in the main objective of this Ummah^^ or Islamic community '^* has 
been put, as follows: 
7(2 are f/ie iie^? of peoples evolved for mankind enjoining what is right 
forbidding what is wrong and believing in Allah. If only the people of the 
Book had faith it were bets for them; among them are some who have faith 
but most of them are transgressors. 
The above verse encapsulates the radically different yet ultimate goals of this 
Ummah and other nations. Instead of meeting the selfish ends, by (politically) 
subduing other nations, the Muslim Ummah as a representative of the God on Earth 
aims at the establishment of a divinely ordered system that would promote the culture 
of virtue in all of its aspects together with the most possible eradication of vicious 
Oft 
elements at individual as well as collective level. 
Further, to stimulate the fei-vor of preaching among the Muslim populace, the 
Holy Qur'an demands fi-om the believers to establish a band of people, with high 
erudition and moral fiber, for inviting people towards enjoining what is right and 
refi-aining them from the evil. By this way, the people will be able to achieve Faldh or 
prosperity in this world as well as in the hereafter, as is highlighted in the following 
verse: 
Let there arise out of you a band of people inviting to all that is good enjoining what 
is right and forbidding what is wrong; they are the ones to attain felicity. 
Such divine commandments eventually filled the Muslims with an undying 
passion, spirit and zeal that stimulated them to transmit their message genially "in 
season and out of season" relentlessly between the bounds of East and West covering 
at the very outset countries like Syria, Egypt, North Afiica and Persia. Towards the 
West, they engulfed Spain and in the East moved beyond Indus and almost after 
hundred years after the demise of the Prophet Muhammad (;!1-^) Muslims left behind 
even Roman Empire in wielding authority over the major portion of land.^ ^ The 
Islamic religion and community started to develop from the general Arabian culture as 
a result of vehement exertion of a number of remarkable men lead by the Prophet 
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Muhammad ( ^ ^ ) himself and successively emerged as a ruling conununity, 
"scattered thinly throughout the Aramaic- and Iranian-speaking lands and far 
beyond"^^ as maintained by Marshall Hodgson, 
The vast and rapid expansion of Islam could be gauged from the fact that at 
the time of Abbasids (C.E 752-1258) the Islamic empire spanned from 
Spain in the west to the borders of India in the east, from central Asia in the 
north to North Africa in the south. 
Thus, at primary level, the process of proselytization has played a pivotal role 
in dispersing the message of this universal creed of Islam throughout the length and 
breadth of this globe. However, remarkable is also the role played by the geographical 
annexation by Muslim forces for creating a viable atmosphere for the proselytization 
or Da 'wah. In the aftermath of the conquests, the social, commercial, cultural and 
religious interactions had been expectedly galvanized between the conquerors 
(Muslims) and conquered (non-Muslims). Having interspersed thoroughly in these 
non-Muslims societies, the glowing Muslim luminaries (Scholars and Sufis), who 
being the exact embodiments of Islamic creed, accelerated the process of preaching 
Islam in the non-Muslim lands. Thus, Da'wah proved to be a more productive 
process in bringing spontaneous conversions to Islam, because of the candid beliefs of 
Islam that had been passionately and affectionately delivered to the people by the 
erudite souls of Islam (' Ulama '-i Haq)?' 
The beautiful valley of Kashmir also witnessed the arrival of such zealous 
itinerant Muslim Scholars and Sufis, who by means of Da 'wah made the peaceful and 
gradual propagation of Islam possible in the valley. The snowy mountain ramparts, 
beyond any doubt, offered a strong natural protection to the valley, thereby impeding 
its subjugation by any foreign rule for centuries together. However, this natural 
impediment could hardly resist the arrival of Muslim preachers, who were successful 
in bringing out the dispersal of the etemal message of Islam into every comer of the 
valley. Consequently, and remarkably, Kashmir exhibited a transition from Hindu 
majority to a Muslim majority state over next few centuries. 
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Emergence of Islam in Sind and Hind: It's Impact on Kashmir 
With the unyielding estabhshment of Islam in the Arabian Peninsula during the 
first half of the 7* century, Muslims bearing the torch of Islamic creed, started fresh 
advances in every direction, to illuminate the darkness of the globe with the divinely 
ordained dictates, received from the final divine Word of Allah revealed unto His last 
Messenger, Prophet Muhammad (^'^) . In this context, the northem and western 
neighboring territories of Kashmir saw the arrival of Muslims in the beginning of 8' 
century C.E. In the next three or four centuries, these bordering territories of Kashmir, 
subsequently witnessed the firm establishment of Islam, as the whole of northern India 
was under Islamic suzerainty towards the beginning of thirteenth century; the 
renowned Hindu historian, Tara Chand confirms that. 
The rise of Islam in the beginning of the seventh century and the unification 
of the Arab tribes under a centralized state gave a fremendous impetus to the 
movement of expansion which was going on since pre-Islamic days. Muslim 
araiies rapidly conquered Syria and Persia and began to hover on the 
outskirts of India. Muslim merchants immediately entered into the 
inheritance of Persian maritime trade, and Arab fleets began to scour the 
Indian seas.^ ^ 
Unfortunately, the classical Sanskrit literature of Kashmir remains scanty or 
almost silent, keeping in obscurity the changing religio-political scenario in these 
adjoining territories of Kashmir (mainly Northem India and Central Asia) and its 
impact on the valley, which is an essential factor for proper understanding of 
emergence of Islam in Kashmir. The only direct source of available information 
regarding the ancient Kashmir is the Rajatamngini of Kalhana that covers history of 
Kashmir from earliest times till 1149-50 C.E. M.Aurel Stein, the translator of this 
historical Sanskrit source also laments on the failure of Kalhana to provide a lucid and 
detailed information of the vividly changing political and religious milieu of the 
adjacent areas of Kashmir and its implications on the Kashmiri society, though 
isolated politically and geographically, yet closely involved with them, through the 
longstanding social and commercial relations".Initially it was Sind which received the 
Muslims from the Arab world, and Kashmir also witiiessed initially the presence of 
Arab Muslims during 8* century C.E. and therefore it seems pertinent here to narrate 
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the emergence of Islam in Sind and its implications on Kashmir in order to understand 
the emergence and spread of Islam in Kashmir in a proper perspective.^ "* 
Long before the rise of Islam, the Arab traders had set up active commercial 
links with India, particularly in the coastal areas, through import and export of 
goods. Consequently these Arab traders had established permanent settlements in 
many of the coastal towns and cities incessantly even after the advent of Islam (in the 
beginning of 7th century C.E.). The Muslim Arab traders initially settled on the 
Malabar coast about the end of the 7'*' Century C.E. or the latter half of the first 
century Hijrf.^ ^ These early Muslim settlements of mainly the Arab traders turned out 
to be the hub of Islamic proselytization, due to the influx of itinerant Muslim 
missionaries, facilitating the peaceful spread of Islam primarily in the coastal areas and 
subsequently in rest of the sub continent." One of the remarkable examples suggesting 
the missionary zeal in Islam could be gauged from the life of the illustrious Umawi 
Khalifah, 'Umar ibn 'Abd al~'AzIz (717-720 C.E.) who laid much stress on spreading 
Islam via persuasion rather than engagement of human resources in annexation of 
land. Having felt the mere political subjugation of Sind to be unproductive in the 
spread of Islam, he is reported to have sent invitations of accepting Islam to kings of 
different provinces adjacent to Sind. Many kings responded positively on his invitation 
and were allowed to continue their rule, after having accepted Islam.''^  
After the Muslim conquest of Arabia and the adjoining areas, in the Khilafah 
(Caliphate) of Hadrat 'Umar Faruq (RAA) (634-644 C.E.) a series of Muslim 
expeditions were dispatched towards Sind and Hind (modem Indo-Pak subcontinent 
and some parts of Afghanistan) continuously until it was conquered in 713 C.E. as 
recorded in the earliest historical sources^^, like the Chach Namah^'^ and Kitab Fiitiih 
al-Biildan of al-BaladhuiT. In the beginning of 8th Century C.E., Imad al-Din 
Muhammad bin Qasim, was sent out by the ' Umawi governor of Iraq, Hajjaj bin 
Yusuf, at the bidding of the Umawi Khalifah WalTd-I to lead the Muslim army against 
Raja Dahir of Sind'*',who had succeeded his father, Chach Brahman, the ruler of 
Hindu SahasT Kingdom"* .^ The immediate causes behind this expedition are recorded 
below: 
1. Growing activities of pirates in the hidian Ocean, hampering the trade 
activities of Arabs."*^  
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2. Plunder of Arab merchant vessels by pirates near Dibal (the coastal town of 
Sind), that was carrying the families of some early Arab settlers. 
3. Raja Dahir's providing of shelter to some members of Alafi tribe, who had 
rebelled against Hajjaj by killing one of his army commanders, namely Sa'id 
bin Aslam."^ ^ 
On Thursday 10* of Holy Ramadan in the year 93 A.H. or 711 C.E. Raja Dahir 
met his death in a fierce assault with Muslim army lead by Muhammad bin Qasim. 
"When Dahir was killed Muhammad bin Qasim was in complete control of the country 
as-Sind" maintains Baladhun.'*^ 
Thus, Muhammad bin Qasim managed to annex a vast territory including Dibal 
and Nirun or modem Hyderabad, Multan and Batiah near Bahawalpur, Alor (capital of 
Dahir's kingdom), Brahminabad or Mansurah, Askalandah or modem Uch, and 
proceeded to the frontiers of Kashmir called as Panj Nahiycit, present at the upper 
course of river Jhelum.'** However, Muhammad bin Qasim could not make further 
conquests as he was recalled by Khalifah Sulayman (who had succeeded Walid 1) and 
got him killed, and the danger on Kashmir was precluded'^  thereby adjouming the 
establishment of Muslim rale in Kashmir for almost six centuries. But Kashmir could 
not escape the regular threat of Arab Muslim armies who constantly made some 
abortive attempts to conquer Kashmir during the 8 century C.E. As in the reign of 
'Umawi Khalifah Hisham, the ambitious govemor of Sind, Al-Junayd lead an 
expedition against the frontiers of Kashmir, but was deterred back successfully by 
Lalitaditya (724-60 C.E.), the then mler of Kashmir, thereby making an end of further 
Arab expeditions on Kashmir^". Still the regular threat of the advancing Muslim army 
persisted on Kashmir, as its adjoining temtories including the Central Asia had come 
under the Muslim subjugation by the end of S"' century C.E.,^' together with finn 
establishment of Islam in its western and northem territories i.e. the Hindu SahasT 
kingdom^^ respectively, in the beginning of ll"" Century C.E. by the Ghaznavids 
{Ghaznawi's)P In this context in the year 1003 C.E., Abu al-Qasim Mahmud Ghazni, 
defeated Raja Jaipal, the raler of Waihund (one of the principalities of Hindu Sahl 
kingdom) and later on his son Anand Pal in 1009 C.E. To quote the contemporary 
Arab traveller Al-Biranl, the Hindu Sahi kingdom disintegrated "like atoms of dust 
scattered in all directions and like a tale of old in the mouth of people."^'' Trilokanpal 
or Narojaipal (grandson of Raja Jaipal) succeeded Anand Pal and felt too fragile to 
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withstand Mahmud's strong armed legion, sought Sangramaraja's (the then ruler of 
Kashmir-1003-1028 C.E.) help, who sent a big armed contingent under the command 
of Tunga, (the prime minister of Sangramaraja) for his support. But this armed 
coalition could not hold for long against Sultan Mahmud after facing him in a valley 
near Jhelum and got defeated ultimately in 1014 C.E.,^^ as Stein signifies; 
Mahmud seems to have won his victory in one of the valleys which lead 
from the region about Jhelum, towards Kashmir... and some chiefs of 
confines of Kashmir are said to have made their submission to the Sultan in 
consequence of his victory."^^ 
Kalhana recollects the scene of defeat, as, "then Tunga, after having by his 
defeat brought the descent of the Turuskas on the whole surface of the Earth, marched 
back slowly to his own country."^^ 
Aggravated by Sangramaraja's conduct, Malimud decided to advance towards 
CO _ 
Kashmir again in 1016 C.E. via Tosamaidan pass (crossed by most direct path 
between Punch and Srinagar and leads to Lahore) and reached a fort known as Loh 
Kote, as related by Farishta; 
Lokote or Lohkote [modem Loharkote in Punch Valley]^ remarkable on 
account of its length and strength entirely defeated the king's utmost efforts; 
for not being able to reduce it during the summer season, he was obliged, on 
the approach of winter, to abandon his enterprise and return to Ghazny 
[Ghazm]. On his route he was mislead by his guides, and falling into 
extensive morasses from which he for several days could not extricate his 
army, many of his troops perished, and he failed in all the enterprises of this 
60 
campaign. 
While Francis Younghusband calls the ambitious yet futile (in tenns of 
Kashmir) endeavors of Mahmud GhaznT as 'flood of invasion from Punjab inwards to 
Kashmir"^', M.A Stein maintains; 
The great wave of invasion which swept across the Indus valley and along 
the Punjab plains in the early decades of the eleventh century did indeed 
stop short of the mountain ramparts protecting Kashmir. The several 
expeditions which we know Mahmud to have led in this direction never 
seriously threatened the independence of the valley. 
Thus, the Muslim conquests, settlements of Muslim Arab traders and the 
Islamic proselytizing activities started during 7th century C.E. in the Indian 
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subcontinent.^'' These events may be regarded as the simultaneous developments 
having political, commercial, social, cultural and religious implications for the whole 
Indian subcontinent, Kashmir being no exception to it,^ "* owing to its geographical 
proximity with India, as it remains centered among the northem snowy Himavant 
mountains of India, and according to Al-BirunT, which are "connected with the country 
oftheTurks."^^ 
Muslim diffusion and Emergence of Islam in Kashmir 
Due to the impediments offered to the Muslim army by the snowy mountain 
ramparts, Kashmir remained, by the end of 13* century, the only contiguous area of 
Central Asia and Northem India that was spared to carry on with its local non-Muslim 
political governance for next more than a century.^ However, these natural 
impediments could not intercept the gradual and persistent diffusion of Muslims (into 
the valley) which had begun near about 8' century C.E. This early Muslim penetration 
into the valley resulted (as a necessary outcome) of the longstanding social, cultural 
and commercial intercourse of the vale with the adjoining areas (particularly from 
the south), "where Islam had spread [long before its large scale diffusion in Kashmir] 
irresistibly through the whole of the Indian plains." 
Reliable traditional sources lend sufficient evidences supporting, the diffusion 
of Muslims in Kashmir since 8* century C.E., as is recorded in Chach Namah, that a 
fugitive Arab chief of Banti Asamah tribe namely Muhammad Alafi having entered 
the service of Raja Dahir^ ^ and later on his son Jaysiah, as a reliable adviser, in the 
beginning of 8 century C.E. , sought refuge in Kashmir along with his five hundred 
men, following Jaysiyah's defeat from the advancing Muslim warriors lead by 
Muhammad bin Qasim, during his expedition on Sind.^ *^  The then ruler of Kashmir, 
Chandrapida, paid due respect and regard to Alafi^' as, after the death of Dahir, his son 
Jaysiyah had embarked on preparations at Brahminabad for a war against the Muslim 
army lead by Muhanmiad bin Qasim ^^  and it seems pertinent here to narrate the scene 
in light of its contemporary chronicle Chach Namah as; 
When Jaysiah received the news of the approach of the Arab army, he lost 
no time in leaving the place [Brahminabad] with his valuables and his 
family, and, passing through a sandy desert, he came to Chankan and Ura 
Okayah belonging to the province of Jitor.There AlafT separated from him, 
and proceeded to the province of Takiah, and thence, with the intention of 
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taking shelter with the king of Kashmir, came to the frontier of Rawim 
close to Rawistan.The country was all a desert and an extensive plain. 
From there he wrote letters to the king of Kashmir, whose capital was 
situated further up in the midst of hills, protesting his sincerity, and 
praying for a refuge. 
The Rana of Kashmir, after reading the letters, ordered one of the 
towns, in the skirts of Kashmir, known by the name of Shakalbar to be 
granted to Alafi.Later on AlafT paid a visit to the Rana , the latter gave 50 
saddled horses and 200 valuable robes of honour, as presents to his 
companions. Alafi then asked Jehm, son of Samah Sham! [one among the 
chief men of Alafi ] to go with him and remain in the alienated town of 
Shakalbar .when Alafi went again to pay a visit to Rai of Kashmir, the latter 
again received him with due honor and distinction, and made gifts to him of 
an umbrella , a chair and a palanquin. Such honor, according to the 
prevalent custom of those days, was accorded only to kings. He then sent 
him back with honor and eclat to the land assigned to him, which was 
situated in a valley. After some time Alas' died at Shakalbar and was 
succeeded by Jehm son of Samah, and his line survives up to this time. He 
built many mosques and enjoyed great respect and dignity at the Kashmir 
court." 
The concluding part of this authentic report offers a vivid and decisive statement 
regarding the presence of Muslims in Kashmir during Chandrapida's rule (713 and 
720 C.E.) who has been highly eulogized by Kalhana for his being a just ruler with 
much forbearance and enough valor and thus calls him "crest-jewel among the 
kings."''* And as such, the religious freedom he vouchsafed on the Muslims, (like 
building of Mosques, as proved from the contemporary Arab chronicle, the Chach 
Namah) hamper the conceiving of any kind of skeptic idea, regarding the Muslim 
presence in Kashmir , some six centuries before the Muslim rule got established in 
Kashmir. 
Though Kalhana's reticence regarding the presence of Muslims in the valley 
before 13* century is apparent throughout his classical chronicle RajataranginI, which 
is unfortunately, the only extant source of information (from earliest times up to 1149 
C.E.) about ancient Kashmir,'^ yet, Kalhana corroborates this fact while he 
contemptuously introduces, as per him, the "sinful king and sensuous ruler" named as 
Vajraditya or Bappiyaka or Lalitaditya (763-770 C.E.) who "sold many men to 
MlecchasJ^ and introduced in the country practices which befitted the Mlecchas " . 
The term Mlecchas in all probability refer to none other than Muslims traders, 
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adventurers and administrative members of ruling Muslim dynasties, vi^ ho had already 
made their settlements in the nearby conquered provinces of Kashmir i.e. Sind and 
Multan^^ almost a half century before and since then Muslim forces had been 
continuously involved in maintaining a strain of expeditions via the borders of 
Kashmir. Obviously its necessary socio-political implications on Kashmir would have 
made the flow of Muslims, essentially possible, in the valley, though at a small scale 
during this period. Vajraditya, thus, adjusted his foreign pohcy in accordance with the 
social, political and religious vicissitudes of the surrounding regions, for the welfare of 
his country, granted the Muslims with the freedom of practicing and preaching their 
religion as is evident by his selling of "many men to Mlecchas" (means he allowed 
people to accept Islam) or more closely, introduced such practices, as in the words of 
Kalhana, "which befitted the Mlecchas". The early presence of these Mlecchas (or 
Muslims) in the valley during S"' century C.E., could be vindicated only on the ground 
that Muslims from the adjoining areas had immigrated in the valley and by practicing 
their faith, in all probability had managed to earn the peaceful conversions , though at 
a small scale to start with. 
However, due to the emergence and subsequent high-speed influx of the 
Muslim forces and immigrants mainly after Sultan Mahmud's expeditions^^ in India 
(though abortive on Kashmir) in the beginning of l l" ' century C.E., as related above, 
the Hindu rulers of Kashmir reinforced the security check at the mountain passes, that 
were serving as gates or "dhakkas" or ''drangas" for the valley and as per Al-Birum: 
In former times they used to allow one or two foreigners to enter their 
country [Kashmir], particularly the Jews, but at present they do not allow 
even a Hindu whom they did not know personally to enter, much less other 
people. 
The watch-stations primarily offered the surveillance of the entrances and 
secondarily served as spots for collecting the customs revenue (provided the 
continuation of the inter-territorial trade), thereby impeding the movement of Muslim 
immigrants, though temporarily, particularly after the mid of 11* century C.E.^' 
Owing to the political vicissitudes happening in the neighboring principalities, the 
strategy of fastening the gateways for the protection measures of the valley could not 
hold on for a longer period and turned out to be provisional in action.^^ The 
aggrandizement of the Muslim population in the sun-oundings of Kashmir valley and 
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its immediate effect on the internal affairs of the valley, demanded from the rulers to 
establish cordial relations with the Muslim rulers of the adjoining territories, to avoid 
any kind of political calamity. Consequently the relieving of security check on the 
border gateways resulted in the rapid streaming of Muslims into the valley which is 
corroborated by the fact that the Muslim cavalry was employed^'' in the service of 
both the local rulers and their rivals as in case of Ananta (1028-63 C.E.) who was 
attacked by, one of his rivals, namely, Acalamangala (from Dardistan) and his allies 
"Mleccha princes". But the king with the help of the Sahl prince, Rudrapala '^^  
managed to put a setback on this expedition. ^ ^ Stein argues that the term ""Mlecchas" 
most probably referred to the Miihammadan tribesmen who had already made their 
settlements in the Indus valley. ^ ^ Following this period, Kalhana again refers to the 
''Mlecchas" while elucidating king Harsha's (1089-1101 C.E.), persecution of 
Damaras or feudal land holders, belonging mostly to the tribal division of the 
Lavanyas (preserved in the modem caste or Kram of LOIT), of whom many " fled in all 
directions" and "some of them ate cow's meat in the lands of Mlecchas". As eating 
of beef is unlawful in Hinduism and lawful among Muslims, the eating of beef by the 
Lavanyas can be justified either on the assumption of their conversion to Islam, or, 
their assimilation of some Muslim traits^^ signifying that the term refers strictly to 
none other than the Muslims.^^ The verity of early Muslim settlements in Kashmir is 
further substantiated; when Kalhana disparagingly calls Harsha the ^'Tuniska king" 
following his iconoclastic activities^" and also accounts of the employment of Muslim 
armies or"... Turiiska captains of hundreds ..." in his service.^' 
The influence of Islamic culture on Kashmir could be gauged from Harsha's 
reign (1089-1101 C.E.), when he imitated the Muslim (regimes of adjoining areas) in 
maintaining a splendid court, introducing gold coins and employing Turuskas or 
Muslim army (Turks) for training his army.^ ^ Further during Jayasimha's reign (1128-
49 C.E.) Bhoja, the ambitious son of Harsha , lead an attack from the north to 
demand the kingship, he was allied with "the chiefs of Mlecchas" and the Dard 
army.^ '* This recruitment of Muslim forces, or Turuskas in the army of King Harsha 
and the subsequent rulers and claimants of the throne, including, Bhoja, Bhiksacara 
(1120-21 C.E.) and Jayasimha (1128-49 C.E.), to subdue their rivals,^^ offers an 
indisputable exposition of the presence of Muslims, (having variable denomination) 
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with significant importance in the state affairs of the Kashmir valley, almost two 
centuries before the establishment of Muslim Sultanate. 
To substantiate this fact, one of the modem day Kashmiri historians, namely 
Muhammad Ashraf Wanl, deciphering the scattered evidences in the earliest known 
chronicle of Kashmir i.e. Rqjatarangini, beautifully delivers his insight while holding 
the view, that the employment of Muslims at "higli positions" in the government's 
"sensitive wing, namely military" alludes the presence of Muslims in the concluding 
years of eleventh century in an incredible number^^, M.A. Warn maintains that. 
The number [of Muslims]further increased with the passage of time when 
civil wars became rampant in Kashmir and the Kashmiri rulers and the rival 
claimants to the throne became more and more dependent upon the support 
of the Muslims [who were best experts in warfare than the local forces] ... 
and this is why the rulers as well as the rival factions [Damaras] constantly 
sought and received the support of the neighboring Muslim rulers ... it is 
quit natural to presume that these Muslim captains [employed constantly by 
the local Hindu rulers and other Muslim settlers] would have either brought 
their families along with them or married local girls, both pointing to the 
presence of larger Muslim population in Kashmir than is adumbrated in 
Kalhana's Rajtarangini. 
Hence, the unremitting involvement of Muslims or Turuskds of Kalhana, in the 
military affairs of the Kashmir province since l l ' century onwards demystify the 
fact that, the Muslims had interspersed influentially in the society of Kashmir and had 
made permanent settlements there, well before the official establishment of Muslim 
Sultanate in H"* century. This view further gets substantiated while considering the 
long-standing socio-commercial relations between Kashmir and its immediate Islamic 
surroundings mainly the Persia and Central Asia,^ ^ from where both the traders as well 
as mercenaries enjoyed free access to Kashmir long before the enthronement of 
Muslim rulers materialized in Kashmir. The firm establishment of Islam in the frontier 
regions of Kashmir after 11 "^  century and the simultaneous disturbance in the local 
administration of Kashmir, would have inevitably catalyzed the influx and subsequent 
settlements of the Muslim traders in the valley,'°° as Kalhana relates of Sussala (1112-
1120 C.E.) that, "being fond of new works, and of possessing many horses, the 
artisans and foreign horse-dealers grew rich under him."'"' Not only he, but his 
predecessors like Ananta (1028-63 C.E.) and Uccala (1101-11 C.E.) also had great 
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obsession for horses, such that the horse-trainers enjoyed great munificence and 
made plentifiil riches from them, hiterestingly, Central Asia was known for its horse 
trade, which was counted among first-rate trades during this period and Central Asian 
Muslims used to visit Kashmir frequently for such trade activities as the "horses were 
another lucrative item [in addition other items] of import, mostly from Central Asia 
and Afghanistan."'*^^ Similarly Kashmiri traders also managed to make huge profits 
via exporting precious items (like Saffron) to these adjoining countries. To make it 
more explicable it can be held that the geographical location of Kashmir has been, 
since ancient times, responsible for its excessive promotion of business and trade 
ventures with its surroundings as Kashmir "stands on the old Central Asian trade route 
and ... has, since ancient times, been the halting place of the caravans travelling 
between the plains of India and the high reaches of Central Asia.""^^ 
th — — 
The 11 century Persian polymath, Abu Raylian Muhammad bin al-Biruni 
(973-1048 C.E.) has provided vital information regarding the social, religious, 
commercial and geographical aspects of Kashmir in his, Kitab al-Hind'"'', which is 
mainly based on his personal investigation and observation, as he maintains that " the 
people of Kashmir, with whom I have conversed on the subject [of celebration of 
some particular festival in Kashmir during his times]'°^" and acknowledges that 
Kashmir has been a seat of high learning along with Varanasi throughout the then 
Indo-Pak subcontinent, consequently attracting scholars from farthest places to quench 
their academic thirst.'°^ Further, Al-BTrunI confirms the subsistence of commercial 
links between Muslim traders of nearby territories and the Kashmir before mid 11 "^  
century C.E., while delineating the frontiers of India, he gives an account of Rajawan 
or modem RajauiT in Kashmir, that it is the "farthest place to which our merchants 
trade" '"^  and accordingly this commercial link would have become more stronger 
with the expansion of Muslims dominions along the periphery of Kashmir. 
The above description of the first hand evidences from Al-Blrunr, including his 
own conversation with the Kashmiri people, advocates the interlinking of Kashmir via 
social, commercial, educational and political ties with its adjacent neighbours, where 
Islam had already made its profiise diffusion. 
Thus, by means of the social, economic and political affairs, Kashmir valley, 
from ancient times, continued to foster, its linkage with its Muslim ruled neighboring 
countries, especially the Central Asia, consequently imbibing the religio-cultural tint 
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of these areas amidst the inescapable environment of interactions among the populace 
of these regions.'°^ Furthermore, the unequivocal evidences offered by the Venetian 
traveler, Marco Polo, regarding the early Muslim presence in Kashmir, demands the 
ungrudging appreciation of the fact that by the end of 13 century C.E., a sizeable 
Muslim population had established their permanently in Kashmir and going on with 
local tune, formed a significant part (denomination) of the society, as the Venetian 
traveler puts it: 
The people of the province [Kashmir] do not kill animals, nor spill blood, so 
if they want to eat meat they get the Saracens [Muslims or Mlecchas of 
Kalhana] who dwell among them to play the butcher. ^ °^  
The above statement from Marco Polo brings forth that the Saracens (of Marco 
Polo) or Mlecchas (of Kalhana), designated as butchers, living permanently within the 
Kashmiri society, could have been either the local converts to Islam or the foreign 
Muslim immigrants and both these plausible inferences corroborate the presence of 
Muslim settlements, considerably, in Kashmir towards the end of thirteenth century. 
While sketching out the contrasting traits of Islam and Hinduism, Sir Herbert 
Risley does not skip to say that: 
Islam ... is in every respect the antithesis of Hinduism. Its ideal is strenuous 
action rather than hypnotic ... On its social side the religion of [Prophet] 
Muhammad [Xji£=] is equally opposed to the Hindu scheme of a hierarchy 
of castes, an elaborate stratification of society based upon subtle distinctions 
of food, drink, dress, marriage and ceremonial usage. In the sight of God 
and His Prophet all followers of Islam are equal."" 
Since Islam (in Kashmir or elsewhere in the world) believes in egalitarianism 
and confers upon every follower an equal status in the society unlike Hinduism, where 
the caste system, categorizes the people into privileged and underprivileged grades 
within the society, leading to exploitation of the later classes. So it is quite explicable 
that people belonging to such underprivileged denominations, including the butcher 
class, might had come under the sway of egalitarian teachings of Islam and having 
accepted it, enjoyed an elevated social status, which is manifested 
(even in the current day Kashmiri society) in their subsequent adoption of prestigious 
Krams or surnames . ' " 
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Given the uncontested authenticity of above facts, it therefore becomes 
plausible, that by the end of thirteenth century (C.E.), when whole of the Northern 
hidia had come under the sway of Islamic spirit (politically as well as culturally),"^ 
Muslims of varied social denominations including mercenaries, traders, adventurers, 
artisans, prosel5^izers etc had begun their permanent sustenance within the 
mountainous abode of Kashmir. Notwithstanding the natural impediments that barred 
the Muslim conquerors from establishing their full-fledged command over the valley 
like its surrounding provinces, the mountain ramparts, however, failed to check the 
incursion of unabated influence of the divinely ordained universal message of Islam, 
revealed for the enlightenment of the whole world, that was encoded in the Islamic 
scriptures (Qur'an and Sunnah) in the form of the doctrines like the unity of God, 
authenticity of Prophethood, equality of human beings, promotion of peace and 
justice, enjoining of good and forbidding of evil, purpose of creation , relation between 
the Creator and His creation and observing the rights of the Creator and the created. 
Apparently simple yet profound, these injunctions carrying a complete code of 
conduct rather than few rituals to follow, wielded undying influence on every other 
aspect of the human life globally, in one or other way, at individual as well as 
collective levels. Provided that every pious and dutiful Muslim is a bearer of this 
sacred mission bound to demonstrate this divine code wholeheartedly throughout his 
life, it is quite explicable that during the early settlements of such Muslims in 
Kashmir, the then deplorable Hindu society would have necessarily soaked up the 
radiance fi"om these glowing lamps of the Islamic creed, thus creating a fertile ground 
for the incoming proselytizers, to reform and transform the religious scenario of whole 
valley within a few centuries. 
Establishment of Muslim Rule in Kashmir 
With the onset of ll"" century C.E.,"^ the factors (social, political, religious, 
economic) responsible for decline of the Hindu rule progressively matured .This has 
been depicted in Rajatarangini, the contemporary chronicle of this whole scenario, in 
which Stein relates of the "chronic condition of internal disorder" of Kashmir starting 
with onset of 11* century till mid of the 12* century C.E."'* And the whole phase 
"represented a period filled, for the greatest part, by succession of rebellions [Damaras 
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or local feudal lords and Lavanyds]^^^ and internal disturbances of all kinds" leading 
consequently to the "economic decay and political disorganization" of the state. 
For nearly the next two centuries the persistence of the same state of affairs lead to 
successive deterioration of economic sources of the valley supplemented with the 
successive enthronement of incapable, incompetent and piteous princes who were 
continuously challenged by the rival claimants to the throne. The incessant feuds, civil 
wars and turmoil accelerated death rate, famines and virulent diseases in the 
expectedly disintegrating country. 
At the very outset of 14* century, Suhadeva (1301-20 C.E.) ascended the 
throne following the death of his brother Simhadeva (d. 1301 C.E.) and somehow 
managed to consolidate the Hindu rule over whole of Kashmir with the support of his 
prudent minister Ramachandra. However, during this period, the socio-political and 
economic scenario depicted even a more pathetic condition of Kashmir, which, at that 
time "was a country of drunkards and gamblers, and the women were no better than 
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they should be" writes Walter Lawrence. 
Islam had already made its presence in the valley through the arrival and 
subsequent settlements of Muslim mercenaries, adventurers, and fortune seekers and 
also the itinerant Muslim preachers (mainly the Sufis) from neighboring areas like 
Central Asia, who had been time and again visiting the valley via unchecked passes." 
Notwithstanding the unavailability of solid records about the early preachers, classical 
sources have endorsed the account of one such proselytizer, namely Sayyid Sharaf al-
Din or 'Abd al-Rahman (R.A.) or commonly known as Bulbul or Bilal Shah. He came 
to the valley in fourteenth century and rose to prominence in the reign of the Buddhist 
ruler Rinchana (1320-23 C.E.), who accepted Islam at the hands of this warrior of 
Allah.'2" 
The most fruitful and productive way of receiving conversion towards Islam 
(that could be witnessed throughout the history of spread of Islam) is the conversion of 
a leader of a group, tribe, country or any other denomination; because it relatively 
facilitates the conversion among his subordinates. Same approach came into play after 
Rinchana's conversion, as a considerable number'^' of his subordinates and even his 
household members accepted Islam including Rawanchandra, his brother-in-law and 
the government officials leaving not behind the common folk.'^^ 
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To put across the impact of Rinchana's conversion M.A. Wani, gives vent to 
his prudent insights as; 
The conversion of the ruler to Islam marked a turning point in the history of 
Islam in Kashmir. Not only did Islam now receive political patronage but 
also became a 'reference group culture'— a status-improving way of life, as 
the Muslim was elevated from a mleccha to a monarch.'^^ 
While approaching rationally and logically to the causes behind the 
conversions to Islam among the different strata of the Indian society Herbert Risley 
indisputably asserts that the main reason behind the conversion of higher classes of the 
society lies in the "genuine religious conviction of the purity and simplicity of Islam" 
derived from the study of basic and most authentic sources of Islamic knowledge or 
directly from the preaching of itinerant Muslim scholars and Sufis. Being an 
empirically tested reality this statement sufficiently, explains on logical basis the 
unreserved conversion of Buddhist Rinchana to Islam, wherein, unlike other religious 
denominations, he was able to quench his thirst for spiritual yearnings and satiate his 
entrenched pursuit for the 'Truth'; thus any other proposition and cause behind his 
conversion gets candidly invalidated.'^'* 
Rinchana or Sadr al- Din's firm and justice oriented rule could only last for 
almost three years as he left for the etemal abode in 1323 C.E. and was buried in the 
vicinity of the Bulbul Lankar to the South of the Khanqah^^^, a Sufi hospice already 
built for Bulbul Shah.'^^ 
Hence, Kashmir unlike its neighbours rescued its conquest by a foreign 
Muslim commander but could not escape the spiritually elite lot among Muslims, who 
conquered but not the land rather the hearts of the people receiving from them the 
unfathomable love and reverence for generations to come; thus, bringing forth the 
materialization of the prediction about Kashmir made by Kalhana, the classical 
Sanskrit chronicler of Kashmir, who says; 
That country may be conquered by the force of spiritual merits, but not by 
forces of soldiers. Hence its inhabitants are afraid only of the world 
beyond.'^^ 
Prior to Rinchana, in 1313 C.E., Shah Mir, a fortune seeker from a royal family 
of Swat entered Suhadeva's service and was warmly welcomed along with his tribe by 
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the king who bestowed on him a village near Baramullah as Jagir or land grant. Being 
endowed with wit and skill he achieved the post of prime minister under Rinchana, 
who also relinquished his only male issue from Kota Ram, namely Hydar Khan to his 
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guardianship. 
Following Sadr al-Din's death, his widow Kota Ram acted as regent, inasmuch 
as Hydar Khan was yet a minor. Finally upon the advice of the influential statesmen 
like Shah Mir, Udyanadeva, the brother of Suhadeva^^^ was installed to the throne 
after having married the widow Kota Rani'^° and Shah Mir retained the ministerial 
affairs of the state. However 'Udyanadeva, proved to be a coward and incompetent 
ruler like his immediate Hindu predecessors, when he fled away on the approach of a 
fresh Turk invasion lead by Urdan or Urwan.'^' Following Kota Ram's appeal for a 
united resistance. Shah Mir the skillfiil condottiere, with the allied forces of the local 
chiefs governing small principalities of the valley, proficiently averted the adversity 
that was to swipe the country, for which even the hard-core Brahman like Jonaraja 
eulogizes him, as: 
Strange, that this believer in Allah became the savior of the people. As a 
dried up river allows men to cross it and gives them shelter on its banks; 
even so this believer in Allah, calm and active, protected the terrified 
subjects . 
In the aftermath of this event. Shah Mir gradually restored the control of the 
whole state in his hands without any serious contestant to subdue'^'^ as he had 
skillfiiUy gained much prominence, prestige and confidence of the people. Finally in 
1339 C.E. Shah Mir, now Sultan Shams al-DTn, instated himself as the ruler, 
establishing the Muslim rule finuly in Kashmir'^^ that culminated not before 1819 
C.E., when Maharaja RanjTt Singh succeeded in terminating the Pathan rule in the 
Valley.'^^ 
The period between Rinchana's death (1320 C.E.) till the establishment of 
Muslim Sultanate by Shah Mir (1339 C.E.) could not yield any colossal achievement. 
However, the gradual progress of Islam within the social organization of Kashmir had 
not ceased its motion and provided the presence of Muslim scholars cum Sufis who 
had already made their presence in the valley, from Central Asia and Persia, 
particularly along with Sayyid Sharaf al-Dm Bulbul Shah (R.A.). 
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Owing to the institutional fruition, Sufism by that time was characterized with 
the estabKshment of Khanqahs or hospices supervised by a spiritual preceptor or 
Shaykh belonging to a specific order, who used to issue forth a band of his disciples 
for propagation of Islam after they had successfully traversed the spiritual path.'" 
Obviously Bulbul Shah had also been accompanied by a band of followers of high 
erudition including the reverential and highly leamed first Shaykh al-Islam in 
Kashmir, Mulla Ahmad.'^^ He embarked on the laborious task of making the neo-
Muslims familiar with the Islamic requisites in addition to the performance of Da 'wah 
among Hindus. During Shah Mir's reign, the Islamic creed seems to have 
influentially interspersed in the valley as the institutions under the aegis of political 
(Muslim Sultanate) as well as spiritual patronage (Muslim scholars) enjoyed favorable 
atmosphere for significant materialization within the society. To corroborate this fact it 
seems pertinent to quote a latter day renowned Hindu historian R.K.Parmu, verbatim; 
Shahmir was not himself a Muslim missionaiy. No, doubt, he appears to 
have had long contact and association with Bubul Shah, who was a 
missionary ... [HE] was a cultured Muslim. He utilized his energy and 
resources in encouraging peaceful expansion of Islam in the country. The 
popular symbols of an Islamic state, namely, masjid, and namaz, had 
already been introduced by Rinchan. Shah Mir built some more mosques.'''^ 
The immediate successors of Sultan Shams al-Din (formeriy Shah Mir d.l342 
C.E.) having engrossed themselves with the consolidation of the Sultanate could not 
foster the patronage for activities of exclusively religious (Islamic) importance at a 
significant level to have received the consideration of chroniclers.''*' However, the 
Muslim scholars and Sufis of sublime character enthused with religious fei^ vor 
befitting for proselytization even in a hostile environment to Islam, had not ceased 
their contribution, thanks to their peaceful, passionate, gracious and affectionate way 
of addressing the people with apt wisdom. With the commencement of Sultan Shihab 
al-Dln's term in the second half of the 14* century these torchbearers of the eternal 
and divinely ordained creed (Islam) reached the valley, along with their families, 
unrelentingly to illuminate the darkened souls left in corruption of faith along with the 
contentment in fulfilling the base desires. The renowned Hindu historian R.K Parmu 
depicts the state of the then Brahmanical society in that period as: 
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142 A careful study of the sayings of Lai Ded [a religious mystic woman, who 
lived in second half of 14* century] and the events of her life reveals that 
Hindu society was corrupt. Men were intolerant, depraved and vicious, and 
women were no better than they could make of them. Their religion was, as 
still is, and broadly based on the Tantric doctrines of Saivism.''*^ The people 
generally were made to believe in occultism, in magic, in stocks and stones, 
in springs, in rivers, in fact, in all the primitive forms of worship. 
Exhibiting their undying devotion in the way of Allah and with the aim of 
ftimishing an eternal panacea for the religio-spiritual malignancy of the decadent and 
deprived people in Kashmir, the initially arriving faith healers of firm rectitude and 
sound knowledge were mainly the Sufis oiKubrawi order who were among the close 
relatives of Mir Sayyid 'All HamadanT (R.A) like Sayyid Husayn Simnani, Sayyid Taj 
al-Din, Sayyid Hasan Bahadur and Sayyid Hydar.'"*^ These reverential and illuminated 
souls visited Kashmir along with their followers and families in the reign of Sultan 
Shihab al-Dln (1354-73 C.E.). 
Though Islam at that time had flourished from a negligible minimum to a 
significant level, yet in comparison to the Hindu populace it still appeared as a 
considerable minority. It was not before the arrival of Hadrat Mir Sayyid 'Ali 
HamadanT (R.A), that Islam in Kashmir witnessed the fortification, both qualitatively 
as well as quantitatively, and ensued within the following few centuries into the 
dominant creed and culture of the age-old but ceasing Hindu society. The arrival of 
Mir Sayyid 'All HamadanT (R.A) (reverentially known in Kashmir as, Amir-i Kabir, 
Shah-i Hamadan,, Bani-i Islam, Bani-i Miisalmani fil Kashmir and 'Ali ThanT) in the 
later half of 14"^  century with a band of erudite Muslim preachers and Sufis resulted in 
an exclusive triumph by initiating a huge number of Hindus to the fold of Islam 
together with bringing pertinent rectifications within the Muslim populace and their 
political leadership.''*^ 
During the reign of Sultan Sikandar (1389-1413 C.E.), Sayyid MTr Muhammad 
HamadanT (RA), the illustrious son of Sayyid 'AlT HamadanT (R.A), visited the valley 
along with his adherents and stayed there for almost twelve years. He wielded undying 
influence on the ruler as well as ruled, thereby fostering the spread of Islam by 
bringing appropriate changes in the administration besides preaching and established 
Maddris (pi. of Madrasah),Khdnqdhs and Masajid (pi. of Masjid or mosque) for 
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strengthening the religious spirit among the Mushm populace and their coming 
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generations. 
SrTvara , the late IS"" century Brahman chronicler in his extension to the 
Kalhana's Rajataranginl after Jonaraja, amply alludes to the large sized population of 
Muslims during this period, while he depicts the glory of Jama' Masjid (great 
Mosque) or constructed in the reign of Sultan Sikandar,as: 
The Masjeda [Masjid] was a spacious building extending on all sides and ... 
was like the embodiment of Shri Shekandhara.lt was within this building 
that crowds of worshippers used to fall down and rise at prayers and ... the 
Yavanas [Muslims] chanted mantras [Dhikr-o Adhkar and Awrad or loud 
recitation of Allah's names] and looked graceful, like thousand lotuses with 
humming bees. 
The success of this erstwhile yet unrelenting proselytization >'ielded its 
outgrowth in the evolution of preachers cum refonuers in the following immediate 
centuries, among the indigenous populace who held the responsibility of furthering the 
cause of Islam in Kashmir and wielded the influence of their stately persona on every 
pulsating heart of Kashmir. Among them Hadrat Shaykh Nur al-Dm (R.A), the 
founder of Rishi order and Hadrat Shaykh Hamzah Makhdumi (R.A), the standard 
bearer of Suhrawardi order in Kashmir, rose to prominence and both of them have 
received followership of erudite scholars and men of exclusive piety and are till date 
highly venerated by the masses who often pay visits to their resting places with an 
undying passion.' 
Thus, with its commencement in 1320 C.E., following a short interception of 
Hindu rule till C.E 1339, Muslim mle lasted for not less than five generations in the 
picturesque valley of Kashmir, witnessing a gradual process of Islamic acculturation 
within the society at the behest of the exemplary Muslim preachers or Sufis. This 
process culminated in the transition of Kashmir valley firom a Hindu majority to a 
Muslim majority state, owing to the influence of early Muslim settlements and the 
sincerely embarked proselytization process by Muslim preachers (Scholars cum Sufis) 
rather than any kind of state intervention that would have demanded mass conversion; 
it seems therefore pertinent here to conclude with the discerning statement of Stein, as; 
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The change [of ruling denomination] marked no revolution either in foreign 
relations of Kashmir or in its internal conditions. Islam made its way into 
Kashmir not by forcible conquest but by gradual conversion, for which the 
influx of foreign adventurers both from south and Central Asia had prepared 
ground/^° 
Notwithstanding the cession of Muslim occupation, unlike its neighboring 
territories as early as 8* and 9* century, Muslim merchants, expatriate soldiers and 
illustrious Sufi missionaries having traversed the mountain ramparts "formed a core of 
Muslim settlers in Kashmir" much before the installation of Muslim Sultanate in 1339 
C.E.'^' In the beginning of 14* century the conversion of the then ruler Rinchana 
(d.l320 C.E.) at the hands of the illustrious Sufi and scholar of Islam Sayyid Sharaf al-
Dm alias Bulbul Shah, played a significant role in amplifying both the influx as well 
as the arena of preaching by the Muslim scholars cum Sufis who made their 
unremitting entrance in the valley soon after the re-establishment of Muslim Sultanate 
in 1339 C.E. With their high moral fiber and distinguished emdition in Islamic 
knowledge aided with the works of philanthropy, these wrapped up souls devoted to 
Islam left indelible impression on the indigenous populace among which plentiful 
souls ceased to be Hindus and many tumed out to be the torchbearers of this etemal 
faith, within the next few centuries ahead. The changeover of the Hindu-Buddhist 
socio-religious milieu by Islamic culture was a response to the efficaciously 
proclaimed call by these illuminated souls (Sufis) towards Islam.'^^ Obviously Islamic 
institutions engulfed the length and breadth of the valley and Adhans, (Islamic call to 
prayer given five times throughout day and night) liturgical prayers and supplications 
to Almighty Allah, began to reverberate from almost every comer of the valley 
Kashmir towards the end of 15"^  century connoting the colossal (yet gradual) transition 
of the predominantly Hindu society of 12"^  century'^'' C.E.to Muslim majority state. 
Such was the impact of the Islam that, during 16th century Islam tumed out to be the 
religion of majority in Kashmir, as is corroborated by the contemporary Sanskrit 
chronicler Srivara in his extension to Jaind-Rajatarngini, where he maintains the 
Brahmans "are now found of Mausulas [Muslims] and are ashamed of the Shastra 
[Hindu religious text] which was followed by their fathers and grand-fathers".'^'* This 
remarkable change in the religious demography of Kashmir matured especially during 
the reign of Shah Mir dynasty (1339-1561 C.E.) and the mass conversions followed 
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from the unrestrained efforts of dedicated and resplendent Muslim Missionaries of 
high moral fiber and exemplary Islamic erudition. 
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missionaries". Arnold, op.cit., p.254f 
^^  Al-BirunT, op.cit., Vol.1, p.258. 
^^  James P. Freguson, Kashmir: An Historical Introduction, (Srinagar, 2009), p.21; 
Stein, op.cit., pp. 107,122; Wani, op.cit.,ip.44. 
ft! 
K.Warikoo, Central Asia and Kashmir, (New Delhi, 1989), pp.55-121. 
Stein, op.cit., p.l30f; Khanyari, op.cit., p.36. 
It has been erroneously recorded in Chach Namah that Muhammad Alafi had killed 
one of the Umawi commanders namely 'Abd al-Rahman ibn 'Ash'ath. See KufT, 
op.cit., p.55, which is contradictory with its own report on p.67.cf p.55, where in the 
killed person by AlafT is recorded as Sa'id ibn Aslam, which as per Ibn-i Khaldun 
seems correct. See, Ibn-i Khaldun, op.cit., p.593. As per Ibn-i Khaldun, 'Abd al-
Rahman ibn 'Ash'ath was sent to take over Ratbayl ,who was governing the Turks, 
and later on Ibn 'Ash'ath revolted against the Umawis and was deceptively killed by 
Ratbayl. See, Ibn Khaldun, op.cit., pp.592-93,601. On killing Sa'id, who was deposed 
to Makran, AlafT joined Daliir out of the governor Hajjaj's retribution. However, Alafi 
refused to fight against 'Arab army and after Dahir's death Alafi^  was pardoned by 
Muhammad ibn Qasim on behalf of Al-Hajjaj. See, Kufi", ,op.cit., p.l28. Among the 
modem Historians of Kashmir both, M.A. Wani and G. M. D. Sufi, have accepted the 
same view while referring to Chach Namah, bringing forth the same misconception, 
which needs a more critical and comparative evaluation. See, Wani, op.cit.,fn.6, p.45 
and G.M. D. Sufi, Kashir: Being a History of Kashmir, (Srinagar, 2008), Vol.1, p.76. 
^°Kufi,op.«Y.,pp.56,l 10-111,152-55,160. 
' ' Stein, op.czY., p.88. 
^^  Kufi, op.cit., p. 156. 
^^/6/J.,p.l60. 
'^^  Kalhana, op.cit.. Vol. I, pp.124-130. 
^^  Bukhari, o/7.czY.,pp.l5f 
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^^  Al Birunl relates that the Hindus used the term Mleccha contemptuously for any 
foreigner who slaughtered animals and ate cow's meat and usually the Arabs 
(Muslims) were called as Mlecchas. See Al BirunT, op.cit., Vol.1, p.302, Vol. II, p. 136. 
Throughout his chronicle the orthodox Brahman, Kalhana has used this term for 
Muslims in Kashmir, giving vent to his biased feelings with this newly emerging 
eternal faith (Islam) in Kashmir. 
^^  Kalhana, op.cit.. Vol. I, p. 158. 
^^  Substantiating this proposition, Tara Chand accentuates the establishment of early 
Muslim settlements in India during 8* century C.E. and relates: 
"[HJenceforth Muslims influence grew rapidly. For over a hundred years, 
the Muslims had been established on the Malabar Coast. They were 
welcomed as traders, and, apparently facilities were given to them to settle 
and acquire lands and openly practice their religion. They must have entered 
upon missionary efforts soon after settling down, for Islam is essentially a 
missionary religion and every Musalman is a missionary of his faith." 
See, Tara Chand, op.cit., pp.29-34,55 ff See also Tanvir Anjum, op.cit., p.224; 
Baladhuri relates of the conversion of even some rulers of Sind during the 2nd decade 
of 8th century, Baladhuri, op.cit.. Vol. II, p.209-225 ff; Arnold, op.cit., p.254 ff; Ibn-i 
Khaldun, op.cit., pp.51-74; Wani, op.cit.,p.47. Similarly, BaladhuiT mentions of the 
ruler of 'Usayfan, a country between Kashmir and Multan, who had accepted Islam, 
BaladhuiT, op.cit.. Vol. II,p.225. 
While highlighting the impact of the ambitious endeavors of Sultan Mahmud 
Ghaznawi, M. L. Kapoor says that "the Islamic influence became much more 
marked. He gave refuge to a number of Sahi princes who fled from the Punjab after its 
occupation by Mahmud of Ghazni"-M.L.Kapur, The Histiory and Culture of Kashmir, 
(New Delhi, 1922),p.81. 
^'^ Al-BirunT, op.cit., Vol.1, p.206. 
Q I 
One such watch-station was at Surpora or modem Hurpora, where the ruins of the 
great wall built in the reign of Avantrvarman-855-883 C.E., had been traced out by 
Stein in 1891 C.E. See, Stein, op.cit.. Vol. II, Note D III, p.291. During Harsha's reign 
Kalhana's father Canpaka was made as in-charge of various important watch-stations. 
Kalahana, op.cit.. Vol. I, Bk. VII, p.361. 
Kalhana laments of the deplorable condition of the watch-stations known as 
Drangas or Dhakas during 12* century particularly in the reign of Sussala 1112-20 
C.E., when bribery, mismanagement and dishonesty turned out to be not less than a 
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fatal blow to the kingdom and during this period people could move in or out of the 
valley without any acute obstruction. Kalhana, op.cit.. Vol. II, p-64. 
Muslim forces or "TunisMs" form the nearby areas of Kashmir, were highly skilled 
in warfare than the locals which is corroborated by the statement "'Until you have 
become acquainted with the Tuniska warfare, you should post yourself on the scarp of 
this hill, [keeping] idle against your desire". This statement was addressed by 
Trilocanapala, to the local army chief, Tunga on facing Mahmud Ghaznawi's army, 
See, Kalahana, op.cit., Vol. I,p.270ff Kalhana relates, "/« the morning then came in 
fury and in full battle array the leader of the Turuska army himself, skilled in 
stratagem". Kalahana, op.cit., Vol.1, p.270f£ 
During Sultan Mahmud's expedition on Sahi kingdom, that extended from modem 
Afganistan to Punjab, several Sahl princes including Rudrapala, Anangapala and 
Diddapala sought refuge in Kashmir and also exercised great influence there. See, 
Kalahana, op.cit.. Vol. I, p.279ff. Al-BirunT relates of this period that, "/Ae Hindu 
Shahiya [Sahi] dynasty is now extinct, and of the whole house there is no longer the 
slightest remnant in existence". See Al-BirunI, op.cit.. Vol. II, p.l3. 
^^  Kalhana, op.«Y.,Vol. I, p.281. 
^^  Stein, op.cit., Vol. I, p. 109. 
^^  Kalhana, op.cit.. Vol. I, p.364. 
^^  Literally the Sanskrit term Mleccha refers to the foreigners with different religious 
and cultural identities. However it has been proved earlier that Kalhana by this term 
refers to Muslims. 
'^-' Kalahana, op.cit.,Wo\. II. See note on Verses 2762-64, p.217. 
°^ Some scholars are of the view that he did so, to meet his fiscal demands out of the 
costly idols and others suggest his bent towards Islam, on the basis of his employing 
their army in his service. However, this contention also seems implausible when he is 
related to have been accustomed of some immodest habits utterly unbecoming of a 
Muslim; Kalahana, op.cit., Vol.1, p.353. 
'^ Kalahana, op.cit.. Vol. I, p.357. 
^^/Z?/^.,pp.326-333. 
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^^  This region was called as Dardistan, a union of small territories bordering the 
northern frontiers of Kashmir and included Swat, Pakhli, Hazara, Askardo,Chilas and 
Astor. See, Wani, op.cit., p.45. 
'^^  Stein, o;7.cjY.,p.91. 
^^  Harsha's son Bhoja, who at the support of Darada army [inhabiting the North zones 
of Kashmir like Gilgit, Hazara or shortly called as Dardistan, where Islam had made 
its considerable presence already] and Mleccha (Muslim) chiefs launched an attack on 
Kashmir from the North [Dardistan], to claim the crown, during Jayasimha's reing-
1128-1149 C.E. Kalhana relates that such was the impact of the army on the locals 
that, "T7je people feared that the territory invaded by the Tiiruskas (Muslim armies) 
has fallen [altogether] into their power and thought that the whole country was 
overrim by the Mlecchas." See, Kalahana, op.cit., Vol. II, p.224. Further Stein 
maintains that "if stress can be laid on the term Mleccha, we should have to conclude 
that the conversion of the Darad tribes on the Indus from Buddhism to Islam had 
already made great progress in the twelfth century". Stein, op.cit.. Vol. II. See. note on 
Verses 2762-64, p.217and Vol. 1, p.281. Bhiksacara (1120-21 C.E.) the grandson of 
Harsha, also sought the aid of Muslim forces against his rival Sussala, who had took 
refiige in Lohara at that time. See, Kalhana, op.cit.. Vol. II, p.70. The presence of 
Yavanas in the reign of Jayasimha, again, as per Stein, refer to Muslims. Stein, op.cit.. 
Vol. II, p. 175. 
^^  Kalhana, op.cit., note on verses 2762-64, Vol. I, p.281. Vol. II, pp.70, 175; Wani, 
op.cit., p.49f. In the modem Kashmir, a place named to be as Malchimdr, situated on 
the right bank of river Jhelum, has been called as Mlech Mar or place of Mlecchas, in 
the early times. Since the Mlecchas were not initially provided with any social 
recognition and therefore, could have inhabited a separate area for enjoying and 
sustaining their own social environment. See, Wani, op.cit., p.50. 
97 Wani, op.cit., p.49f 
^^  As per the 19* century traveler. Sir Walter Lawrence, during the period 1110 to 
1149 C.E., "w/?e« Kalhana Pandit ends his history, there was little else than civil war, 
and the Damards [or local feudal lords], 'well-skilled in burning, plundering and 
fighting,' were a terror to the coimtry. Central authority was at an end, and the kings 
seemed to grow more helpless and incapable." See Walter R. Lawrence, The Valley of 
Kashmir, (Srinagar,2011),p.l89. 
Kalhana depicts various instances of social and economic intercourse with the 
Muslims or TurHskds during Kalasa's tenure-1063-89 C.E., like, he refers to the 
service offered by a TurHskd or Muslim artisan (probably from Central Asia) to 
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Kalasa, and the former enjoyed the king's royal hospitality for several days. See 
Kalhana, op.cit., Vol.1, pp.301-311. 
'°° Kalhana, op.cit.. Vol. I, p.311. Bamzai, op.cit., p.211ff; Warikoo, op.cit., p.90. 
'° ' Kalhana, op.cit.. Vol. II, p.40. 
102 Ibid., P-7; Kapur, op.cit., p.l37. 
1 (T^ 
Bamzai, Culture and Political History of Kashmir, (New Delhi, 1994), p.2. 
This book, a unique piece in Arabic literature was edited by E. Sachau and 
published first in 1887 C.E. and was rendered to English by the same German 
orientalist in 1888 C.E. 
'°^ Al Blrunl, op.cit.. Vol. II, p.l81. 
'°^/6zJ.,Vol.l,p.l73. 
'°V6zJ.,p.208. 
Bukhari, op.cit., pp.53-61; Bamzai, Kashmir and Central Asia, op.cit.,Tpp.23-43; 
Kapoor, op.cit., p.l37. Also see, H.Yule, (ed.). The Travels of Marco Polo The 
Venetian, (London, 1914), Vol. I, p. 157 ff; Mushtaq Ahmad Kaw, "Multicultural 
Traditions in Kashmir: Central Asian Linkages", Journal of Peace Studies, (New 
Delhi, April-September,2010), Vol. 17, Issue:2 and 3, p.7. 
'"^ H.Yule, op.cit.. Vol. I, p. 167. 
"° Sir Herbert Hope Risley, The People of India, W.Crooke, (ed.), (London, 1915), 
p.121. 
' " Muhammad al-Din Fawq, Tarikh-i Aqwam-i Kashmir, (Lahore, 1934); Lawrence, 
op.cit., pp.302-19; Wani, op.cit., p.53; Risely, op.cit., p.241f. Herbert Risely argues of 
the temptation for a higher social status, among lower castes in Hindus, playing a very 
important role in conversion of lower castes to Islam in Hindu societies— Guy Wint, 
sketches a contrasting picture between Islam and Hinduism and says, ''Breathing from 
infancy the axioms of caste, Hindus accepted human inequality as a permanent and 
inexpugnable fact; Islam was a leveling religion with a passion for equality by which 
even its monarchs were periodically humbled." The interaction between these two 
cultures, many a times, tumed out to be vice versa i.e ... ''where Islam flourished the 
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caste system weakened.'' See, Sir George Schuster and Guy Wint, India and 
Democracy, (London, 1941), p.54f. 
[12 Tara Chand, op.cit., p. 135. 
"^ Means the commencement of Lohara Dynasty founded by Sangrama Raja between 
1003-28 C.E. 
114 This is the period when, Kalhana had finished his chronicle by 1149-50 C.E. 
'^^  Kalhana's narrative throws ample light on these Damaras, the local feudal lords, 
who had been gaining strength and power since mid of lO"' century onwards and had 
been in addition to Muslim forces, frequently employed by the contenders of throne, 
eventually leading to the formation of Damaras , as a powerful element in the state. 
"^ Stein, op.cit., p.l30; Lawrence, op.cit., p.l89; Sufi, Islamic Culture in Kashmir, 
(New Delhi, 1996), p.28f; Kalhana, op.cit.. Vol. 1 and Vol. II. 
"^ Kalhana, op.cit., Vol.11; Bamzai, Culture and Political History of Kashmir, op.cit., 
pp.151-172; Khanyarl, op.cit., pp.80-84; Anonymous, Baharistan-i Shahi:The 
Medieval Persian Chronicle of Kashmir, Eng.tr., K.N Pandit,(Calcutta, 1991), pp.6-9; 
M.L. Kapur, Kingdom of Kashmir, (Jammu, n.d), pp.102-115; Sufi, op.cit., pp.27-31. 
"^ Lawrence, op.cit., p. 189. 
The Sanskrit chronicler Kalhana in his Rdjdtarangini records that due to the 
disturbed socio-political order of the state the entrance ways were rarely secured and 
people were almost free to go in and out of the Valley. See, Kalhana, op.cit., Vol. I, and 
Vol. II; Sayyid 'Ali, Tarikh-i Kashmir, Eng.tr., Zubeda Jan, Tarikh-i Sayyed 'Ali, 
(Srinagar,2009), introduction. 
'^ ° KhuihamT, op.cit.. Vol. II, p.l66f and Vol. Ill, p.4f; DiddamarT, op.cit., p.54; 
Baharistan-i Shahi,op.cit., p.21f; Khanyarl, op.cit., p.88; Bamzai, op.cit., p.84; 
Lawrence,op.Ci/., p.l90; Hasan, op.cit.,p.57; Mohammad Ishaq Khan, Kashmir's 
Transition to Islam, (New Delhi, 1994),p.62 and Perspectives on Kashmir, 
(Srinagar,1983), p.38f; Sufi, op.cit., pp.80-83; Wani,o/7.ciV.,p.54f 
Diddamari and Khuihami in their respective historical works, Baba Dawud 
MishkwatT in Asrdr al-Abrar, Malik Hydar Chadura, Tarikh-i Kashmir, 
(Srinagar,R.P.D., MS,ACC NO-39,f 32) cited in Baharistan-i Shahi,op.cit.,fn.39,p.27, 
relate of mass conversion at this juncture. See, Baba Dawud MishkwatT, Asrdr al-
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Abrar, Ur.tr., Riyad al-Akhyar, (Srinagar, 1989), p.74; Khuihami,op.cit., Vol. II, p. 
166; Baharistan-i Shahi,op.cit., p.22f; DiddamarT, op.cit., p.53f. 
Numerous theories have been put forth by both Persian and Sanskrit chroniclers 
regarding the conversion of Rinchana to Islam. Hindu historians like Jonaraja, and 
later on R.K Parmu, argue that in order to gain more popularity he desired to enter into 
the fold of Saivism, but was not allowed by the Deva Swaml, the then head gurii of 
Hindus, on his being an inborn Buddhist. It seems improbable on the reason that then, 
why he accepted Islam, the followers of which were undersized at that time? And 
actually the plausible reason was that he was fond of a religion that could satisfy his 
spiritual cravings and as such (Hindu) Saivism could not yield him such satisfaction. 
The Persian chronicles Hke Tarikh-i Hasan, maintain that, feeling himself distressed, 
Rinchana once decided that he would accept the religion of that person whom he will 
see earliest in the next morning and during the whole night prayed for the search light 
that would enlighten his inner soul and satisfy his spiritual longing. On the following 
morning his first sight drew his attention towards a Muslim, who was offering the 
morning prayers at that time on the bank of River Jhelum and without waiting 
anymore embraced Islam at the hands of this luminary Muslim, namely Sayyid Sharaf 
al-Dln alias Bulbul Shah-R.A. Other reason is that he.might have known about Islam 
via the Muslims present already in his dominion and thus, was waiting for a real guide 
and mentor who could satiate his intellectual and spiritual thirst. 
See, Dutt,op.c//.,p.296; Parmu, op.cit., p.78ff; KhuihamT, op.cit.. Vol. II, 
p.l66f; Vol. III,p.4f; Diddaman, op.cit., p.53f; Baharistan-i ShahT,op.cit., p.21f ; 
KhanyaiT, op.cit., p.88; Bamzai, op.cit., p.84; Lawrence, op.cit., p.l90; Hasan, op.cit., 
p.57; Khan, Kashmir's Transition to Islam, op.cit., p.62 and Perspectives on Kashmir, 
op.cit., p.38f; Sufi, op.cit., Vol.1, pp.117-133. 
I 9^ 
Wani, Islam in Kashmir, p.55. 
'^ '^  Risley,o/7.cz7.; Hasan, op.cit., p.56ff 
'^ ^ In Central Asia this term came to be used for the hospices wherein the seekers or 
disciples (Muridin) of spiritual path used to receive guidance under a preceptor or 
Shaykh. For details see, J.S. Trimingham, The Sufi orders in Islam, (Oxford, 1971). 
^^ ^ Khuihami, op.cit.. Vol. II, P. 167; Hasan relates of the discovery of his grave in 
1909 C.E. by a Tibetan scholar and archaeologist, A.H. Francke. See, Hassan, op.cit., 
p.59; Sufi maintains his date of death as Friday 25™ November, 1323 C.E. and that of 
his preceptor, Bulbul Shah as 1326 C.E. See, Sufi, op.cit.. Vol. I, pp.117-133. 
'^''Kalhana, op.czY., Vol. I, p.9. 
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'^ ^ From the Sanskrit chronicle of Jonaraja, it appears that Suhadeva had been a 
tolerant king, who used to welcome the outsiders including refugees, mercenary 
recruits and travelers. During his tenure Turkish people entered the valley to seek 
employment in the mercenary. This makes the Turkish origin of Shah Mir more 
plausible. However, Jonaraja argues that he was a descendant of Pandavas, which has 
been also maintained in Tankh-i Farishta wherein he is said to have come from Persia. 
As per Jonaraja, Kurushaha (Probably the Sanskritized form of Waqur Shah) was his 
grandfather and Shah Mir was informed by a goddess in a dream that he will be the 
king of Kashmir. Persian chroniclers like Tankh-i Hasan, Baharistan-i Shahi, relate 
that he was grandson of a dervish and pious Sufi, Waqur Shah who had been informed 
spiritually that Shah Mir , the son of Tahir will be the future King of Kashmir. 
See, Mishkwati, op.cit., p.83; Baharistdn-i Shdhi,pA6,23; Khuihami, op.cit., Vol. 
II, p.l61; Khanyarl, op.cit., pp.85,87; DiddamarT,o/?.ci7., p.48f; Hasan, op.cit., pp.59-
62; Dutt, op.cit., pp.294,297; Farishta, op.cit.. Vol. IV, p.262; Sufi, op.cit.. Vol. I, 
pp.117-133; Parmu, op.cit., p.ll. 
'^ ^ To the elite class Kota Rani was unfavorable for rule, So, Udyanadeva was called 
from Swat, where he had taken refuge at the time of Zulju's invasion. 
'^ ° Regarding her religion it seems plausible that she might have professed Islam for 
the sake of keeping good relations with Rinchana, yet innately she had been inclined to 
her own faith, otherwise she would not have married Udyanadeva later on. See, Sufi, 
op.cit.. Vol. I, p.l27f. 
^^ ' Jonaraja calls him Achala . See, Dutt, op.cit., p.297. 
Maximum sources allude that the Turks facing a strong resistance from Kashmiri 
forces lead by Shah Mir concluded with reconciliation and preferred retreat. 
'^ •^  Dutt, o;7.c//., p.297. 
"^^  Though Udyanadeva had arrived back to claim the throne but all in vain, as, this 
time the people frilly manifested their discontent with him like his brother Suhadeva. 
^^  Khuihami, op.cit.. Vol. II,p.l67ff; Bahdristdn-i-Shdhi, op.cit., p.28f; DiddamaiT, 
op.cit., pp.56-58; Khanyan, op.cit., p.89ff; Saif al-Din, op.cit., pp-40-41; Hasan, 
o/7.czY.,pp.61-64; Khan, Kashmir's Transition to Islam,op.cit.,Tp.63 and Khan, 
Perspectives on Kashmir, op.cit., pp.38-39 Sufi, op. ciY.,pp. 117-133; Dutt, 
op.cit.,]p.296. 
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Shah Mir firaily founded his dynastical rule, for which, as per Jonaraja, he even 
established matrimonial relations with the Hindu elite. See, Dutt, op.cit.,p.297f; 
Farishta, op.cit.. Vol. IV, p.263. 
Furthermore, he raised two evolving staunch Muslim families to prominence via 
their outsized recruitment in his army i.e Maghres and Chaks. See, Farishta, op.cit., 
p.264. Chaks were the descendants of Langar Chak who had arrived from Dardistan to 
the valley Kashmir during Suhadeva's reign, see, Bahdristan-i Shahi, o/7.czY.,p.l6.The 
Muslim Sultanate founded by Shah Mir ruled Kashmir for almost two centuries, then 
the valley passed under the rule of Chak dynasty, followed by the Mughals and finally 
the Pathans till 1819 C.E. KhuihamT, op.cit.. Vol. II; Bahdristdn-i Shdhi, op.cit., p.21 
ff; Hasan, op.cit., pp.57-309; Sufi, op.cit.. Vol. I, p . l l7 ff; Lawrence, op.cit., pp.l90-
99. 
For details see, Trimingham, op.cit; Martin Lings,^a^ is Siifism?, (London, 1975), 
p.lOO ff; S.A.A Rizvi, A History ofSiifism in India, Vol. I, (New Delhi, 1978). 
1 ^R 
He was a scholar and Sufi of high erudifion who was the first to receive the title 
"Shaykh al-Islam"and is related to have authored Shihdb al-Thdqib and Fatdwa-i 
Shihdbi on Tasawwufsind Fiqh respectively. 
'^ ^ KhuihamljOp.cjY., Vol. Ill, p.523; ¥^3.n,Sufis of Kashmir, (Srinagar, 2011), p.236; 
Bukhari, op.cit., p.63. For details consult, Mufti Muhammad S'adat, Sawdnih 'Umri 
Sayyid 'Abd al-Rahmdn Qalandar M'arUfBa Bulul Shah, (Srinagar,n.d), p.29. 
140 Parmu, op.cit, p.88ff. 
''*' DiddamarT, op.cit., p.58fiF; Khuihami, op.cit.. Vol. II, pp. 168-71; KhanyaiT, 
op.ciY.,pp.91-93; Bahdristdn-i Shdhi,op.cit.,'p.29f, Mirza Yusuf, op.cit., p.44; Farishta, 
op.cit., Vol. IV,p.264f; Sufi, op.ci., Vol. I, pp.134-40;Wani, op.cit.,p.56. 
'"^ ^ She was a mysfic who flourished in the reign of Sultan Shihab al-Dln- 1356-1374 
C.E. See, Diddaman, op.cit., p.60 and Mishkwati, op.cit., pp.396-400. Panuu says, she 
had met Mir Sayyid 'All Hamadam in 1380-84 C.E. See, Parmu, op.cit., p.l07f 
^^^ See, for details of Saivite philosophy, Parmu, op.cit., fh 74, p.l07. 
''*'^Parmu,op.a7.,p.l07f 
'"^ ^ Sayyid 'All, Tdrikh-i Kashmir, op.cit., pp.28-30; Bahdristdn-i Shdhi,op.cit., p.34ff; 
Khuihami, op.cit.,Wo\. II, pp.170-75; Diddaman, op.c/Y.,p.61ff; Khanyari, op.cit., 
pp.93-97; Mirza Yusuf, op.cit., p.45; Bukhan, op.cit., pp.66-71; Sufi, op.cit.. Vol. I, 
pp.84-87; Wani, op.cit., p.56. 
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^'^^ Sayyid 'AIT, op.cit., pp.11-17; Baharistan-i Shahi,op.cit.,T[)Tp.31-50; DiddamaiT, 
qp.c2Y.,p.61ff; Sufi, op.cit., pp.91-115; Khan, Kashmir's Transition to Islam, 
op.cit.,pp.62-S4; Hasan, op.cit., pp-88-97; Wani, op.cit., pp.58-76; Bukhari, op.cit., 
pp.101,127. 
^'^'^ Sayyid 'All, op.cit., pp.23,25-113,126-199,212; Baharistan-i Shahi. op.cit., pp.37-
50; DiddamarI,op.ci7., pp.72-80,103-108,167-169; Sufi, op.cit., pp.91-115; Khan, 
op.cit., pp-62,84; Hasan, op.cit., pp.88-97; Wani, op.cit., pp-58,76; 
''*^Dutt,o/7.«Y.,p.371. 
'^ ^ Sayyid 'All, op.cit., p.42 ff; Khuihaml, op.cit.. Vol. Ill, pp.23-25,116-128,21 Iff; 
Baharistan-i Shahi, op.cit., pp.37-50; Diddaman, op.cit., pp.72-80,103-108,167-169; 
Sufi, op.cit., pp.91-115; Khan, op.cit., pp.62-84; Hasan, op.cit., pp.88-97; Wani, 
op.cit., pp.58-76; Bu]ihan,op.cit., p.l35 ff 
150 Stein, op.cit., p. 130. 
'^' Rizvi, op.czY., p.289. 
152 Diddamari, op.cit., p.53 ff; Bukhari, op.cit., p-61 ff 
As per Kalhana, the 12' century Kashmiri society was a Hindu cultured society 
such that there was "not a space as large as a grain of sesamum without Tirtha". 
'^'^Dutt, op.ciY.,pp. 319-20. 
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Introduction 
The divine objectives of the holy Qur'an set for the guidance of the whole 
humanity are universal and intrinsically absolute, for they emanate from the perfect 
and absolute attributes of Almighty Allah. The Islamic point of view regarding the 
overall development of an individual is to adorn one's life with the imprint of these 
divine attributes within the limited human capacity. That is why only those 
personaUties are able to set up the religio-social order of Islam, who could assimilate, 
as much possible of, these absolute divine attributes. Such epoch-making 
personalities, popularly known as Awliya Allah (Proteges of God), Siifiya (Plural of 
Sufi) ox Ahl al-Haq (Seekers of the Reality) ox Ahl al-Allah (Seekers of Allah), have 
graced every century with their presence, as the heirs of the beloved Prophet's 
distinguished traits like sublimity, excellence, inspired knowledge and action, for the 
guidance of masses. The spiritually linked chain of such people, with truthful and 
candid passion for Islam, laid much emphasis on purifying the soul and heart from 
baser passions, on one hand, and on the other, always endeavoured to protect the 
belief system of Muslims from the dangers of disbelief, religious skepticism, ethical 
and moral depravity. They activated and stirred those powerfiil elements in the 
religious psyche of Muslims, which had been ignored in the legal formulations of 
theologians.^ As the seekers of Tawhid and with their unreserved devotion towards 
Islam, they pragmatically displayed the fact that the highest and perfect ethical 
standards enjoined in the Islamic Weltanschauung are not merely ritualistic but 
emerge from the very needs of human nature as inevitable consequences of man's 
own experience. Their interspersion as missionaries in every nook and comer of this 
globe materialized the peipetual growth of Islam to such far and remote places, where 
the expeditions of the Muslim rulers ceased to establish their control for centuries 
together. 
The picturesque valley Kashmir, popularly known as Resh Waer or Pir Waer 
or the valley of Rishis, Pirs (Sufis), witnessed the arrival of Islam via the proliferation 
of the Muslim Sufis (proselytizers) long before the commencement of Muslim rule in 
14"* century. Besides this, the valley carried within the ambit of its enthralling beauty, 
an age-old mystic tradition^ characterized by extreme ascetic discipline, celibacy, 
philanthropy and non-violence. The Sufis' propagation of the universal message of 
Islam and pragmatic observation of its modus operandi (way of Qur'an and Sunnah) 
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for the realization of the "Ultimate Truth" and achievement of gnosis {Ma 'arifah), 
had an everlasting impact on the ascetic patterns already prevalent in the Hindu-
Buddhist environment of Kashmir.'' 
The emergence and the subsequent development of Sufism in Kashmir took 
place as part of the historical process that had been launched in the Perso-Arab world 
much earlier than its arrival in South Asia. This physically beautiful, mystically fertile 
and intellectually sound valley witnessed simultaneous commencement of both the 
phenomena, viz; spread of Islam and the development of Sufism {Tasawwuf), from 
14' century (onwards) over a span of next two to three centuries. 
During the 14 century C.E., Islam in Kashmir received colossal conversions 
at the hands of the Sufi missionaries particularly from Central Asia. By that time, 
Sufism (elsewhere in the world) had reached the zenith of its institutional 
development i.e. besides the profuse theoretical representation of its doctrines, the 
establishment and subsequent proliferation of the Salasil (PI. ofSilsilah), Tiiniq (pi. of 
Tariqah) or orders had taken place in the Muslim world.^ In this context Marshall 
Hodgson relates in his The Venture of Islam, that; 
The 'ulama' scholars, who had been wary of the early Sufism of elite, were 
mostly persuaded by the early twelfth century to accept the new Sufism of 
the masses, in conformity with their populist principles, and to try to 
discipline it. Then with their acceptance, around the latter part of the twelfth 
century the reorganization of Sufism was completed with the establishment 
of formal Sufi brotherhoods or orders {tariqah).^ 
The subsequent establishment of Sufi hospices like Khanqahs, Zawiyas or 
Ribats and the gathering of the circles of disciples around the acknowledged masters 
eventually resulted into the formulation of metaphorically diverse traditions and 
different ways of purgation (Miijahadat) and contemplation {Miishahadat), prescribed 
by the Sufi Masters to their disciples. This lead to the establishment of different Sufi 
orders or Tariqas who as per Shaykh 'All bin'Uthman al-Hujwiri (R.A.) differed 
"from each other in their devotional practices and ascetic disciplines" but where 
unanimous "in the fundamentals and derivatives of the religious law and Unification". 
At the initial stage such Sufi Silsilcihs proliferated immensely in the Perso-Arab world 
post 11 "^  century C.E.^  The disciples of the grand spiritual masters or ShayTikh after 
having traversed the spiritual path successfully, issued forth towards different 
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directions, or were deputed by their masters, to spread the message of Islam and guide 
the people in the Sufi path, hi this context, during the period from 14 centuiy up to 
16* century C.E., major portions of the Kashmiri populace, besides coming into the 
fold of Islam, also got enriched and supplemented by the spiritual training of the Sufis 
of different orders. Apart firom the indigenous Rishi Silsilah or order, the major Sufi 
Saldsil (pi. of Silsilah) or orders that made their gradual appearance in the Valley 
Kashmir in the 14* Century C.E and onwards include Qadiri, Suhrawardi, 
Naqashbandi and Kubrawi Salasil or orders. 
The initially arriving Sufis to the valley of Kashmir mainly belonged to 
Suhrawardi and Kubrawi orders, the later being a sub-branch of the former. The 
prominent Sufis who were responsible for the organization and subsequent 
proliferation of Suhrawardi order post fourteenth century traced their spiritual lineage 
to the founders of this order via Sayyid Jalal al-Din Makhdum Jahaniyan of Uch (d. 
1384 C.E.). In order to understand the development of Suhrawardi order in Kashmir 
in a proper context, it is pertinent to provide the outline of the main figures of that 
chain of Suhrawardi order, which flourished in Kashmir. The following section will 
be dedicated to highlight the same phenomenon. 
Suhrawardi Order and its Main Figures: An Overview 
The Suhrawardi Sufi order, though derives its eponym fi-om Diya al-Dln Abu 
al-Najib 'Abd al-Qahir ibn 'Abdullah al-Suhrawardl (d. 1168 C.E. / 563 A.H.), traces 
its origin back firom the beloved Prophet Muhammad (Ai&) and the spiritual linkage 
is completed via Junayd al-Baghdadi (R.A) and Hadrat 'All (R.A). The spiritual 
hierarchy of this Tariqa or Silsilah starting from Junayd al-Baghdadl up to Shihab al-
Din 'Umar al-Suhrawardl (R.A) has been outlined as:^ 
Beloved Prophet Muhammad ( A ^ ) 
> Hazrat'All (R.A) 
> Khwaja Hasan Basri (R.A) 
> Khwaja Habib Ra'i (R.A) 
> ShaykhM'arufKarkhT(R.A) 
> Shaykh San Saqatl (R.A) 
> Shaykh Junayd al-Baghdadi (R.A) 
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> Shaykh Mimshad al-DinawaiT (R.A) 
> Shaykh Abu Muhammad Ruwaym (R. A) 
> Shaykh Abu 'AH Ahmad bin Muhammad al-RudhbaiT (R.A) 
> Shaykh Ahmad Aswad al-DmawaiT (R.A) 
> Abu 'Abdullah Khafif (R.A) 
> Abu al-Qasim GurganI (R.A) 
> Shaykh Abu Bakr al-Nassaj (R.A) 
> Abu al-Futuh Ahmad al-Ghazali (R.A) 
> Abu al-Najib al-Suhrawardi (R.A) 
> Shihab al-Dm 'Abu Hafs 'Umar al-Suhrawardl (R.A) 
Diya' al-Din Abu al-Najib 'Abd al-Qahir al- Suhrawardi: 
Bom around 1097 C.E. in Suhraward, a town in the province of Jibdl in the 
area of Zanjan in the north-western part of Persia, Abu al-Najib 'Abd al-Qahir al-
Suhrawardi, sumamed Diya' al-Dln (splendour of religion), is reported to have traced 
his lineage from the Khalifa Abu Bakr al-Siddlq (R.A)'". His paternal uncle, Shaykh 
Wajih al-Dln, being a grand Sufi master, had remained as a head of a covenant or 
Khanqah at Baghdad known as Sa 'adat al-Khadim. Right jfrom his childhood, Shaykh 
Abu al-Najib remained under his auspicious guidance and received training from him 
in the Sufi path. Besides his uncle, Shaykh Abu al-Najib also exhibited a great 
reverence for Shaykh 'Abdul Qadir Jilanl (founder of Qddiri Silsilah) and used to 
receive great spiritual benefits from his company.' While in youth he left Suhraward 
for Baghdad to learn the customary courses of Islamic Law and Tradition {Usiil and 
Fiqh) and attained a proficiency in 'Ilm-i Shari'at and being a sound authority on 
'Ilm-al Hadith (Islamic Tradition) taught at Nizamiyya for some time. In the sciences 
of Qur 'an, Hadith and Fiqh, he was taught by eminent figures like Abu 'All al-
Haddad of Isfahan, Zahir b. Tahir, QadI Abu Bakr al-AnsaiT and Abu 'All b. Nabhan 
As'ad al-Mlhani (at Nizamiyya, Baghdad) and Abu al-Hasan 'All b. Muhammad al-
Fasihi (at Nizamiyya). 
On joining the Sufi fold he became a disciple of the Doctor of Shafi'T school of 
Jurisprudence, Abu al-Futuh Ahmad al-Ghazall, (d. 1126 C.E.) as testified by 
Ohlander while quoting 'Abd al-Rahman al-JamT's (d. 1492 C.E.) Nafahdt al-Uns min 
Hadrdt al-Quds, as; 
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Shaykh Diya' al-Din Abu al-NajTb ' Abd al-Qahir al-Suhrawardi may—God 
sanctify his secret—^was perfect in both the esoteric and exoteric sciences 
and composed many works and treatises. His family genealogy reaches back 
to Abu Bakr-i Siddiq—may God be pleased with him—^through twelve 
links, whereas his initiatic genealogy goes back to Shaykh Ahmad-i 
Ghazah.'^ 
Ahmad al-GhazalT was a leading figure in the ecstatic school of Sufism 
{Sukr),^'^and brother of the illustrious reviver of Islam, Imam Abu Hamid Muhammad 
al- GhazalT (d. C.E. 1111). Ibn Khallikan in his biographical and historical 
compendium Wafayat al-A 'yan Wa Anba' Abna' al-Zaman, relates that while entering 
the Sufi fold; 
[Shaykh ' Abti NajTb] Walked in the path of Sufism and having conceived 
a strong passion for retirement and an aversion for worldly concerns, he 
abstained for a long period of time from all intercourse with mankind and 
sedulously devouted his efforts to the task of obtaining the divine favour. 
He afterwards returned to the world and converted great numbers fi-om 
their evil courses by his exhortations and admonitions. A convent was 
built by him on the west bank of the Tigris at Baghdad, in which he lodged 
a number of holy men who were his disciples.'^ 
With his propitious spiritual training he produced disciples like Abu 
Muhammad Ruzbihan Baqli ShirazI (d 1209 C.E.), Isma'Il al-Qasn (d. 1139 C.E.), 
'Ammar al-BildlsT (d. c. 1200 C.E.). Among these the last two were the masters of 
Shaykh Najm al-Dln Kubra, the Khwarizmian mystic, and the founder of the 
Kubrawiyya order that eventually forms a branch of Siihrawardi order. Shaykh Abu 
Najib also rose to prominence for his unique treatise, regarding the rules of conduct in 
Sufism and a manual for Sufi aspirants, titled as Kitab Adab al-Muridin (Rules of 
Behaviour for Sufi Seekers).'^ 
Shihab al-Din AbO Hafs 'Umar al-Suhrawardi: 
On the death of Shaykh Abu al-Najib in 1168 C.E., his nephew, Abu Hafs 
'Umar al-Suhrawardi (1144-1234 C.E.) sumamed as Shihab al-Din, (flambeau of 
religion) and popularly known as Shaykh al-Shuyiikh (masters of the masters), 
succeeded him and played a great role in the spread and development of this Silsilah. 
He belonged to the family with Nisbat al-Khirqat or 'initiatory filiation' i.e. his 
ancestors had successively received Khirqas in their times firom their respective 
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Shaykhs and transferred them to coming generations as he himself received it from 
his uncle. Shaykh Shihab al-Dm was initiated in the Suhrawardi Silsilah by his 
paternal uncle, Shaykh 'Abu Najib al-Suhrawardl and also received guidance from the 
reverential Sufi, Shaykh Abu Muhammad 'Abd al- Qadir Jilam, in the religious as 
well as Islamic esoteric sciences.'^ He remained in the glorious company of Shaykh 
Abu al-Najib right from his childhood and was not trained only in the Sufi path but 
also achieved proficiency in other religious sciences. Apart from his uncle, he studied 
under the towering Islamic scholars like, Abu al-Futuh al-Ta'i Muhammad b. 
Muhammad Hamadam (d. 1160 C.E.), Muhaddith-i 'Iraq Hafiz Muzaffar al-Hanbali 
(d. 1162 C.E.), Muhaddith-i Isfahan Abu Ahmad Fakhir al-Qarashi (d. 1129 C.E.), 
Muhaddith-i Baghdad Abu al Fatah Muhammad b. 'Abd al BaqT (d. C.E. 1161) and 
Abu Zar'a Tahir b. Muhammad al-Maqdisi (d. 1171 C.E.).'^ The great ShafiT scholar, 
jurist and biographer, Taj al-Dln Subki (d. 1370 C.E.) have eulogized Shaykh Shihab 
al-Din, in his Tabaqat al-Shafi 'iyya al-Kiibra, as related by Erik Ohlander: 
[... ] The shaykh Shihab al-Dln al-Suhrawardi, author of the 'Awarif al-
m'arif, was bom in Rajab in the year 539 [1144-1145] in Suhraward, came 
to Baghdad, and became a disciple of his paternal uncle the shaykh Abu 
NajTb 'Abd al-Qahir, learning Sufism and preaching from him. He was also 
a disciple of the shaykh 'Abd al-Qadir [al-JTlanl] and in Basra of shaykh 
Abu Muhammad b. 'Abd. He heard hadith from his paternal uncle and from 
Abn 'l-Miazaffar HibatuUah b. al-ShiblT ... and others. Ibn al-Dubaythi 
narrated [hadith] from him as well as Ibn Nuqta ... IbnNajjar ... and many 
other people. He was a distinguished jurist, an upstanding and observant 
Sufi, a knowledgeable ascetic, and the master of his age in the science of 
divine realities. He was the final word in the training of disciples, 
summoning people to the Creator and to way faring on the path of devotions 
and pious solitude. 
The stately influence of Shaykh al-Shuyiikh not only extended to other Sufi 
leaders and his disciples, who grew in multitudes and came from distant places to 
listen him, but also upon the caliphs and princes^' of the time, as is corroborated by 
his contemporary, Ibn Khallikan, who relates: 
I saw a number of those who had attended his assemblies and who sat with 
him in private [Khalwa], whilst he directed them, as is customary with the 
Sufis in the path of spiritual life. They gave me an account of the strange 
sensations, which then came over them, and of the extraordinary ecstasies 
[ahwafj which they experienced. He once arrived at Arbela [Irbil] as an 
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envoy from the August Diwan [ruler] of the Khilafat at Baghdad] and he 
held regular assemblies there, at which he preached; ... The Shaykhs [Sufi 
leaders] of that age, who were masters of the path, used to write to him from 
the countries where they resided, addressing him questions drawn up in the 
manners of fatwas [decree], in which they asked his opinion on 
circumstances which concerned them. 
Besides his familiarity as an apt Sufi master, Shaykh Shihab al-Din is known 
for his most influential and famous treatise the Awarif al-Ma 'arif (The Benefits of 
Intimate Knowledgef^ written in Arabic and soon translated into Persian, exposing 
the various aspects of Sufi institutional life and practice together with some subtler 
aspects of mystical experience. This Sufi treatise not only became an essential reading 
and fimdamental textbook in the Silsilah-i Suhrawardi but made its way in the circles 
of other Sufi orders as well. Owing to his unequivocal influence and magnitude of his 
disciples, the Silsilah-i Suhrawardi reached almost every comer of the world and from 
it stemmed various other sub-orders or Ta'ijas (almost seventeen including the 
KubrawfJ^akhdiimi and Firdawsi orders) as Ibn Khallikan relates: 
Shihab al-Dm was a pious and holy Shaykh, most assiduous in his spiritual 
exercises and the practice of devotion. He successfiiUy guided a great 
number of Sufis in their efforts to obtain perfection, and directed them 
during the periods of their retirement into solitude; indeed, towards the 
close of his life, he remained without an equal.^ '* 
Among his multitude of disciples were also: (i). His son, 'Imad al-Din 
Muhammad al-Suhrawardi, who succeeded him as the warden of his Ribat al-
Ma'miiniyya founded in 1183 C.E. at Baghdad and continued the hereditary line of 
Suhrawardi Silsilah there, (ii). Najib al-Dln 'AH bin. Buzgush (d. 1279 C.E., Shlraz), 
the well known Sufi who played a great role in the diffusion of this order in the 
eastern regions of the Muslim world, (iii). Sa'di Shirazi, the renowned Persian poet (d 
1292 C.E.), who received a Khirqah from him and (iv) the famous traditionalist 
(Mithaddith) Abu Bakr ibn Ahmad al-Qastallani (d. 1287 C.E.), who also received a 
Khirqah from him. Thus, the actual credit for popularizing this order goes to Shaykh 
al-ShuyUkh for his wide sphere of influence over the common people as well as the 
elite class. Provided the large number of its adherents this order spread profiisely in 
distant parts of the world including Egypt, Syria, Hejaz and Indian subcontinent apart 
from Iraq and Iran^^, as is put by Canon Sell, in the following words: 
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The majority of its followers are still in Persia, but its influence has been 
felt elsewhere. The teaching of al-Suhrawardi was highly mystical and 
dealt with the deeper aspects of Sufism. Now, it is not so much an Order 
as a school of mystic philosophy, which has had a great influence on 
teaching of many of the African Orders and fosters the growth of fatalism 
amongst them.'^ ^ 
The Silsilah Siihrawardiyya reached the Indian sub-continent mainly through 
the immediate successors and disciples of Shaykh Shihab al-Din al-SuhrawardT 
including, Shaykh Muhammad Yahya, Shaykh Diya al-Din RumT, Shaykh Jalal al-Dm 
Tabrlzl, who profusely spread this Silsilah in the province of Bengal and Sayyid 
Mu'iz al-Dln, who came from Baghdad to India during the period of the famous Sufi 
Shaykh of Chishti Silsilah, Khwaja Qutb al-Din Bakhtiyar Kaki.^^ One of the direct 
disciples and Khulafa (successors) of Shaykh Shihab al-Din, was Nur al-Din Mubarak 
Ghaznawi, (d. 1249 C.E., Delhi) who was popularly known as "M/r-/ Delhi" in the 
reign of Sultan Shams al-Dln Iltutmish (d. 1236 C.E.) and spread this Silsilah within 
the precincts of Northern India. Another outstanding figure in this chain was Hamld 
al-Din NagawrT (d. 1274 C.E.) who, however, later on transferring his oath of 
allegiance, became the disciple of, Qutb al-Dln Bhaktiyar Kaki. The main 
promulgator of the Silsilah Suhrawardi in the region of Sind and Punjab was one of 
the chief disciples of Shaykh Shihab al-Dm, the well-known Baha' al-Din Zakariyya 
(d. 1268 C.E.), of Multan, that turned as the primary centre for promulgation of his 
religio-spiritual activities. He was succeeded by his son Sadr al-Din Muhammad 'Arif 
(d. 1285 C.E.), continuing the succession of this spiritual chain in the same family. 
However, in the next generations several outstanding figures in the Suhrawardi 
Silsilah descended from Shaykh Baha' al-Dln Zakariyya MultanT.^ ^ Regarding him 
and Shaykh ' Ali Buzgush, Ohlander states that: 
Like their master, each of these men (and no small number of others who 
also participated in the dissemination of SuhrawardT's [Shihab al-Dln 
'Umar's] vision) belonged to the same broad group: both were trained 
Shafi'I' Ulama hailing from respectable scholarly families, both were active 
in the transmission of hadith and other texts, both directed endowed ribats 
within which they invested individuals with the khirqa and trained disciples, 
and both passed on the khirqa which they received from Suhrawardi to 
many, many disciples, supported by the same iiiitiatic genealogy that 
Suhrawardi claimed for himself when investing them. Like him too 
(although the details are much dearer in the case of Baha' al-Din) both of 
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Sultan al-'Ariffn Makhdum Shaykh Hamzah, a leading Suhrawardi Sufi of Kashmir 
whose spiritual lineage is linked to this very chain of Shaykh Baha' al-Din Zakariyya 
MultanT. A detailed account of the Suhrawardi ^Vif\s of Indian subcontinent is beyond 
the scope of this work. However, a brief outline of the prominent figures of this chain 
of Suhrawardi oredr fi-om Shaykh Baha' al-Din Zakariyya up to Makhdum Shaykh 
Hamzah is indispensable to be brought into the limelight as for as the purpose of this 
work is concerned. 
Baha' al-Din Zakariyya Multanl (d. 1262 C.E., Multan): 
Baha' al-Haq Abu Zakariyya b.Shaykh Wajih al-Din was a great Sufi Shaykh 
and reverential figure in the Suhrawardi Sufi order. His grandfather, Kamal 'All Shah 
QurayshT, has been reported to have left his abode, Makkah al-Mukarramah for 
Khwarizim in the second century Hijri. Later on, he emigrated to Multan and settled 
their, bearing an issue named as Shaykh Wajih al-DTn Muhammad Gawth, who was 
married to Bibi Fatimah Rasti (daughter of Mawlana Hisam al-Din TirmidhI), from 
whom was bom Shaykh Baha' al-Dln Zakariyya in 1182 C.E. at the fort ofKotAror in 
Multan. Having completed the primary courses of Islamic religious sciences at an 
early age, Shaykh Baha' al-Dm left Multan and travelled far and wide to quench his 
thirst of gaining proficiency in the Islamic religious sciences. He reached the famous 
centres of higher leaming of Islamic education like, Khurasan, Bukhara and Baghdad, 
where he spent years together to leam the sciences of Qur 'an, Hadith and Fiqh from 
great personalities including Mawlana Nasir al-Dln Balkhi (Multan) and Shaykh 
Nizam al-Din Mahmud (Shiraz). Having spent ample time for leaming in the Madaris 
(pi. of Madrasah or Islamic seminary) of Bukhara and Khurasan, he left for Makkah 
al-Mukarramah to perform hajj or pilgrimage and Went to Madinah al-Munawarrah, 
wherein he studied Hadith from the famous traditionist or Muhaddith of his time, 
Mawlana Kamal al-Dln Yamani for almost five years. Meanwhile Shaykh Baha' al-
Dln Zakariyya, devoted himself strictly to spiritual exercises meant for self-discipline 
(Mujahaddt) and exhibited a deep devotion towards performing prayers, rituals and 
other ascetic practices for attaining purification of soul and heart {Tazkiya-i Qalb wa 
Tasfiya-i Batin). Then he proceeded towards Jemsalem and finally arrived Baghdad 
where he got initiated into the Suhrawardi order and enjoyed the munificent and 
blessed company of Shaykh Shihab al-DTn Suhrawardi, who bestowed on him his 
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these individuals enjoyed the support and patronage of poHtical powers, 
serving the interests of their respective patrons through the spiritual, social, 
and religious authority with which their status endowed them.^ ^ 
From Shihab al-Dln al SuhrawardT onwards, the Silsilah Suhmwardi spread 
mainly via three lines. One is through 'Imad al-Dm al-SuhrawardI, the hereditary line 
of Baghdad, second through Shaykh Najib al-Din Buzgush at Shiraz that turned as the 
hereditary sub-branch as Buzgushiyya, and thirdly via Baha' al-Dln Zakariyya at 
Multan.^° 
Through following prominent disciples of Shihab al-Din al-SuhrawardT, the 
Suhrawardi order spread to different parts of the world. 
Shihab al-Dln Abu Hafs 'Umar al-SuhrawardI (d. 1234 C.E.): 
> v 
'Imad al-Dln b. Shihab al-Din'Umar al-Suhrawardl (d. 1257 
C.E,.Baghdad). 
> Baha' al-Din Zakariyya Multanl (d. 1262 C.E., Multan). 
> NajIb al-Dln Buzgush (d. 1279 C.E., Shiraz). 
> Nur al-Din Mubarak GhazJiawT (d. 1249 C.E., Delhi). 
> Hamid al-Din NagawrT (d. 1274 C.E., Delhi). 
> Abu al-Qasim Jalal al-Dm TabrTzi (d. 1244 C.E., Bengal). 
> Najm al-Dm Muhammad bin'Isra'il (d. 1278 C.E.). 
Though, the Suhrawardi order reached Kashmir as early as fourteenth century 
but it was only during sixteenth century that this order witnessed a firm establishment 
in Kashmir. Through the chain of Baha' al-Din Zakariyya MultanT, this order was 
highly popularized by Makhdum Shaykh Hamzah, a disciple of Sayyid Jamal al-Din, 
who in tum was a Sufi from the Multani chain of Suhrawardi order. Thus, a linkage 
of Suhrawardi ^ Sufi masters and disciples has been established fi-om Multan to 
Kashmir, which is highlighted in the following section. 
Spiritual Lineage of Kashmiri Sufis of Suhrawardi Order: An Overview 
The Suhrawardi Sufis, who propagated the Suhrawardi order in the valley 
Kashmir during their respective eras, belonged to the spiritual chain of Baha' al-Dm 
Zakariyya MultanT in one or other way. However, this order got reinvigoration, 
proliferation and popularization in the mystical valley of Kashmir at the behest of 
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Khilafah (vicegerenecy) after a very short span of time (seventeen days), owing to 
Shaykh Baha' al-Dln's purified inner state. On this, the other aspirants who had spent 
years together under Shaykh Shihab al-Din got internally annoyed, upon which the 
Shaykh told them that Baha' al-Din was just like dry wood that would catch the fire at 
the very first moment and they were like the green wood that would not catch fire 
easily. Shaykh Baha' al-Din was invested with the Ijazah (permission to guide 
aspirants in the Sufi path) and Khirqat al-Khildfah, as a sign of vicegerenecy and was 
ordered by his Pir (Master), Shaykh Shihab al-Dln, to return to Multan, where, later 
on a hereditary chain was established that was crystallized into Indian Siihrawardi 
Silsilah?^ The late renowned historian of India, Khaliq Ahmad Nizami, maintains of 
him that: 
Shaikh Baha-u'd-din Zakriyya was a saint of different mettle [than other 
Siihrawardi Sufis of India]. He had travelled widely in Muslim lands and 
had studied carefully the problems of the contemporary Muslim society. 
Endowed with great intuitive intelligence (nafs-i-gira), he set up is khanqah 
at Multan, a place of great political and strategic significance in those times, 
-JO 
and succeeded in organizing his silsilah on an effective basis. 
Shaykh Baha' al-Dm reached Multan in the reign of Nasir al-Din Qubacha. 
There upon a very short span of time he rose to a high prominence among the general 
masses as well as the elite class owing to his unique position among the disciples of 
Shaykh Shihab al-Din and his reputation as a highly qualified scholar. People of 
diverse denominations, both learned and mercantile classes, from Multan and 
elsewhere (like Iraq and Khurasan), reached in crowds to receive spiritual guidance 
fi"om him. Having established an eminent Khanqah, a grand Langar Khana (public 
charity kitchen), a big Madrasah (seminary) called as Madrasah al-Baha 'iyah and 
many Masdjid (mosques), he made Multan the centre of his religio-Spiritual activities. 
He used to issue forth bands of religious scholars and Sufis towards different direction 
and distant places for guiding the masses in the path of Islam as directed by the 
Almighty Allah and his final Messenger. Following the usual pattern of the 
Siihrawardi leaders, to have good relations with the aristocracy, Shaykh Baha' al-Din 
developed intimate relations with Sultan Iltutmish (d. 1236 C.E.) of Delhi, after he 
had annexed Multan and Sind in 1228 C.E. The Sultan later on conferred the title of 
Shaykh al-Islam (a title conferred on religious dignitaries as an honour) on him after 
deposing Najm al-Din Sughra^^ from this position. The Shaykh did not found any 
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fault in keeping treasures of wealth as long as it would not harm one's spiritual status 
and he was too generous in spending the wealth in the way of Allah to uplift the 
economically weaker sections of the society. He invested his money and property for 
the welfare of common people and brought economic prosperity via promotion of 
trade and agriculture. Shaykh Baha' al-Din had also established strong amicable 
relations with the Chishti Sufis like Khwaja Qutb al-Din Bakhtiyar Kaki (d. 1236 
C.E.) and his disciple Fand al-Dln Mas'ud Ganj-i Shakar (Baba Fand) (d. 1265 C.E.) 
of Pakpatan (Ajodhan). With the later, he had frequently performed journeys to 
distant places. 
Shaykh Baha' al-DTn sometimes managed to repel the Mongol invasions that 
were frequent on Multan in his times, as is related by S.A.A. Rizvi: 
The repeated Mongol invasions of Multan made the life of the townsfolk 
miserable, but the presence of Shaikh Baha'u'd-Din Zakariyya was to them 
a great blessing. In Zu'1-Hijja 644/April-May 1247, the Mongol, Suli Nuyin, 
besieged the Multan fort, but the Shaikh succeeded in negotiating peace 
through Malik Shamsu'd-Din, a Muslim dignitary in the Mongol army.''^  
Shaykh 'Abd al-Haq Muhaddith, in his famous treatise, Akhbar al-Akhyar, 
reports that Shaykh Baha' al-Din wrote to one of his disciples that; by meagre eating 
health remains sound, refraining from sins result in a sound spiritual state and by 
recitation of salutations on the beloved Prophet Muhammad (^5&) one's religion 
{Din) remains safe and sound. He always stressed on observing the rituals of 
Shari'ah, particularly the performing of Namaz (prayer both obligatory and 
supererogatory), the omission of which, as per him, was tantamount to death and he 
once disclosed that all his achievements were an outcome oiNamaz. In Fawa'id al-
Fii'cid, the spiritual discourses of Khwaja Nizam al-Din Awliya, it is recorded that he 
once recited the whole of the Holy Qur'an in only one Rak'at and finished the prayer 
by reciting Surah al-Ikhlas (Chapter 112 of the Qur'an) in the second.^' In addition to 
this, he stressed on self-discipline (Mujahadah), self-scrutiny (Miihasabah), constant 
recitation of recollection of Allah's name (Dhikr), contemplation and meditation for 
gaining control over the lower self and purifying the heart of everything save Allah. 
Shaykh Baha' al-Din Zakariyya, the most celebrated Sufi of Multan, whose fame had 
reached the confines of Khurasan and Transoxiana, eventually departed from this 
worldly abode after a span of hundred years on 7 Safar, 661 A.H./ December 1261 
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C.E. in Multan.^^ Owing to his elegant spiritual status, Shaykh Baha' al-Din 
Zakariyya had left an enormous number of disciples of high spiritual and moral fibre, 
who continued the Silsilah-i Suhrawardi and spread it profusely in the Indian sub-
continent and elsewhere. Among his prominent disciples and successors or Khulqfa 
(pi. of Khalifah) were, his son and successor at Multan, Sadr al-Din 'Arif (d. 1285 
C.E.) (who was succeeded by his son Abu al-Fatah Rukn al-Dln (d. 1335 C.E.) 
continuing the chain in the same family at Multan), Sayyid Jalal al-Din Surkhposh 
BukharT (d. 1291 C.E., Uch), Shaykh Fakhr al-Dm 'Ibrahim 'Iraqi (d. 1289 C.E.), 
Sayyid 'Uthman popularly known as La'l Shahbaz (d. 1274 C.E.) and Shaykh Hasan 
Afghan (d. 1291 C.E.).^^ .r'''^^^^ •'.i:irTL^~'K. 
Shaykh Sadr al-Din (d. 1286 C.E.): . / , . ,-
Popularly known as 'Arif (Gnostic), he was an illustrious son of ^haj^h 
Baha'al-Din Zakariyya," who succeeded him as his vicegerent (Khalifa) at Multan. 
Right from his childhood, he enjoyed the munificent guidance of his glorious father in 
both religious as well as spiritual aspects of knowledge. As per the author of Siyar al-
'Arifin, whenever he recited the Holy Qur'an, he was endowed with the 
demystification of new and fresh divine secrets, thus, he came to be known as " 'Arif 
" or one who recognizes Allah. He received a huge amount of wealth and property as 
inheritance but did not keep anything from it and distributed everything in the way of 
Allah among the poor and destitute. Among his distinguished discilples were, his son 
and successor at Multan, Shaykh Rukn al-Din Abu al-Fatah, Mawlana Husam al-Din, 
Sahykh Ahmad M'ashuq, Shaykh Salah al-Dln Darvaish, Mir HusaynT Sadat."*" One of 
his disciples, Khwaja Diya' al-Dln, compiled his teachings or Malfiizat titled as 
Kunuz al-Fawa 'id, which is not extant save some of its extracts present in Akhbar al-
Akhydr of Shaykh 'Abd al-Haq."*' Regarding his teachings S.A.A. Rizvi relates from 
the excerpts of Akhbar al-Akhyar that; 
According to the Shaikh, Sufis should not concentrate on anything except 
God and should not desire even heaven or fear hell. No breath should be 
inhaled or exhaled without Zikr [recollection of Allah], for perpetual Zikr was 
divine light which removed all darkness."*^ 
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Through his able preaching and guidance, the Silsilah Suhmwardi spread in 
Indian subcontinent everywhere, producing eminent personahties of high spiritual 
and religious spirit, who surmounted both, the scholarly as well as the spiritual 
world. 
Shaykh Rukn al-Din Abu al-Fatah (d. 1335 C.E.): 
"He occupied the same position in the history of Suhrawardi silsilah which Shaikh 
Nizam-u'd-din Auliya occupies in the history of Chishti order" says Khaliq Ahmad 
Nizami . He was the son and successor of Shaykh Sadr al-Dln 'Arif, who continued 
the Suhrawardi Silsilah as the hereditary chain of Baha' al-Din Zakariyya at Multan. 
While he was in his mother's"^ womb, his grandfather Baha' al-Dln Zakariyya 
prophesied his prominence and by the age of four he donned the turban of his 
grandfather, who duly attested his action out of love and affection for his grandson, 
and he used to put on the same turban after becoming the vicegerent of his father. On 
obsei-ving his expression of utmost respect for his father as well as his gi-andfather, 
Shams al-Din TabiizT called him ^Rukn al-Din 'AlanC and popularly he came to be 
known as Riikn-i 'Alam. He benefitted from both, his father as well as his grandfather, 
in accomplishing his academic and spiritual yearnings. He had strong and amicable 
relation with Shaykh Nizam al-Dln Awliya', the Sultan al-Masha'ikh (the Sultan of 
the Saints) of Delhi, who enjoyed his company always on his (Shaykh Rukn al-Dln's) 
visit to Delhi and both exhibited high respect to each other. On his visit to Delhi, 
people used to place petitions before him for their approval with the Sultan as he had 
established cordial relations with the Delhi Sultans like, 'Ala' al- Dm Khalji, Sultan 
Qutb al-Dln, Ghiyas al-Dln Tughluq and his son Muhammad bin Tughluq. The 
purpose of having such relations was to reform the government officials, solve the 
problems of masses by pleading before the Sultan on behalf of them and establish 
amicable relations between the religious leadership and the state officials. ^ In his 
History ofSufism in India, S.A.A. Rizvi maintains that: 
Shaikh Ruknu'd-Din's fame reached as far as Alexandria, being spread by 
merchants who visited Multan, and Ibn Battuta was recommended to see him. 
In 1333 [C.E.], after reaching Multan Ibn Battuta stayed with one of Shaikh's 
disciples, and it is recorded that he had an interesting conversation with 
Shaikh Ruknu'd-Din, which extended even to political matters. Following the 
tradition set by father and grandfather, the Shaikh's khanqah was a busy 
rendezvous for distinguished visitors from many countries west of the Indus ... 
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[As per him] the leaders of the community should posses three things. Firstly, 
they should have property in order to satisfy a qalandar when he asked for 
sherbet. These people would abuse him and be punished on the day of 
resurrection. Secondly, the leaders should have knowledge in order that they 
might have scholarly discussions with 'ulama'. Thirdly, they should be 
endowed with hal (mystical enlightenment) so that they might impress 
dervishes.'*^ 
Shaykh Rukn al-Din MultanT directed a large number of people in the path of 
Qur'an and Sunnah and enlightened the darkness of their souls with the light of love 
for Allah and his beloved Prophet Muhammad (^>ik) by inculcating in them the spirit 
of abandoning viciousness and performing pious and virtuous deeds. He believed that 
the viciousness in man tantamount to beastliness which can be evaded by self-
purification and through humility and prayer one can achieve self-purification and 
hence virtuous character, which is a weapon for every sane person. To him only 
through seeking reftige with Allah and asking for his blessings can release a person 
fi'om the snares of lower-self and evil desires. People fi'om distant places used to 
come in bands and receive guidance from him in religious matters and his disciples 
reached far off places to propagate Islam. Though the grandeur could not be continued 
further at Baha' al-Dln's Khanqah at Multan after the Shaykh Rukn al-Dln left this 
world in 1335 C.E., yet the Silsilah Suhrawardi got flourished in other areas and 
witnessed firm establishment elsewhere. His spiritual prominence even brought the 
Mongol ruler of Iran in his discipleship. His prominent disciples included. Sultan al-
Tarikin Hamid al-Din Hakim, Sayyid Jalal al-Din Bukhari popularly known as 
Makhdum Jahaniyan Jahan Gasht, Sadr al-Din Chiragh Hindi, Shaykh 'Uthman 
Sayyah SunnamI, Mawlana Zahir al-D7n, Shaykh Muhammad 'Umar Gawrr,Shaykh 
'Imad al-Dln and others. After his departure from this ephemeral world the 
Suhrawardi spiritual centre of West Punjab and Sind got transferred to Uch via his 
famous disciple Sayyid Jalal al-Din Makhdum Jahaniyan, the grandson of Sayyid 
Jalal al-Din Surkh Bukhari, a renowned disciple of Shaykh Baha' al-Din Zakariyya .'^^ 
Sayyid Jalal al-Din Mir Surkh Bukhari (d. 1291 C.E., Uch): 
Popularly known as Sayyid Jalal Surkh (Red), he was among the illustrious 
disciples of Shaykh Baha' al-Dln Zakariyya Multanl and was a prominent and leading 
figure among the Sadat (descendents of the Prophet) of Bukhara. Initially he migrated 
from Bukhara to Multan and joined the discipleship of Shaykh Baha' al-Din 
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Zakariyya MultanT. He remained under his guidance for many years and after having 
enlightened with the divine truths, he received the Khirqat al-Khilafat and moved 
towards Bhakar. He got married to the daughter of a famous personality there, namely 
Shaykh Badr al-Dm Bhakarl/^ Around 1244 C.E., he left Bhakar because of the 
jealousy of local elites and proceeded towards Uch, which is situated in the modem 
day district Bahawalpur of West Pakistan and was initially called as Devgarh. Sayyid 
Jalal Surkh settled permanently at Uch that turned as a good stronghold of Suhrawardi 
Silsilah up to the close of fourteenth century and played a great role in the 
propagation of Islam in that area. From Uch he performed his religious activities of 
peacefiil preaching of Islam and guidance of people in the path of Sufism and the 
Suhrawardi order reached from here to Punjab and Kashmir meanwhile extending its 
influence on Delhi in the reign of Sultan Firuz Shah Tughluq. Numbers of souls, 
darkened due to unbelief and ignorance, got enlightened with the light of Iman 
(belief) and wisdom of the Qur'an. He founded the city of Jhang Siyalan in Punjab 
and among the various tribes of Hindu Rajputs of western Punjab, many embraced 
Islam at his blissfiil hands. Later on, from him emerged the Jalali branch of the 
Suhrawardi order. Sayyid Jalal al-Dln Surkh left towards the heavenly abode in 1291 
C.E. at Uch leaving behind three illustrious sons namely, Sayyid Baha' al-Din, Sayyid 
Sadr al-Din popularly known as Muhammad Gawth and Saj^id Ahmad Kabir,'^  
father of the famous Sufi, Sayyid Jalal al-Din Makhdum Jahaniyan. Sayyid Ahmad 
Kabir became the disciple and successor {Khalifah) of Shaykh Sadr al-Dln 'Arif 
MultanT.^"Apart from Makhdum Jahaniyan, he had one more son namely Sayyid Sadr 
al-Din popularly known as Raj an Qattal. Among his disciples was the famous Shaykh 
Jalal al-Dln SilhatT whose relentless efforts of preaching brought maximum portion of 
Bengal and Silhat in the fold of Islam.^' The famous orientalist, T.W. Arnold testifies 
the peacefiil propagation of Islam by Sayyid Jalal Surkh and his successors, in the 
following words: 
Of immense importance in the history of Islam in India was the arrival in 
that country of Sayyid Jalal al-DTn,who is said to have been bom at Bukhara 
in 1199 [C.E.]. He settled in Uch, now in Bahawalpur territory, in 1244, and 
converted numbers of persons in the neighbourhood to Islam; he died in 
1291, and his descendants, many of whom are also revered saints, have 
remained as guardians of his shrine up to the present day and form the 
centre of a widespread religious influence. 
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Sayyid Jalal al-Din Bukharl Makhdum Jahaniyan (d. 1384 C.E., Uch): 
Popularly known as Makhdum Jahaniyan Jahan Gasht, he was the illustrious 
son of Sayyid Ahmad Kablr and grandson of Sayyid Jalal al-Dln Surkh. He 
reinvigorated the Suhrawardi order at Uch, during its decline at Multan after the death 
of Abu al-Fatah Rukn al-Dln Multani." 
Sayyid Jalal al-Din had travelled so much in his life that he came to be known 
as "Jahan Gasht" (Traveller of the World) and while travelling met a number of Sufis 
of high stature receiving initiation into various orders. As per Mawlana Jamali, the 
author of the Persian treatise, Siyar al-'Arifin, he got the title ^ Makhdum Jahaniyan' 
(Lord of the mortals) on the eve oiEid (Muslim festival) as an Eid-gift firom Shaykh 
Baha' al-Din, Sahykh Sadr al-Din 'Arif and Sahykh Rukn al-Dln Multanl, after 
performing Miiraqabah (contemplation) on their graves in Multan. As per the 
anecdote after finishing the Muraqabah and leaving the places, everyone who met the 
Shaykh irrepressibly called him ^Makhdum Jahciniycnf. Bom in 1308 C.E. at Uch, 
he initially became the disciple of his father and his uncle Shaykh, Sayyid Ahmad 
Kabir, from whom he invested the Khirqah, after having finished the formal religious 
courses under his uncle Sayyid Muhammad Gawth Bukhari and Qadi Baha' al-Din at 
Uch. Later on, he went to Multan for achieving a high level of proficiency in both the 
esoteric and exoteric religious sciences. In Multan he initially stayed at the Madrasah 
for leaming some religious texts and then finally joined the apprenticeship of Rukn al-
Dm 'Alam, the grandson of Baha' al-Din Zakariyya. Having completed the spiritual 
training under the leading Suhrawardi Shaykh, Rukn al-Din 'Alam, he received the 
Khirqat al-Khilafah. Makhdiim Jahaniyan dedicated an ample part of his life for 
gaining a command over the religious sciences like Qur'anic exegesis, Hadith and 
Fiqh. He relentlessly travelled throughout the Islamic world and visited so many 
reputed Sufis from whom he often received the Khirqat al-Khilafah. The author of 
Mir'at al-Asrdr, Shaykh 'Abd al-Rahman ChishtT, relates that he had enjoyed the 
spiritual munificence from the masters of the four grand orders or Saldsil (Plural of 
Silsilah) and forty one sub-orders (almost three hundred eminent Sufis) . After 
visiting Delhi, he met the renowned Chishti Sufi, NasTr al-Din Chirag-i Delli, who 
initiated him into the Chishti Silsilah. He was appointed as Shaykh al-Islam by Sultan 
Muhammad bin Tughluq (1325-51 C.E.), who also made him the head of Khdnqdh-i 
Muhammadi at Siwistan. However, Makhdum Jahaniyan did not hold there long and 
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left the place for visiting other parts of the Muslim world, while his sojourn at 
Makkah and Madinah, as an apprentice under Shaykh-i Makkah 'Abdullah Yafa'T and 
Shaykh-i Madinah 'Abdullah Matari, he learned several important books including 
the Sihah al-Sittah (Six authentic books on Hadith) and Awarifal-Ma 'arif. ^^ 
Makhdum Jahaniyan had cultivated cordial relations Sultan Firoz Shah Tughluq 
(1351-88 C.E.) in whose reign he spent his most of time at Uch. On his every visit to 
Delhi, Makhdum Jahaniyan was welcomed with a royal reception and was highly 
respected by the Sultan, who also used to visit his Khanqah at Uch for taking 
guidance in various matters. He often visited the Sultan, because through this he tried 
to obtain assistance for the deprived sections of the society. Makhdum Jahaniyan 
highly influenced the sultan who used to follow his suggestions in various issues of 
great importance. It was the result of this influence that the Sultan was always 
surrounded with religious scholars who used to suggest him the lawful ways of action 
in different situations like the abolition of various unlawful taxes.^^ S. A.A. Rizvi has 
plotted the same in the following words: 
The abolition of about twenty-eight taxes by Sultan Firuz Shah largely 
imposed on towns throughout the empire may be ascribed to the influence 
of the Saiyid [Sayyid Jalal al-Dln Makhdum Jahaniyan]. The lifting of these 
taxes was designed to make the sources of income of the Sultan legally 
en 
acceptable to the 'ulama'. 
During one of his visits to Delhi in the reign of Firoz Shah, between 1379 C.E. 
to 1380 C.E., a gathering of scholars and Sufis around him asked several questions 
related to different issues. One of his disciples namely Abu 'Abdullah'Ala 'al-Din 
Ashraf compiled his answers in reply to those questions. This compilation which 
throws ample light on his thought and action was titled as, Khulasat al -Aljaz Jami' 
al- 'Ulurrr'^ and its Urdu translation by Dhulfiqar Ahmad titled as Al-Dur al-Manziim 
Fi Malfuz al-Makhdum was published in 1918 C.E.^ ^ S.A.A. Rizvi relates of this 
treatise, that: 
In an attempt to give orthodox Sunni interpretation of Sufism, the work 
covered a wide range of topics. In it, the Siayid is reported to have stressed 
that beginners on the mystic path should not concern themselves with trying 
to understand the philosophy of the Wahdat al-Wujud as it was for experts 
only.«° 
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The life of Sayyid Jalal al-Din Makhdum Jahaniyan can be divided into two 
main phases, one is achieving 7/m (knowledge) and second is disseminating it among 
the masses. La the initial phase, he quenched his thirst of knowledge (both esoteric as 
well as exoteric) from a multitude of highbrow 'Ulama (scholars) and Shuyukh (Sufis 
masters) of different places. In the second phase of his life he brought under his 
apprenticeship not only the masses but also political authorities, intellectuals, 
religious scholars and Sufis of different sections from distant places who always 
visited him to receive direction in various matters. His mission of preaching Islam 
was also commendable as many non-Muslim tribes have been reported to have 
embraced Islam at his hands on various occasions. His unrelenting missionary 
activities were carried on by his successors because of whom maximum parts of 
Gujarat had been brought under the fold of Islam. He always advocated of following 
the Sunnah or the way of the beloved Prophet Muhammad (^ 5^ 2=) in every aspect of 
life and himself used to follow the Siinnah even in smallest possible matters and 
actions of mundane life. As per Makhdum Jahaniyan, a person can become a genuine 
Sufi only after having acquired the knowledge of all the three aspects of the Prophetic 
life. These include the knowledge of his words or 'Ilm-i Shari 'at, deeds or Ilm-i 
Tariqat and spiritual states 'Ilm-i Haqiqat, which cannot be dissociated from each 
other. He used to oppose those actions which were not in conformity with Shari 'ah, 
as is apparent from these words of Rizvi; 
Makhdum Jahaniyan sfrongly opposed the tradition which had developed 
around the Shab-i Barat festival which was held in the evening of the 
middle of Sha'ban, the eighth month in the Muslim calendar, when 
fireworks were exploded, graves were whitewashed and lighted lamps were 
placed on them. Instead of such merriment, said the Saiyid, Muslims should 
pray and give the money, which otherwise would be used on crackers and 
lamps, to the poor.^^ 
Sayyid Jalal al-Din Makhdum Jahaniyan survived for almost seventy-eight 
years, left this worid in 1384 C.E. and was entombed at Uch. Through him and his 
successors and disciples, the Siihrawardi order spread profiisely in every comer of 
Indian subcontinent. He had many sons and a multitude of disciples from different 
parts of the Muslim world, from whom, certain raise to high levels of spirituality and 
kept the chain of Siihrawardi order live for coming generations. Among his prominent 
disciples were, his brother Sayyid Sadr al-Din populariy known as Raju or Rajan 
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Qattal, his son Sayyid Nasir al-Din Mahmud, Sayyid 'Ilm al-Dm, Shaykh Siraj al-Din, 
Sayyid Badr Bhakri, Sayyid Ashraf al-Dln Mashhadi, Shaykh Taj al-Din Bhakn. 
Sayyid Mahmud ShirazT, Sayyid 'Ala' al-Dln Sa'id Husayni, Sayyid Sharaf al-Din 
SamT, Sayyid Sikandar, Mawlana 'Ata'ullah and others. Sayyid Ashraf Jahangir 
SimnanT is also reported to have received spiritual guidance from him though initiated 
by the Chishti Sufi, Shaykh 'Ala' al-Din 'Ala' al-Haq Bengali, as is apparent form his 
Lata 'if-i Ashrafiyya. One of his disciples was Sayyid Muhammad Isfahan! or Rifa'I 
popularly known as Jdnbaz Wall, who arrived Kashmir in the reign of Zayn al-
'Abidm (1420-70 C.E.) and propagated the Suhrawardi order there.^^ 
Sayyid Sard al-Din bin Sayyid Ahmad Kablr (d. 1444 C.E.): 
He was the younger brother of Makhdum Jahaniyan. Having learned the 
foraial religious courses he received the spiritual guidance from both his father, 
Sayyid Ahmad Kabir, as well as his brother and after their death became their 
Khalifah (successor). Some relate his being called ''QattdF' (killer) for his vehement 
ascetic and spiritual exercise for subduing the baser soul (the killer of Nafas), while 
as some relate it to his awful and stately appearance and say it is "KattdF' meaning 
awesome person not ''''Qattdr (killer). Others relate it to an anecdote present in Siyar 
al- 'Arifin, regarding the execution of a Nahawun, the Darogha (an official) of Uch. 
Nahawun had visited Makhdum Jahaniyan on his deathbed and told that the 
Makhdum was the seal of saints as Prophet Muhammad (^5^) is the seal of Prophets. 
Having accepted the Prophet (^jii) as the final messenger, Nahawun was considered 
to have accepted the faith. However, he concluded with a statement that was 
tantamount to the protestation of faith.^ "* Knowing the penalty of protestation of faith, 
he sought refuge with the Sultan of Delhi. However, Sayyid Sardr al-Din Raju with 
some notable 'Ulamd' followed him. After some negotiations with the Sultan and 
some 'Ulamd', who failed to save him, Nahawun was brought in the custody of 
Sayyid Raju, where he again refiised to accept Islam and finally as per the religious 
verdicts was executed. 
In Akhbdr al-Akhydr, it has been related that, Sayyid Sadr al-Dln Raju always 
remained aloof fi-om people and highly submerged in the recollection of Allah. 
Makhdum Jahaniyan often used to say, "Allah has engaged me in the service of 
people and has engaged Sahykh Raju in Himself [Allah's Dhikr]".^^ After the death 
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of Makhdum Jahaniyan, Sayyid Raju Qattal took the mission of preaching Islam and 
guiding people in the path of Qur'an and Sunnah. He left this worldly abode in 1444 
C.E. leaving behind five sons, all of whom were his disciples and successors and his 
descendents spread in different areas of the subcontinent particularly Multan. Among 
his enormous number of disciples who propagated Siihrawardi order, the prominent 
ones included, Makhdum Fadl al-Din, Shaykh Kabir al-Dln Isma'il, Sayyid Burhan 
al-Din Qutb-i 'Alam (Gujarat), HajT Sayyid 'Abdul Wahhab, Rukn al-Din Isma'il, 
Makhdum Jahan Shah and others. Instead of his own sons, he made Sayyid Fadlallah 
bin Sayyid Nasir al-DJn bin Makhdiim Jahaniyan, as Sajjadah Nashin or his 
vicegerent at his Khanqah. 
Hajl Sayyid 'Abdul WahhSb Bukharl (d. 1526 C.E.): 
He was one of the prominent disciples of Sayyid Sadr al-Din Raju Qattal and 
was a descendent of Sayyid Jalal al-Din Surkh. Initially he resided at Multan and after 
visiting Haramayn (Makkah and Madlnah) came back to India and settled 
permanently at Delhi in the reign of Sultan Sikandar LodhT. He is reported to have 
written an exegesis of Holy Qur'an in which he expressed the meaning of every verse 
as the praise of the beloved Prophet Muhammad {X^). After the demise of his Pir, 
Sayyid 'Abdul Wahhab associated himself with Shaykh 'Abdullah Qurayshi 
Suhrawardi and received several spiritual benefits from him. He left this world in 
1526 C.E. and was buried near the sepulchre of Shah 'Abdullah in Delhi.^ ^ 
Sayyid Jamal al-Din Bukhari: 
He was the brother and disciple of, above mentioned, Sayyid 'Abdul Wahhab 
Bukharl and a descendant of Sayyid Jalal al-Din Surkh Bukhari via Sayyid Sadr al-
Dln Muhammad Gawth. It is reported that upon visiting Madmah, he was ordered by 
Prophet Muhammad (^^j^) in a dream, to proceed towards Kashmir for guiding 
Makhdum Shaykh Hamzah , who later on, played a great role in the dissemination of 
Suhrawardi order in Kashmir (which will be discussed in the forthcoming part of this 
work). Then he visited Kashmir for six months in the first half of sixteenth century, 
the concluding period of Sultans of Kashmir. He died in 1542 C.E. and was buried in 
Delhi. The later day renowned historian of Kashmir, late Muhammad Ishaq Khan 
records in his Sufis of Kashmir that; 
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Jamalu'd-Din Bukhari drew clear distinction between the externalist scholars 
('ulama-i Zahiri) and the Sufis. According to him, the externalists were 
unable to comprehend the subtleties of the spiritual path. He stressed the 
importance of Zikr and the sombreness of living in seclusion.^' 
Thus, in the Indian subcontinent the Suhmwardi order produced two main 
centres viz; Multan and Uch. Almost for two to three generations these two centres 
produced illustrious Sufis, who were men of great mettle. They organized this Silsilah 
in the sub-continent and brought under its influence various far-flung areas. Through 
the disciples of this chain, the Suhrawardi order witnessed a firm establishment in the 
picturesque valley of Kashmir. 
Development of Suhrawardi Order in Kashmir 
The first Sufi order that sprinkled the Islamic mystical fi-agrance over the 
populace and enlightened the murky souls of the valley was the Suhrawardi order. 
This order was initially introduced in Kashmir, as early as fourteenth century, by the 
renowned Sufi, Sayyid Sharaf al-Dm 'Abd al-Rahman alias Bulbul Shah (R.A) and in 
fifteenth century by Saj^id Muhammad Isfahan! al- Rifa'T, popularly known as 
Janbaz Wali. However, the credit of firm establishment and organization of this 
Silsilah goes to the local renowned Sufi, Makhdum Shaykh Hamzah (R.A), popularly 
known as MahbUbul 'Alam (the beloved of the world), a disciple of above mentioned 
Sayyid Jamal al-Din Bukhari. The Suhrawardi Sufis of Kashmir, both indigenous and 
the foreigners dedicated their whole lives for the cause of Islamization of Kashmir 
thereby contributing highly in the sustenance and upkeep of the Islamic legacy in 
Kashmir. 
Sayyid Sharaf al-Din aUas Bulbul Shah (d. 1326 C.E.): 
During the initial phase of its development in Kashmir, Suhrawardi order got 
introduced into the valley with the arrival of Sayyid Sharaf al-Din 'Abd al-Rahman 
ahas Bulbul Shah (d. 1326 C.E.)^^ Sayyid Sharaf al-Din, a Mw^awi"Sayyid (descendant 
of Imam Musa Kazim) from Turkistan, followed the Hanafi Fiqh and belonged to the 
Suhrawardi order through his preceptor Shah N'imat- Allah Farsi^\ a disciple of 
Shaykh Shihab al-Dln Suhrawardi (d. 1234 C.E.).''* He used to spend most of the time 
in seclusion and often embarked on travelling. As per Mishkwati, in his Asrar al-
Abrar, he reached the valley in the reign of Suhadeva (1301-20 C.E.) and survived as 
an eminent religious and spiritual personality in the Valley during the reign of 
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Rinchana (1320-23 C.E.).'^ The conversion of Buddhist ruler Rinchana, at the hands 
of Bulbul Shah is remarkable event in the history of Islam in Kashmir. This important 
conversion yielded a political patronage, though transitory, to Islam at its nascent stage 
of progress in Kashmir. 
As per the anecdote related to the conversion of Rinchana, the Kashmiri 
Persian chroniclers like Hasan KhuihamT, Diddaman and hagiographers like 
Mishkwati report that the Rinchana was desperate about knowing the "Truth" or the 
right path that leads to the Ultimate Truth. The varied yet intricate and subtle 
philosophical and ideological viewpoints offered by scholars of different religious 
denominations particularly the prevalent (Hindu) Saivism and Buddhism, could not 
satiate the inquisitive mind of Rinchana. In the state of inquisitiveness he had spent 
nights together in complete vigil and one night decided to accept the faith of that 
person whom he would see at the first instance in the morning. Early in the morning 
his eyes felt on the other side of the river Jhelum where he saw a saintly person 
offering Namaz (Muslim way of praying) in a very humble and appealing manner. 
Perplexed with the multitude of unsatisfying viewpoints ideas and approaches 
regarding the 'truth' Rinchana approached this person who was the Suhrawardi Sufi, 
Sayyid Sharaf al-Din 'Abd al-Rahman alias Bulbul Shah (R.A). Bearing a stately 
appearance as a learned scholar with an indisputable command over both esoteric as 
well as exoteric aspects of Islamic knowledge, Bulbul Shah ably delivered the message 
of Islam in an etemal tone and satiated Rinchana's quest for truth. ^^  Upon 
comprehending the simple and discernible universal message of Islam and becoming 
conversant with the Prophet of Islam (X^fe), his words and deeds, Rinchana accepted 
Islam at the hands of Bulbul Shah. He received the fitle, Sultan Sadr al-Dln (The 
Leader of religion), from the distinguished Sufi, thus getting the privilege of being the 
first Muslim ruler of Kashmir. Rinchana's acceptance of Islam paved the way for a 
number of conversions including Rawanchandra, his brother-in-law and other family 
members and administrative officials. Rawanchandra later on got the title Raina and is 
considered to be the predecessor of the influential noble family (of Chandan) 
populariy known as Rainas. With his initiation into Islam Sultan Sadr al-Din received 
the knowledge of the requisites of this newly acknowledged etemal faith. He enjoyed 
the discipleship of Bulbul Shah fi-om whom he received the spiritual training. ^ ^ The 
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renowned Kashmiri historian late Muhammad Ishaq Khan depicts this whole event in 
the following words: 
Besides being a soldier of fortune, Rinchana, like other Buddhists of 
medieval period, was fond of taking part in religious discussions. Even as a 
king he is reputed to have spent sleepless nights in the quest for truth. It was 
his 'spiritual cravings' which prompted him to hold a religious discussion 
with Devaswami, a Brahman priest, who lived in the city of Srinagar. 
Disgusted with the spiritual pretensions and the caste-consciousness of the 
Brahman, Rinchana rejected Saivism. Soon after, he happened to meet 
Sharafuddin who explained to the inquisitive seeker after the truth the 
simplicity of his faith. Rinchana seems to have been impressed by the 
personality of the Sufi, who embodied both human and divine love. Thus, 
Rinchana accepted Islam under the influence of Sharaftiddin. He adopted the 
Muslim name of Sadruddin on the advice of the Sufi. 
— _ _ _ 70 
Sultan Sadr al-Din (Rinchana) constructed a hospice or Khanqah named as 
Khcinqah-i-Bulbulshah, first of its kind in Kashmir, at the bank of river Jhelum 
{Vitasta: Sanskrit) and associated with it was a Langar Khana or public charity 
Kitchen. This Mohallah (area) came to be known as Biilbul Langar or in the current 
times as Biilbul Lankar^^ Testifying the above statements, Muhammad Ishaq Khan 
maintains that; 
Not only are the Persian sources unanimous in regard to his [Rinchana's] 
association with the Sufi but the subsequent facts of his conversion also 
testify to his spiritual affiliation with the saint. The very name Sadru'd-Din 
(The Leader of religion) given by the Suhrawardiyya Sufi to the convert 
suggests that the saint wanted to make him conscious about the duties as the 
first Muslim ruler of Kashmir. The establishment of a khanqah by Rinchana -
the first of its kind in Srinagar, the nerve-centre of the Kashmiri Brahmans -
must have contributed to the diffusion of Islamic culture. The hospice was 
maintained through endowments of villages, and its income was utilized for 
the comfort of the travelers and the poor. 
In order to offer the prescribed prayers and the Friday congregation a Jdmi 'a 
Masjid (grand mosque) was built of solid stones known in the local language as "Diver 
KanV near his palace in the newly built capital 'Rinchanpura' (Srinagar)^^ which 
however, could not retain its original state due to some fire accident and on the same 
site a new mosque {Rinchoo Masjid) was erected later on. The stones of the old Masjid 
axe easily visible in the walls of the Masjid (currently present on the same spot) which 
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is still famous by the same name. Sadr al-Dln (Rinchana) ruled for a brief period of 
almost three years, left this worldly abode in 1323 C.E. and was buried to the south of 
the Khanqah. He had left a male issue namely Hayder Khan and his queen Kota Rani, 
whom the Muslim chroniclers call as Khatun Begum or Shah Bano, testifying his 
acceptance of Islam." Following his death (as discussed earlier), due to the 
internecine conflicts, the Muslim rule in Kashmir was adjoumed up to 1339 C.E., 
when Shah Mir ascended the throne as the Sultan Shams al-Din. Bulbul Shah left for 
the heavenly abode in 1326 C.E., in th reign of Udyanadeva (C.E. 1323-28), and was 
buried near the Khdnqdh close to the river Jhelum. 
Sayyid Sharaf al-Din alias Bulbul Shah had an indisputable command over the 
Islamic religious and spiritual sciences. As a devoted Muslim proselytizer and a Sufi 
of high rank, he strictly observed the rulings of Shari 'ah and taught the same to his 
adherents. He taught the people on the guidelines of Hanafi school of Jurispiudence 
that was later on followed by the illustrious Kubrawi Sufi, Mir Sayyid 'Ali Hamadani 
(R.A) notwithstanding his being a follower of Shdfa 'i school. Perhaps for this 
reason Kashmir still holds a majority of Ahndf (following Hanafi Fiqh) among the 
Muslim populace. In his Asrdr al-Ahrdr, Mishkwati reports that Bulbul Shah was a 
Sufi of high rank who advocated of following the perfect conduct of the Prophet 
Muhammad (X^fe) or Sunnah at any rate in the path of spirituality {Tasawwuf or 
Suluk). Though a Sufi with the power of exhibiting miracles, he regarded the 
adherence to the Sunnah thousand times better than such miraculous feats and 
devotional practices that go against the spirit of Sunnah. Purification and sincerity 
{Ikhlds) of heart, safeness (Sdlim) of tongue, abstinence from unlawful {Hardm) things 
and guidance of a spiritual master were, as per him, the prerequisites for treading the 
spiritual path {Tasawwuf or Suluk). So the wayfarer (Sdlik) of this path must refrain 
fi"om the unlawful (Hardm) things, words and deeds at every level in every situation. 
In light of the Qur'an and Hadith (fundamental scripts Islamic knowledge) he 
highlighted the importance of the protection of one's heart and tongue from filth of 
any kind and stressed over this vehemently, for the reason that the control over these 
two organs leads to the control over whole body. He is reported to have said that one 
must keep away from the unlawful {Hardm), the way, one keeps away from the fire of 
woods. Likewise, one should abscond fi-om the dubious {Mushtabih or doubtful things, 
acts and words) as is absconded from a snake coming out of a mountain.^^ 
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The conversion of the ruler (Rinchana) and the administrative officials by 
Bulbul Shah could be considered as an apparent triumph in the process of preaching. 
As an easily comprehendible phenomenon, the conversion of ruler heavily influences 
his adherents as well as his subjects and as such the historical statements that speak of 
multitude of conversions after Rinchana seem palpable. The Khanqah (hospice) and 
Jami'a (grand mosque) established by Sadr al-Dm at the behest of Sayyid Sharaf al-
Din were the earliest (first ever) representation of Islamic culture and civilization in 
Kashmir. This amply alludes to the fact that Bulbul Shah embarked upon the usual 
modus operandi, of grand Sufis, of preaching Islam and guiding people in the path of 
Sufism. During this period Khanqahs had spread widely throughout the Muslim world 
and acted as the training centers of the Sufi novices. 
The Siihrawardi Sufi Bulbul Shah not only preached Islam in the valley but 
also managed for then religious education and spiritual training of the newly converts, 
obviously enfolding them in Silsilah Siihrawardi. This has been testified by the 
Persian chronicler Ghulam Hasan Khuihami, who mentions the contributions of the 
Mulla Ahmad 'Allama, who had accompanied Bulbul Shah on his way to Kashmir. 
Mulla Ahmad was a highly learned religious scholar and a Sufi, who received the title 
of "Shaykh al-Islam", (the first Shaykh al-Islam in Kashmir) in the reign of Sultan 
Shams al-Dln (Shah Mir) (1339-42 C.E.). He was highly revered by the Muslim rulers 
of Sultanate period such that Sultan Shihab al-Din (1354-73 C.E.), Qutb al-Din (1373-
89 C.E.) and Mirza Hasan were among his disciples. He wrote Fatawa-i Shihabi and 
Al-Shihab al-Thaqib (both named after the Sultan Shihab al-Din) on the subjects of 
Fiqh and Ta^awww/respectively. In the reign of Shihab al-Dln he highly extended his 
proselytizing activities and got constmcted many Madciris (Islamic seminaries) for 
imparting Islamic knowledge to the neo-Muslims. After him his son Mulla 
Muhammad, the next Shaykh al-Islam of Kashmir, carried the mission of his father in 
an illustrious way. He died in 1412 C.E. and both the father and the son were buried 
near the tomb of Bulbul Shah in the vicinity of modem day Bulbul Lankar. 
After the death of Bulbul Shah, none of the sources allude to the worth 
mentioning activities of any of his outstanding disciples, ^ ^ it seems that spread of 
Islam in Kashmir together with the propagation of Siihrawardi order witnessed a 
setback. In addition to this, the perturbed political affairs of the state led to the 
installation of Hindu rulers once again in the valley sabotaging the political patronage 
of the newly introduced religion. Thus, it seems plausible to maintain that the 
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Suhrawardi order, though the first one to be introduced in the valley, might have 
witnessed a phase of non-development soon after the death of Bulbul Shah. However, 
worth mentioning is his contribution towards spreading Islam in the valley, guiding 
people in the path of Sufism and redeeming them from filth of polytheism, 
superstitions, moral and ethical corruption. This paved an easy way for the Muslim 
proselytizers of the coming generations to spread profusely the message of Islam. 
MishkwatT has aptly eulogized this Suhrawardi lummsc^y in a Persian couplet as; 
Meaning: He who is more enlightened than that of the moon and stars in the 
way of divine order; he [Bulbul Shah] was likely a nightingale in the garden of 
on 
divinely dominion just like peerless royal falcon. 
As discussed earlier (in the previous chapter) with the accession of Sultan 
Shams al-Dm (Shah Mir) as the new ruler of Kashmir in 1339 C.E., the Muslim rule 
was once again reinstated in the valley. In the subsequent years the process of 
Islamization got rapidity, as the political setting was conducive for the penetration of 
the Sufi missionaries from abroad, particularly the Kiibrawi Sufis, who carried on the 
peaceful preaching of Islam. 
Sayyid Muhammad Rifa'i Isfahan!: 
The historical sources record that after Bulbul Shah the Suhrawardi order in 
Kashmir was reinvigorated with the arrival of Sayyid Muhammad Rifa'T (d. 1433 
C.E.) of Isfahan (a famous city of Iran),^° so also sumamed as Isfahan!. Being a 
disciple of Sayyid Jalal al-Dln Makhdum Jahaniyan (d. 1384 C.E.) (as discussed 
earlier) of Uch, he belonged to the SuhrarwardJ Sufi order. He was great grandson of 
the famous Sufi of Isfahan, Sayyid Ahmad al-Rifa'T, a nephew of Shaykh 'Abd al-
Qadir Jilani (R.A) and eventually he directly belonged to the lineage of the Prophet 
Muhammad {^'^). His performance of audacious ascetic and spiritual exercises along 
with his extreme devotion and unparalleled service to Almighty Allah and his creation 
earned him the title Janbaz (The Venturous or one who stakes life), thus popularly, he 
came to be known as Janbaz Wali^^ 
He was the master of believers and leader of ascetics who had gained a 
command over the Islamic religious sciences. Having completed the spiritual training 
under the illustrious Sufi, Makhdum Jahaniyan, from whom he received the Khirqat 
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al-Khilafah, he arrived the valley Kashmir in the reign of Sultan Zayn al-'Abidin 
(1420-70 C.E.) popularly known as Bud Shah (The Great King), for his munificent and 
tolerance as a ruler.'^ He was accompanied by a band of scholars and Sufis and was 
warmly welcomed by the Sultan, who managed his stay in the city, Srinagar. During 
his stay in the city, his fame reached to every comer and people began to visit him in 
huge gatherings for receiving blessings. Interested in living a life of seclusion, Sayyid 
Muhammad Isfahani, reached the modem day BaramuUah town via the famous Wular 
Lake and selected a meadow as his residence. This place came to be called as Janbaz 
Pom after his name and the adjoining villages were granted by the Sultan Zayn al-
'Abidin to the Sayyid as endowment for his maintenance.^'' After some time he moved 
to the western side of the BaramuUah town and settled at a new place on the bank of 
river Jhelum and this place came to be known as Khwanpora (place of food) or 
modem day Khanpor. The reason for this was that the public charity kitchen (Langar) 
of Saj^ yid Janbaz Wall always remained in service for the people and every day 
numbers of people used to have food from this place. The Hindus called him 
Anapurna meaning in Sanskrit, one who provides food. This can be testified by the 
presence of a large cauldron, which still persists near the tomb of the Sayyid Janbaz. 
The receiving of food from his kitchen not only by Muslims but by the Hindus amply 
bring to limelight his religio-spiritual activities of guiding the masses towards the 
truthful way in an unparalleled peaceful manner. As, the fact is actually that people 
would come to listen Janbaz Wall, who after finishing his religious sermons used to 
arrange food for the people. Making this place his center of religious activities, Sayyid 
Janbaz Wall propagated the message of Islam and guided the people in the path of 
Qur'an and Sunnah. While spreading the fi-agrance of Islamic ideals and virtues, which 
was his primary concern, he reinvigorated the Siihrawardi order in the valley after 
Bulbul Shah. He left for the heavenly abode in. 1433 C.E. and was entombed at 
Khanpor. Some of his disciples and companions, who had accompanied him on his 
way to Kashmir, are buried near his tomb and some others in the vicinity of the 
Khanpor and Janbazpor in the modem day district BaramuUah. 
While enjoying the royal tutelage the Suhrawardi duo including Bulbul Shah 
and Sayyid Janabaz Wall exhibited the usual pattern of their grand masters (of 
Suhrawardi order) like Shihab al-Din and Baha' al-Din Zakariyya. Like them these 
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two also received endowments for the maintenance (of Khanqahs) from the Sultans, 
thus preserving the Suhmwardi oxAlooY regarding the political leadership. 
Though dedicating his whole life in the service of Allah and having made 
possible contributions towards the development of Siihrawardi order in Kashmir, 
Sayyid Janbaz Wall, is not recorded to have left any outstanding successor whose 
influence could have reached to such prominence so as to receive the attention of 
chroniclers. The plausible reason for this could be the introduction and subsequent 
development and proliferation of two highly influential Sufi orders during that period 
and these include the Kiibrawi oxAer and the indigenous Rishi order. The vanguards of 
both these orders viz; Mir Sayyid 'AIT HamadanT (R.A) and Shaykh al-'Alam Shaykh 
Nur al-Din (R.A), and their illustrious disciples, rose to unparalleled prominence and 
therefore could have obviously overshadowed the influence of any other Sufi 
personality. Thus, the period between Bulbul Shah and Sayyid Janbaz Wall (almost a 
century) lack the appearance of any outstanding Siihrawardi Sufi in Kashmir and at the 
same time the persistence of the Kiibrawi and Rishi luminaries that suspended the 
influence of any other order during this period eventually offer a static phase with 
respect to the development of Siihrawardi order.^^ 
Sayyid Ahmad Kirmani: 
Following Sayyid Janbaz Wall another Siihrawardi Sufi who rose to eminence 
in Kashmir was Sayyid Ahmad KinnanT, son of Sayyid Mahmud Kirmam, immigrated 
(firom Kirman) to Kashmir. "He was perfect in Tariqat [Sufi path], cognisant with 
Haqiqat [The Ultimate Reality], master in Wilayat [Saintly authority] and leader in 
M'arifat [gnosis or mystical knowledge]" says Mishkwatl in his Asrcir al-Abrar.'^^ As 
a Siihrawardi Sufi he belonged to the chain of Makhdum Jahaniyan via his preceptor, 
Miyan Sayyid Jalal al-Dm. He entered the valley^^ during the reign of Sultan Nazuk 
Shah (either in 1528-29 C.E. or in 1540-52 C.E.), after having stayed at Uch, the hub 
of Siihrawardi order in the Subcontinent.^^ Prior to the arrival of Sayyid Ahmad 
Kirmam, the valley Kashmir had witnessed the beginning and subsequent propagation 
of Shiite tradition {Shi'at) brought by Shams al-Dln 'Iraqi ^^ , a ShT'a, who pretended 
to be a Sunni and followed the Niirbakhshi order. ^ ^'^ As per the Persian Kashmiri 
chroniclers 'Iraqi initially visited Kashmir for a period of eight years in 1481 C.E. as 
an envoy from the Khurasanian ruler Husayn Mirza (1469-1506 C.E.) to the Kashmiri 
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ruler Hasan Shah (1472-84 C.E.).'°^ He secretly worked for propagating the Shiite 
beliefs in the valley and primarily influenced Baba 'AliNajar, a disciple of Shaykh al-
Islam, Shaykh 'Ismail KubrawT (d. 1510 C.E.).'°^ On his next arrival, he was 
successful in receiving the allegiance and two noble and politically influential 
families called by the name Chaks and Rainas and added the personalities like Baba 
' Ali Najar (the successor of Shaykh Isma'Tl Kubrawi) along with his disciples to his 
circle. The Khangah constructed in 1501 C.E. at Zadibal became the primary centre of 
his activities. As a person of high erudition in religious sciences, he successfiilly made 
some conversions (of Hindus) and reconversions and initiated the Muslims in the 
Shiite tradition who were otherwise Sunnis and mostly the followers of Hanqfi 
(madhhab) school of jurisprudence.'°^ Sayyid 'Ali in his Tcirikh-i Kashmir, maintains 
that: 
[Shams al-Din 'Iraqi] behaved in such a manner as if he belonged to the 
Sunnite community. He disclosed his creed in the reign of Ismail Shah. He 
compiled a book named 'Ahwat', in which he compiled the beliefs of the 
creed of Rafzi [a Shiite faction].The people (of the Kashmir) later on 
regretted ( having given him their unstinted support) but it was of no 
avail.'"^ 
Prior to his arrival, the Kubrawi Sufis had brought almost every stratum of 
Kashmir under their influence. Thus, it was no wonder to see a number of people 
offering their allegiance to such a person like Shams al-Din 'Iraqi, an erudite Shi'a, 
who pretended to be a Sunnite Sufi. As S. A. A. Rizvi maintains that 
Musa Raina an influential government official, became his disciple and the 
Mir [Shams al-Din] began initiating Sufis into the order of Saiyid 
Muhammad Nur Baksh, although he in reality he made them Isna ' Ashari 
Shi 'is. Musa Raina helped the Mir to build the khanqah at Jadibal, a 
suburb of Srinagar, which was intended to rival Mir Sayyid 'All's 
khanqah... [Later on] the Mir, finding his presence in Kashmir had become 
rather difficult left for Skardu in Ladakh, where he succeeded in 
converting a number of Buddhists to Shi'ism.'"^ 
This state of religious affairs obviously dismayed the Sunni scholars like 
Sayyid Muhammad Bayhaql,'°^ and later on Shaykh Ya'qub Sarafi, Sayyid Ahmad 
KirmanI, Makhdum Shaykh Hamzah and others who vehemently opposed and 
suppressed the influence of this tradition in the valley. 
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Sayyid Ahmad Kirmanl made his permanent settlements in Kashmir and 
played an eminent role in undermining the influence of the Shiite tradition, 
propagated by Shams al-Dm 'Iraqi (d. 1526 C.E.) under the garb of Nurbakhshi order. 
"Sayyid Ahmad plunged into the discussions with the Shi'Is and made all possible 
efforts to denounce them and undermine their influence" says A.Q. Rafiqi, a 
renowned historian of Kashmir. 
After ascending the throne, Sultan Nazuk Shah became a devotee of the 
Sayjdd and got constructed a Khanqah for him in Narwarah, a mohallah (area) in 
Srinagar and assigned annual grant from the revenue for its maintenance. This 
Khanqah obviously, as the nerve-centre of his activities, played a significant role in 
disseminating Siihrawardi order along with suppressing the Shiite traditions in the 
valley.'°^ 
Sayyid ' Ali the Persian chronicler relates in his Tarikh-i Kashmir, that Sayyid 
Ahmad Kirmanl was of high spiritual calibre and used to follow Hanafi Fiqh. He 
initially objected the tradition of the loud recitation of Awrad al-Fathiyyah (a 
collection of liturgical prayers) in the mosques of Kashmir conmienced earlier by Mir 
Sayyid 'All Hamadani. Later on upon the admonishment of Sayyid 'All Hamadanl in 
a vision, Sayyid Ahmad went firom door to door and mosque to mosque and persuaded 
the people to continue the tradition. Sayyid Ahmad Kirmanl passed away in Kashmir 
and was buried in the Mazar-i Ganj Bakhsh or the grave yard of Baha' al-Din Ganj 
Bakhsh (d. 1445 C.E.), a renowned Kubrawi Sufi in Kashmir. Several Kashmiri Sufis 
including the renowned Suhrawardi Sufi, Makhdum Shaykh Hamzah obtained 
numerous benefits firom his company. Sayyid Ahmad Kirmanl initiated a number of 
people in the Suhrawardi order and his eminent disciples include, Sayyid Jala], 
Sayyid Musafir and Baba Mas'ud NarwarT.'^ ^ 
Sayyid Musafir, the son and successor of Sayyid Ahmad KirmanT, was an 
embodiment of piety and had attained a high level of spirituality under the aegis of his 
father. Both Sayyid Musafir and Sayyid Jalal, a disciple of Sayyid Ahmad KirmanT 
highly popularized the Suhrawardi order in Kashmir. They initiated a number of 
people into the fold of Suhrawardi order and made high efforts in the dissemination of 
this order in the valley. Both of them lie buried near their preceptor in the Mazar-i 
Kalan of Ganj-i Bakhsh."° 
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Another notable disciple of Sayyid Ahmad KinnanT was Baba'" Mas'ud 
NarwaiT, popularly known as Narwar Sahib. Baba Mas'ud Narwan belonged to a 
noble family and was a wealthy personality of Srinagar recognized as Malik al-Tujjar 
(prince of merchants). Baba Dawud MishkwatT relates in his Asrar al-Abrar that with 
an inner craving for attaining spiritual bliss, Baba Mas'ud initially intended to visit 
Shams al-Din 'Iraqi who had reached to high prominence in those days. He had 
concealed his Shiite origin and hypocritically appeared to be a Sunni and people in 
that era were not familiar with the differences within the varied religious sections. On 
becoming familiar with the deviation of 'Iraqi from the right path and meanwhile, 
hearing about Sayyid Ahmad Kirmani, who was then residing at Bulbul Lankar, Baba 
Mas'ud reached Sayyid Ahmad and in the first meeting enjoyed mental and spiritual 
satisfaction and serenity. Later on after having a vision of the Prophet Muhammad 
(^5&), he narrated the same to Sayyid Ahmad Kirmani who initiated him into the 
Siihrawardi order. After entering the Sufi fold, he left the worldly glory, spent his 
riches in the way of Allah and lived a simple yet eternally meaningful life. Under his 
guidance Baba Mas'ud, successfiilly traversed the spiritual path and achieved the 
eternal felicity. After the death of his Shaykh, Sayyid Musafir, the son and successor 
of Sayyid Ahmad Kirmani, bestowed him with the Ijazat (formal order) to enrol 
disciples in the Siihrawardi order. Baba Mas'ud also received from him some relics 
brought by his father from Makkah and Madinah which are kept in a box and highly 
preserved at his shrine in Narwara, Srinagar. 
Following his Pir or master, Baba Mas'ud also exhibited an ardent antipathy 
towards the Shiite tradition in Kashmir. With his effective preaching and guidance, 
numerous people reverted from Shi'at (Shiism) and followed the Sunni path. He 
enjoyed the company of several eminent Sufis, like Makhdum Shaykh Hamzah, 
Shaykh Ahmad QadiiT and others. After his death, he was entombed at Narwarah in 
Srinagar and his sons and grandsons carried on the propagation of the Suhrawardi 
order in Kashmir. From him descended numerous eminent personalities like Shaykh 
Baba HajT, Shaykh Baba Ibrahim, and Shaykh 'Abdullah. One of his prominent 
disciples was Baba Ishaq, who was a person of high spirituality and directed a number 
1 1 - 5 
of people in the Sufi path. 
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Khwajah Tahir Rafiq 'Asha'I: 
One among the influential Suhrawardi Sufis of Kashmir during the sixteenth 
century was Khwajah Tahir Rafiq 'Asha'i, who was a contemporary of Makhdum 
Shaykh Hamzah, the leading Suhrawardi Sufi of Kashmir. He was son of a cloth 
merchant namely Khwajah Ibrahim 'Asha'i, along with whom he often used to visit 
Lahore for the business purpose. Khwajah Tahir became a disciple of Shaykh 'Abd al-
Shakur, a descendant of Baha al-Dm Zakariyya MultanT. Having enlightened him with 
the guiding principles of the spiritual path, Shaykh 'Abd al-Shakur bestowed him with 
Ijdzat Namah (formal permission to enrol disciples), a rosary and a Khirqa. Later on, 
he received guidance in the NaqashbandT, Kubrawi and Qadiri orders as well. 
Initially Khwajah Tahir used to carry the business of his father but later on 
abandoned it and earned his livelihood by cultivation of land at Wanigam. He 
travelled most parts of the valley and remained in seclusion for almost nine years. He 
had established close relations with his contemporary Sufi scholars like Shaykh 
Y'aqtib SarafT and Baba Dawud Khaki, the noted disciple of Makhdum Shaykh 
Hamzah. Owing to the antipathy of Suhrawardi's against the Shiite traditions in the 
valley, most of the Suhrawardi Sufis had to face persecution and exile during the 
Shiite rule in Kashmir. Thus, while Kashmir was ruled by Y'aqub Shah Chak, the 
Shiite ruler (of Chak dynasty), he remained out of the city and returned only after the 
Mughals started to rule over Kashmir in 1586 C.E. Khwajah Tahir stayed with an 
eminent Brahman of Ver-nag namely Adar Suh, who finally embraced Islam. "^ He 
resided in the area known as Fatah Kadal in Srinagar, where he established a 
Khanqah, known as Khcinqah-i RqfTqari, along with a Langar (Public charity kitchen). 
Khwajah Tahir was an eminent and influential Suhrawardi Sufi, who was bestowed 
with great expertise in the spiritual knowledge. During his travels within the valley, 
he attempted to spread the Suhrawardi order and guided enormous number of people 
in the spiritual path. He left behind a multitude of great Sufi scholars as his disciples, 
including Shaykh Musa Zahgir, Shaykh Mir 'All, Mawlana Hasan Lankar, Shaykh 
Yusuf, Shaykh Muhammad Sharif etc. They kept the Suhrawardi chain of Khwaja 
Tahir alive for at least next two generations. Khwaja Tahir died in 1001 A.H / 1592-
93 C.E. and was entombed at Fatah Kadal in Srinagar."^ 
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Thus, with the arrival of Sayyid Sharaf al-Din ahas Bulbul Shah the 
Suhrawardi order in Kashmir entered its first stage of development. However, until 
the arrival of Sayyid Janbaz Wall and Sayyid Ahmad Kirmani this order witnessed a 
static phase meanwhile the Kubrawl order and the indigenous Rishi order made their 
stately emergence and subsequently wielded an everlasting influence on the society of 
Kashmir. During sixteenth century, the Suhrawardi order met with a prolific stage of 
its development with the (temporary) arrival of Sayyid Jamal al-Din Bukhari, who 
initiated the eminent and indigenous Sufi, Makhdum Shaykh Hamzah into the 
Suhrawardi order. It was through this chain that the Suhrawardi order highJy 
flourished in the valley Kashmir and played an important role in the preservation of 
Islamic legacy there. The subsequent advancement of the Suhrawardi order will be 
discussed in the coming forth chapter. 
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Dln, op.cit., p. 409; Muhammad Ikram, op.cit., p. 276f Rizvi, op.cit., pp. 203, 277; A. 
Subhan, op.cit., p. 247; T. W. Arnold, Preaching of Islam, (Delhi, 1913), p. 281f 
^^  T. W. Arnold, op.cit., p. 28If 
Rizvi, op.cit., p. 277. 
'^^ Mawlana Jamall, (Persian) Siyar al- 'Arifin, op.cit., p. 156-58; Rizvi, op.cit., p. 277. 
^^  Mawlana Jamall, op.cit., pp. 155-63; Anon.,Safar Nama-i Makhdiim Jahaniyan, 
(Persian) Ur. tr., Muhammad 'Abbas, (Delhi, 1899); Chishtl, Mir'at al-Asrdr, op.cit.. 
Vol. 2, p. 416; Qadiri:, op.cit., pp. 88-108; Dara Shikoh, op.cit., pp. 142f; Khawar 
Suhrawardi, op.cit., pp. 206-29; Mufti Ghulam Sarwar, op.cit., p. 156f; Muhaddith 
Dahlawi, op.cit., pp. 307-10; Shah Murad, op.cit., pp. 323-29; Sayyid Sabah al-Din, 
op.cit., p. 408ff; Muhammad Ikram, op.cit., p. 277-84f; Rizvi, op.cit., pp. 277-82. 
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^^  Mawlana JamalT, op.cit., pp. 155-63; Shams Siraj 'Aflf, (Persian) Tarikh-i Firuz 
Shahi, (Calcutta, 1890), pp. 514-16; Shams Siraj 'A£f, Tarikh-i Firuz Shdhi, Ur. tr., 
Fida 'Ali, (Hyderabad, 1938), p. 333; Safar Nama-i Makhdum Jahaniyan, op.cit; 
Chishtl, op.cit., p. 410ff; Qadiri, op.cit., pp. 108-157; Idarah-i Tasnif-o TalTf, op.cit., 
pp. 411-14; Khawar Suhrawardl, op.cit., pp. 206-29; Mufti Ghulam Sarwar, op.cit., p. 
156f; Muhaddith Dahlawi, op.cit., pp. 307-10; Sayyid Sabah al-Dm, op.cit., p. 408fF; 
Sharib, op.cit., pp. 129-137; Muhammad Ikram, op.cit., pp. 277-84; Rizvi, op.cit., p. 
277-82. 
"Rizvi, o;?.czY.,p. 279ff. 
^^  Other treatises related to Makhdum Jahaniyan include; Siraj al-Hidayah, a 
compilation of his sayings (Malfuzat) by Ahmad BaranT, revealing his knowledge 
about the Sufi concepts as well as the issues related to Islamic law {Shari'at). 
Miiqarrar Namah is a Persian compilation of the answers given by Makhdum 
Jahaniyan for the queries of Taj al-Din bin Mu'in and was compiled in 1374 C.E. 
Khazanah-i Jalali-was actually titled as Khazanat al-Fawd'id al-Jaldliyah, a Persian 
compilation of the sayings {Malfuzat) of Makhdum Jahaniyan. It is a rich source of 
knowledge of religious and gnosis compiled by his disciple Ahmad al-Mad'uba Baha' 
al-SuhrawardT. Jawcihir-i Jaldli is a composition of his sayings (Malfuzat) related to 
Figh issues that was compiled in Persian by one of his disciples namely FadluUah bin 
Diya' al-'AbbasT in 1379 C.E. Mazhar-i Jaldli is another Persian composition of his 
sayings (Malfuzat). See, Khawar Suhrawardi, op.cit., p. 22If; Idarah-i Tasnlf-o Talif, 
op.cit., p. 413. 
^ Muhammad Ikram, op.cit., pp. 277-84; Khawar Suhrawardi, op.cit., p.221; Rizvi, 
op.cit., p. 278. 
° Rizvi, op.cit., pp. 278. 
Mawlana Jamali, op.cit., pp. 155-63; Chishti, op.cit., p. 412ff; Qadiri, op.cit., 
pp.158-278; Muhammad Ikram, op.cit., pp. 277-84; Khawar Suhrawardi, op.cit., pp. 
206-29; Sayyid Sabah al-Din, op.cit., p. 408ff; Sharib, op.cit., pp. 129-137; Rizvi, 
op.cit., pp. 277-82. 
^^ Rizvi, op.cit., p. 280. 
•^^  Qadiri, op.cit., pp. 158-278; Khawar Suhrawardi, op.cit., pp. 206-29; Sayyid Sabah 
al-Din, op.cit., p. 408ff; Sharib, op.cit., pp. 129-137; Rizvi, op.cit., pp. 277-82; 
Mohammad Ishaq Khan, Sufis ofKahmir, (Sringar, 2011), p. 297. 
Irtiddd: If a person after having accepted Islam abandons it and remains as such 
without returning to faith is called as Miirtad and its penalty is death and such a 
practice is known as Irtiddd. 
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^^  Mawlana Jamali, op.cit., pp. 158-63; Chishti, op.cit., p. 411; QadiiT, op.cit., pp. 
231-36; Khawar SuhrawardI, op.cit., pp. 229-32; Mufti Ghulam Sarwar, op.cit., p. 
157ff; Muhaddith Dahlawi, op.cit., p. 334f; Muliammad Ikram, op.cit., p. 284ff; 
Rizvi, op.cit.,Wo\. 1, p. 279ff. 
^^  Muhaddith DahlawT, op.cit., p.335. 
In the Institutional Sufism, the vicegerent at a Khanqah is referred to as Sajjadah 
Nashin. 
^^ QadiiT, op.cit., pp. 231-36; Khawar SuhrawardI, o/7.czY., pp. 229-32. 
^^Mufti Ghulam Sarwar, op.cit., p. 164f; Khawar SuhrawardI, op.cit., p. 585f 
°^ Mufti Ghulam Sarwar, op.cit., p. 165; Ghulam Hasan KhuihamI, (Persian) Tankh-i 
Hassan: Tadhkirah-i Awliya'-i ox Asrar al-Akhyar, Kashmir, (Srinagar, 1997), Vol. Ill, 
pp. 56f; Khwajah Muhammad 'A'zam Diddamarl, op.cit., p. 133; Ghulam Muhyl al-
Dln, Tohfah-i Mahbiibi, (Punjab, n.d), pp. 29-32. 
Mohammad Ishaq Khan, op.cit., p. 296. 
He has been named various by the historians but all are unanimous about his popular 
name Bulbul Shah or Baba Bulbul. Hasan KhuihamI calls him Sayyid Sharaf al-Dln. 
See, Khuihami, op.cit., p. 4. Baba Dawud Mishkwati in his Asrar al-Abrar, says his 
name was Sayyid 'Abd al-Rahman Bilal Qalandar. See, Baba Dawud Mishkwati, 
Asrar al-Abrar, Ur. tr., Shu'ba-i Tahqiq-o Isha'at, Idarah-i SultanI,(Srinagar, 1989), p. 
7If. Diddaman calls him Muwayad al-Din Baba Bulbul Shah; Baba refers to an 
eminent religious personality. See, Diddamarl, op.cit., p. 54; For his being called as 
'Bulbul Shah', the author of the Persian chronicle Tarikh-i Hasan, while quoting 
Tadhkirat al-'Arifin a hagiographical work of Baba 'All Raina, relates that once 
Sayyid Sharaf al-Din saw a Bulbul (nightingale) chirping in melodious tune while he 
was on the river side for perfonuing ablution. After this the Bulbul flew away in the 
upper skies and the Sayyid went after him rising higher and higher and finally caught 
it and put it in his chamber. But the bird disappeared later on. A person witnessed this 
event and asked the Sayyid about the Bulbul. He replied that it was his soul {Ruh) that 
was flying away. Feeling the skeptic condition of the person about the matter, the 
Sayyid gave him a handfiil of water after having spilt it out of his mouth. Upon this he 
became familiar with such mysteries and accepted it as a fact. This event spread 
widely among the masses who began to call the Sayyid as Bulbul Shah.See, KhuihamI, 
op.cit., pp. 4-7. 
'^ Various writers like, Khawar SuhrawardI, the author of Yddgar-i SuhrawardI 
published in 1999 from Lahore and Shams al-Din Ahmad translator of Waqi'at-i 
Kashmir, erroneously relate Shah N'imat- Allah FarsI, the preceptor of Bulbul Shah (d. 
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1326 C.E.) with Shah N'imat-Allah Wall (1329-1431 C.E.), the famous Sufi saint and 
Iranian poeti who was a disciple of Imam 'Abdullah Yafa'T (d. 1362 C.E.). This 
proposition is wrong for the reason that upon comparing their eras it becomes clear 
that Bulbul Shah died before the birth of Shah N'imat- Allah Wall. See Khawar 
Suhrawardi, op.cit., pp. 490-91, 636; DiddamarT, op.cit., p. 654, n. 202; ChishtT, 
op.cit., pp.408f, 529f;. Similarly, the contention of KhuihamT in his Tarikh-i Hasan, 
and Baba Dawud MishkwatT's in his Asrar al-Abrar, that he was a direct disciple of 
Shaykh Shihab al-Dln Suhrawardi stands improbable for the reason that the difference 
between their dates of death is almost hundred years, as is testified in Waqi'at-i 
Kashmir. 
'^'^ HanafT Madhhab is one of the four schools of Jurisprudence in Islam, named after 
Abu Hanifah N'uman bin Thabit, the great Jurist of Classical period of Islam. 
^^  KhuihamT, op.cit., pp. 4-7; Mishkwati, op.cit., p. 72f; Diddamari, op.cit., p. 54; 
Ghulam NabT Khanyari, Wajiz al-Tawarikh, Ur. tr., Mohammad Yusuf Lone, 
(Srinagar, 2006), p.88ff; Rafiqi, op.cit., p. 19; 'Abd al-Khaliq Tahirl op.cit., pp. 141-
44;. Rizvi, o;7.df.,p. 290. 
'^^ Though Rinchana would have known something about Islam, provided the early 
presence of Muslims in the state service like his minister Shah Mir, yet given the fact 
that every Muslim is not a perfect embodiment of Islamic creed, therefore unable to 
win others by conduct, and Rinchana until that time, might have not come across with 
a real preceptor. The real scholars or Sufis in Islam are the dedicated souls for the 
cause of Islam and serve as best embodiments of Islamic message, thus winning the 
conversions in abundance, through their sincerely and affectionately delivered 
message with their sublime persona censing the spiritual fragrance pragmatically in 
their life. 
Mishkwati, op.cit., pp. 71-83; Khuihami, op.cit.. Vol. II, p. 166ff and Vol III, op.cit., 
p. 4f; DiddamarT, op.cit., p. 52ff; Anon., (Persian) Baharistan-i Shahi: A Chronicle of 
Medieval Kashmir, Eng. tr., K.N. Pandit, (Calcutta, 1991), p. 22; Khanyari, op.cit., 
p.89; Mohibbul Hasan, Kashmir Under Sultans, (Srinagai', 2002), p. 59; Mohammad 
Ishaq Khan, Kashmir's Transition to Islam, (New Delhi, 1994), p. 62f; Rafiqi, op.cit., 
p. 20; Muhammad Ashraf Wani, Islam in Kashmir, (Srinagar, 2004), p. 54f; 
Mohammad Ishaq Khan, Sufis of Kashmir, op.cit., pp. 320-23. 
no 
Mohammad Ishaq Khan, Kashmir's Transition to Islam, op.cit., p. 62. 
79 — — — 
This Khanqah gutted in a fire accident in 1604 C.E. See, Diddamari, op.cit., fn. 203, 
p.654. 
'' This 
mendicants and occasional visitors. The Langar Khana or public charity Kitchen, was 
on 
This hospice sei-ved as a guiding center plus a resting place for wayfarers. 
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endowed with special grants and was used for serving food out of charity and this 
place is still remembered as Biilbul Lankar, in the area of 'Ali Kadal in Srinagar 
situated on the right bank of river Jhelum, after the name of Rinchana's preceptor, 
Sayyid 'Abd al-Rahman Sharaf al-Din alias Bulbul Shah whose elevated soul rests 
there. 
Q 1 
Khan, Sufis of Kashmir, op. cit., pp.321-22. 
As per the Sanskrit chronicler, Jonaraja it was a quarter (area) founded by Rinchana 
in the capital Srinagar, however no other local historical source affirms its foundation. 
Currently Muhammad Amin 'UwaisT, one of the leading immigrant Sufis in Kashmir is 
buried near the site that was once occupied by Rinchana's palace. See, Wani, op.cit., p. 
54. 
The renowned Kashmiri historian, G. M. D. Sofi, in his Kashir:Being a History of 
Kashmir, exhibits a skeptic statement of her conversion and relates that she can be 
believed to have "remained a Hindu at heart" because of remarriage with Udyanadeva. 
Yet the author is unable to prove that she was not a Muslim, as almost all the Persian 
chroniclers assert that Rinchana had accepted the Islam along with his family 
members. The author says "we may, therefore, assert that considering her safety and 
station in life to lie in professing Islam, Kota Ram might have done so but remained a 
Hindu at heart". Again the author clarifies his skepticism about her being a Muslim by 
arguing that her remarriage with her brother-in-law, Udyanadeva, stands nullified in 
Hindu custom, so, "Kota was not an out and out Hindu, at any rate". G. M. D. Sufi, 
Kashir: Being a History of Kashmir, (Srinagar, 2008), p. 127f 
'^* Mishkwati, op.cit., p. 71ff; Khuihami, op.cit.. Vol. II, pp.l66ff and Vol III, p. 4f; 
Diddamari, op.cit., p. 52ff; Baharistan-i Shahi, op.cit., p. 22; Khanyari, op.cit., p. 89; 
Mohibbul Hasan, op.cit., p. 59; Still this mosque is known as Rintan Masjid or in local 
terms as Rinchoo Masjid. Some historians argue of its foundation on a previous 
Buddhist shrine called as Tsitsung Tsiiblak Kang, and Lawrence also substantiates this 
proposition in his Valley of Kashmir. See, R. K. Parmu, A History of Muslim Rule in 
Kashmir, (Srinagar, 2009), fn. 34, p. 80; Walter R. Lawrence, The Valley of 
Kashmir,{Snnagav, 2011), p. 291; Sufi relates the construction of two mosques by 
Sadr al-DTn, one a grand or Jami'a other the Rintan Masjid; The Rintan Masjid was 
the new one built on the old Jdmi 'a after its destruction in a fire accident. See Sufi, 
op.cit.. Vol. I, p. 125ff; Rafiqi, op.cit., p. 20; Khan, Kashmir's Transition to Islam, 
op.cit., p. 62f; Wani, op.cit., p. 54; Also see for details, Ghulam Nabi Kaing, Bani-i 
Trfan, (Srinagar, 2004); Tahiri, op.cit., p.l36. 
^^  Kaing, op.cit., p. 45ff. 
*^  MishkwatT, op.cit., p. 77ff; Khan, Sufis of Kashmir, op.cit., p. 321f. 
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" Diddamari, Waqi 'at,op.dt., pp. 84, n. 457 on 705,; Khan, op.cit., p. 236f. 
^^  Rizvi, op.cit., p. 290. 
^^  Mishkwati, op.cit., p. 71. 
"^^  Mishkwati calls him Sayyid Muhammad Rifa'i and Sayyid 'Ali Magray in his 
Tarikh calls him by the name of Sayyid Muhammad Isfahan!. See Mishkwati, op.cit., 
p.l68ff; Sayyid 'All Magray, (Persian) Tarikh-i Kashmir, (Srinagar, 1993), P.51. 
^^Klraihaml, op.cit.. Vol. HI, p.39f.-, Diddamari, op.cit.,pp.88f,708,iv.482,979,n.223S; 
Qadir Ahmad Shah, Dhikr-i Janbaz, (Srinagar,2002),p. 12-51; Rafiqi , op.cit.,^.2\; 
Khan, op.cit.,p.297f; Rizvi, op.cit., p.290. 
^^  His actual name was Shahi Khan and Zayn al-'Abidm was his title. It has been 
recorded that the Sultan pleaded for his prayers regarding the accomplishment of an 
artificial island that he got built in the Widar Lake. Its main purpose was to provide an 
escape from the wind storms that otherwise resulted in the drowning of people into the 
lake. This island was known as Zaina Lank, Lank in Kashmiri refers to Island. For 
details see, Mohibbul Hasan, c>p.czY.,p.l 12ff 
^^Khuihami, Vol. Ill, p.39f; Diddamari, op.cit.,pp.88f,708,n.482,979,n.2238; Qadir 
Ahmad Shah, op.cit., p.12-51; Rafiqi, op.cit.,-^.21; Khan, op.cit.,p.297f. 
^Ubid., Ibid., Ibid., Ibid. 
'^ It should be noted that the vanguard of the Kubrawi order in Kashmir was Mir 
Sayyid 'All Hamadanl known as 'AH Thani, Amir-i Kabir, Shah-i Hamadan and Bani-i 
Islam, for his multidimensional role that he played in re-structuring the socio-religious 
and political milieu of Kashmir during the later-half of the fourteenth century. He was 
disciple of Mahmtid Muzdaqani who in turn was a disciple of 'Ala'u Dawla Simnani. 
The main credit goes to his devotion that he exhibited towards spreading the message 
of Islam effectively into every comer of the valley, which was later on carried on by 
his son Mir Muhammad HamadanT in the reign of Sultan Sikandar (1389-1413 C.E.). 
As per the recent research of Suraya Gul Naqati, in her Mir Sayyid Ali Hamadani and 
Kubraviya Sufi Order in Kashmir, Mir Sayyid 'Ali HamadanT visited Kashmir three 
times, in 774 A.H./ 1372-73 C.E., 781/1379-80 and 785/1384-85. However, the 
historical sources are at variance regarding this, as some sources allude only to his 
single visit .See, Surajda Gul, Mir Sayyid Ali Hamadani and Kubraviya Sufi Order in 
Kashmir, (New Delhi, 2003),p.33. Rizvi maintains that he visited Kashmir in 783 
A.H./ 1381 C.E. and his three time visit is a mythical statement. See, Rizvi, op.cit., 
p.291f. The Knhra-wi order actually originated as a branch from the Suhrawardi order 
itself and therefore needed an elaboration in this work. However, there is hardly any 
author on the history of Kashmir among both the medieval Persian and the modem 
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erudite scholars, who might have skipped the description of the emergence, 
development and impact of the Kubrawi order in Kashmir. So, in order to avoid the 
repetition this part will be skipped from this work and only the development of the 
main line of Siihrawardi order will be brought to elaboration. For a detailed account of 
development of KubrawT order in Kashmir see; Mishkwati, op.cit., Sayyid 'All 
Magray, op.cit; Khuihami, Tankh-i Hasan, op.cit; Baharistan-i Shahi, op.cit; Nur al-
Din Ja 'far Badakhshi, Khulasat al-Manaqib, Ur.tr., Shams al-Din Ahmad, (Srinagar, 
2003); Diddamari, op.cit; Rafiqi, op.cit; Khan, op.cit; Surayia Gul, op.cit; Wani, 
op.cit; Muhammad Faruq Bukhari", Kashmir Main Islam: Manzar aur Pas-i Manzar, 
(Srinagar, 2013); S>\xfi, Kashir, op.cit. 
^ Mishkwati refers him as the disciple of Makhdum Jahaniyan. See, Mishkwati, 
op.cit., p.287f 
Mishkwati and Diddamari, relate an anecdote regarding his arrival to Kashmir as per 
which, a party among the ruling dynasties of Kashmir had received a serious defeat 
from their competitors and had fled to India. Hearing about the piety and saintliness of 
Sayyid Ahmad KirmanT, they pleaded him for making prayers for his victory. The 
Sayyid told them that he would make prayers of their success on the condition that 
they had to put an end to the cruel rulers, establish Islamic rule and suppress the 
propagation of Shi'ite beliefs that had been already introduced by Shams al-Din 'Iraqi, 
a follower of Niirbakhshi order at the outset of sixteenth century. They gave him a 
promise regarding the same. After gaining victory, they invited Sayyid Ahmad 
Kirmani to Kashmir. Upon reaching there and observing the same conditions as 
before, he got enraged over their heedlessness towards the precondition and cursed 
them for their breach of promise and ultimately they met with defeat. See, Mishkwati, 
op.cit., p.288f; Diddamari, o/7.cz7.,p.l64f 
^^  Mishkwati, op.cit., pp.287-91; Khuihami, op.cit., p.54f; Diddamari, op.cz7.,p.l64f; 
Ghulam Muhyi al-Din, op.cit., p.34f; 'K\zV\,op.cit., Vol I, p.290. 
^^  Bom in the village of Kund near Solghan, he was the son of Ibrahim , as Musawl 
Sayyid. As a follower of Shiite NUrbakhshiyya order, he was a disciple of Shah Qasim, 
the son and successor of Sayyid Muhammad Nurbakhsh. He has compiled a book on 
Shiite tradition titled as Fiqh-i Ahwat. He visited Kashmir two times first as an envoy 
from Mirza Husayn of Herat in C.E 1481 and after a period of eight years left the 
valley and spending some time with his preceptor Shah Qasim at Ray, he came again 
in 1501-02 C.E. for preaching the Niirbakhshi order which was highly influenced by 
Shiite tradition.. See, Baharistan-i Shahi, op.cit., p.76f; Mohibbul 
Hasans,op.cit.,pp.456-62; Wani, op.cit.,fn.\58, p.69.For details ses Anon., Tiihfat al-
Ahbab,R?D.55\. 
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'"^ The founder of this order was Sayyid Muhammad Nurbakhsh (1339-1464 C.E.), a 
disciple of Khwajah Ishaq Khatlani, who was disciple of Sayyid 'Ali Hamadam. 
Khwajah Ishaq bestowed on him the title of Nurbakhsh. This order was highly 
influenced by the Shiite tradition and finaly it took the full character of Shiite tradition. 
See. Mohibbul Hasan, qp.c/f.,pp.457-62. 
'° ' Sayyid 'All Magray, op.cit., pp.39-50; Baharistan-i Shahi, op.cit.,p.l6f; 
Khanyari,)%/zz al-Tawarikh, op.cit.,p.l07ff; Rizvi, op.cit., p298. 
'"•^  Shaykh Isma'il was the Shaykh al-Islam in the reign of Hasan Shah and the 
grandson of Shaikh Ahmad Khwushkhwan a renowned Kubrawi Sufi and Khalifah of 
Mir Sayyid 'Ali Hamadam . See Khan, op.czY.,p.368. 
'°^ Sayyid 'All Magray, op.cit., pp.39-50; Baharistan-i Shahi, op.cit., p.76f; Khanyari, 
op.cit., p.l07ff;Wani, oj3.cjY.,pp.69-71; G.M.D. Sufi, Islamic Culture in Kashmir, 
(New Delhi, 1996),p.46f. 
'°'* Sayyid 'All Magray, op.czY.,p.68. 
'°^ S.A.A.Rizvi, o/?.aY.,p.298. 
'° Saj^id Muhammad Bayhaqi was a renowned and influential Kubrawi" Sufi who 
came to Kashmir in the reign of Sultan Sikandar, along with a number of Sufis 
including his illustrious nephew Sayyid Husayn Mantaqi. His daughter and great-
grand daughter were married to Sultan Zayn al-'Abidin and Sultan Hasan Shah 
respectively. Khan, op.cit.,p.306. 
Khan, op.cit. p.270f; Rafiqi, op.cit., p.22. 
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Ghulam Hasan Khuihami, Tarikh-i Hasan, op.cit.,Vol. Ill, p.54f; Diddamari, 
ojt7.czY.,pp.l65,748f; Khan, op.cit.,p.270f. 
'°^ Sayyid 'AIT Magray, op.cit.,pp.53f; Khuihami, op.cit.. Vol. Ill, p.54f; Diddamaii, 
Waqi'dt-i Kashmir,op.cit.,pp.l65; Khan, Sufis of Kashmir,op.cit.,p.21\; Rafiqi, 
op.cit.,p.12. 
"° Khuihami, op.cit., p.55; Diddaman, op.cit.,p.\19; Khan,o/).czY., pp.295,316. 
The term Baba is synonym for an ascetic in Sanskrit. However, the Persian 
chroniclers and hagiographers of Kashmir used to specify the Muslim Rishis by this 
term. This term equally carries the connotation of the Turkish Dervish or Central 
Asian 5a6a. See, Khan, op.cit., p.60. 
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"^ Mishkwati, op.ciu, pp.297-301; Khuihami, op.cit., p.274f; Diddamari, 
op.cit.,p.n9f; Khan, op.cit.,p.68f; Rafiqi, op.cit.,ip.22f. 
' '^  Ibid., Ibid., Ibid., Ibid., Ibid. 
"'* Mishkwati, op.cit.,p.306f; Ghulam Muhyi al-Dln, op.cit.,Tp.41f ; Khuihami, 
op.cit.,Tpp.265-210; Diddaman, op.cit.,p.nSff; Khan, op.cit.,p.ll5f. 
'^^  Sufi, Kashir, op.cit., p.l 13. 
"^ Mishkwati, op.ciY.,p.306f; Ghulam Muhyl al-Din, op.cit.,-p.A\f, Khuihami, 
op.cit.,-^.265-210; Diddaman, op.czY.,p.l78; Khan, op.cit.,Y>.\15i; 
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Development of Suhrawardi order in Kashmir: Main Stage 
The emergence of SuhrawardI order during the fourteenth century preceded 
the introduction of any other Sufi order in the valley Kashmir. However, it is an 
undeniable fact that this order could not receive any perpetual and perfect institutional 
shape soon after its emergence. The prolific stage of progress and development of the 
Suhmwardi order in the valley materialized only during the sixteenth century. With 
the enrolment of Makhdum Shaykh Hamzah (b. 1494 C.E./d.24* Safar 984= 23rd 
Mayl576), into the Suhrawardi order at the hands of (previously mentioned) Sayyid 
Jamal al-Din Bukhari, this order witnessed a firm and consolidated establishment in 
the valley. 
Sayyid Jamal al-Din BukharT was a descendant of Sayyid Jalal al-Dln Surkh 
BukhaiT of Uch, the prominent disciple of Baha al-Din Zakariyya Multani. He 
completed his spiritual training under his brother, Haji Sayyid 'Abdul Wahhab 
Bukhari (d. 1526 C.E.), who was a disciple of Sajo'id Sadr al-Dili Raju Qattal, the 
younger brother and disciple of Makhdum Jahaniyan. The Persian hagiographers (of 
Kashmir) maintain that upon visiting Madinah, the Prophet Muhammad (^5&) in a 
dream ordered him, to proceed towards Kashmir for guiding Makhdum Shaykh 
Hamzah. Sayyid Jamal al-Dm came to Kashmir for six months in the first half of 
sixteenth century (around 1526 C.E.), the concluding period of Sultans of Kashmir.' 
As per the author of Tankh-i Hasan, upon entering the valley Sayyid Jamal al-Dm, 
along with a person^ of Lola Por, initially resided in the Khdnqah of Malik Ahmad 
Yattoo, the prime Minister of Sultan Hasan Shah.^ Both, Khuihami and Mishkwatl, 
relate that Makhdum Shaykh Hamzah said that when the blessed Shaykh, Sayyid 
Jamal al-Dln, came to Kashmir and stayed in the Khanqah, that night he was fomied 
in a vision about his arrival. Makhdum Hamzah was enlightened in the dream about 
the importance of a Miirshid or a guide for the seeker of Allah and was thus, 
persuaded to attend the congregation of Sayyid Jamal al-Din and serve him at the 
Khanqah. With a strong fervour of meeting his spiritual guide, Makhdum Hamzah 
reached the Khanqah and sat down in the last row and after sometime left the place 
without interacting with Sayyid Jamal al-Din. On the next day, Makhdum Hamzah 
again visited the Khanqah and sat at the same place. However, Sayyid Jamal al-Din 
addressed him, gave him a nearby place to sit, and told Makhdum Hamzah that he had 
been revealed about his spiritual status, sincerity and devotion in the path of Allah and 
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he (Makhdum Hamzah) had been entrusted to him for spiritual guidance. Giving him 
his Kulah or Cap, Sayyid Jamal al-Din called Makhdum Hamzah as his son, and 
initiated him in the Suhrawardi order. He told him to wear the cap while remaining in 
seclusion and perform contemplation for some time. Makhdum Shaykh Hamzah 
followed the orders for the prescribed time and got revealed with some extraordinary 
events, which he later on shared with his master, as reported by Mishkwati. Makhdum 
Hamzah remained under the auspicious guidance of Sayyid Jamal al-Din BukhaiT for 
at least six months and traversed the mystical path after passing through various 
spiritual stations {Muqamat) and states (Ahwal). After six months, Sayyid Jamal al-
Dln while leaving the valley, entrusted him with the Khilafah or vicegerenecy and 
'Ijazat Namah or formal permission to enrol disciples in the Suhrawardi order. Sayyid 
Jamal al-Din BukhaiT died in 1542 C.E. was buried near the grave of his mentor, HajT 
Sayyid 'Abdul Wahhab Bukharl, in Delhi. When Sayyid Jamal al-Dln was to depart 
from the valley, Makhdum Shaykh Hamzah requested to accompany him but request 
was not entertained, as he was to fialfil his duty as the torchbearer oiSuhrawardi order 
in the valley.'' 
As per Mishkwati's 'Asrar al-Abrar, Hadrat Makhdum Hamzah said that his 
mentor, Saj^id Jamal al-Din, was like a river of secrets and an ocean of miracles, but 
used to conceal his spiritual status before the people. This is obvious fi^om this event 
that once, Mawlana Lutfiillah, one of the learned scholars of Kashmir and teacher of 
Makhdum Hamzah, urged to pay a visit to Sayyid Jamal al-Din for receiving spiritual 
benefits. However, upon reaching there, the Sayyid did not spoke even a word about 
spirituality and his whole talk focused on the theological matters. Makhdum Hamzah 
enquired of the matter and his mentor replied that the Mawlana had pride of his 
knowledge, which has stiffened his heart like a stone. Thus, the prideftal Mawlana 
could not receive any spiritual blessing, as the blaze of the mystical teachings of the 
Sayyid could not traverse his stiffened heart. Thus, to Sayyid Jamal al-Dln it was a 
futile exercise to have deliberation over spiritual matters with the Mawlana. 
Though Sayyid Jamal al-Din left the valley after a short period, yet he left an 
indelible mark on the history of Sufism in Kashmir. By entrusting his vicegerenecy on 
Hadrat Makhdum Hamzah, he provided stability and firmness to the Suhrawardi order 
in the valley Kashmir. The initiation of Makhdum Shaykh Hamzah into the 
Suhrawardi order during the sixteenth century subsequently made to witness this 
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order a stage of prolific development in the valley. Thus, the chain of Suhrawardi 
order brought by Shaykh Baha' al-Din Zakariyya at Multan, highly developed by 
Sayyid Jalal al-Din Bukhan Makhdum Jahaniyan at Uch, introduced in Kashmir by 
Sayyid Jamal al-Din Bukhari in the sixteenth century, was highly organized by 
Makhdum Shaykh Hamzah and his subsequent disciples. Through this chain, the 
Suhrawardi order, highly flourished in the valley Kashmir producing eminent 
personalities of high moral, spiritual and intellectual fibre among the local folk. The 
spiritual pedigree of Shaykh Hamzah Makhdumi Kashmiri going back to Shaykh 
Shihab al-Dln al-Suhi-awardl goes like this: 
i 
Shihab al-Din Abu Hafs 'Umar al-Suhrawardi (d.C.E. 1234) 
i 
Baha' al-Din Zakariyya Miiltanl(d. C.E. 1262, Multan) 
i 
Sayyid Sadr al-Dln 'Arif b. Zaliariyya (d. C.E. 1285) (Multan) 
i i 
Shaykh Rukn al-Din Abu al-Fatah (d. C.E 1335, Multan) <-^  Sayyid Ahmad Kablr 
i 
Sayyid Jalal al-Din Makhdum Jahaniyan (d. C.E 1384 Uch) 
i 
Sayyid Sadr al-Din Bukahri or Shaykh RajD Qattal 
I 
Sayyid 'Abd al-Wahhab Bukhari 
i 
Sayyid Jamal al-Din Bukhari 
i 
Makhdilm Shaykh Hamzah Kashmiri 
i 
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Makhdum Shaykh Hamzah Kashmiri: The Pioneer of Suhrawardi order in 
Kashmir: 
Makhdum Shaykh Hamzah KashmliT popularly known as Sultan al-'Arifin 
(prince of the mystics) and Mahbub al- 'Alam (Beloved of the world), was bom in a 
village Tujjar^ in the modem district Baramullah in Kashmir, in 900 A.H / 1494 C.E. 
Baba Dawud Khaki, his illustrious disciple, testifies this in his famous Persian 
poetical composition, Wird al-Muridin (the daily recital of disciples), as: 
d h j ) Auj ijpy nLO 5 ^ 5 ^ I J ol i 1A uiS j n JjS 
Meaning: Kashmir has been his (Makhdum Shaykh Hamzah) birthplace as well as the 
residence too. The birthplace of this sincere disciple (Khaki) has been the same place. 
His lineage could be traced from the famous mling dynasty of India in the 
past known as "Chandar Bansi or Chandar Vanshi". The members of this dynasty had 
been famous rulers, property owners and administrative officials in their respective 
times. His patemal lineage, as per Tarikh-i Hasan, is as follows: 
Makhdum Shaykh Hamzah -^ Baba 'Uthman Raina —>• Malik Zaiti Raina -^ Malik 
Jahan^r Raina -^ Malik Ahmad Raina ^•Malik Abdal Raina -^ Malik Dawlat Raina 
-^ Rawanchandra or Malik Rawan Raina -^ Ram Chandar —>• Sangram Chandar—> 
Bilad Chandar -^ Kahkah Chandar —> Susram Chandar -^ Mul Chandar... 
Among his ancestors, Rawanchandra, the brother-in-law of Rinchana or Sultan 
Sadr al-Din (the first Muslim mler of Kashmir), accepted Islam at the hands of Bulbul 
Shah (as discussed in the previous chapter) and got the title "Raina" meaning lord or 
master. ^ From the historical sources, it becomes evident that the ancestors of 
Makhdum Shaykh Hamzah were highly influential and acquired key positions in the 
vital areas of government. Bibl Maryam, a pious and extremely chaste woman was his 
mother, who was informed via visions of the elevated spiritual state of his son, 
Makhdum Hamzah, while he was in her womb. Baba 'Uthman Raina, the father of 
Makhdum Shaykh Hamzah, was a disciple of the famous Kubrawi Sufi, Shaykh 
Tsma'il Kubrawi, fi-om whom he learned the Islamic religious sciences and also 
achieved the spiritual training. He was a sensible, pious, modest, polite and a highly 
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learned person. Being a patron of learning and equipped with a deep mystical 
knowledge, he had also a great knowhow of the Islamic jurispiiidence. He used to 
provide financial assistance for the maintenance of the Khanqah of Shaykh 'Isma'Tl 
Kubrawi, the then famous learning and training centre situated on the slope of the 
Hanparbat hillock in Srinagar.' 
Makhdum Shaykh Hamzah achieved his early education in the religious 
sciences at the Khanqah of Shaykh 'Isma'Tl Kubrawi. Khaki relates in his Dastur al-
Salikin, the commentary on his Wird al-Muridin, that once in his childhood, 
Makhdum Hainzah, on persuasion of his friends, dodged his presence from a local 
Maktab (a small seminary, where he was enrolled to receive elementary education) 
and spent the whole time in playing. Upon admitting his negligence before his father, 
he was punished so severely that he fell seriously ill. Then his grandfather, Zaiti Raina 
sent him to the Khanqah of Shaykh 'Isma'il Kubrawi where he received the education 
under the supervision of Shaykh FatahuUah," the son of Shaykh 'Isma'Tl Kubrawi. 
Being engaged in gaining spiritual training in the Khanqah, Makhdum Shaykh 
Hamzah meanwhile sought admission in the Madrasah Dar al-Shifa', a religious 
seminary founded by Sultan Hasan Shah near the Khanqah. Here under the 
supervision of Shaykh FatahuUah, Mawlana Lutftillah, Mulla Darwaish, he learned 
the books on Hadith, Fiqh, Tafsir (exegesis of Qur'an), Mantiq (logic), philosophy, 
ethics and Tasawwuf. He learned the Holy Qur'an and its commentary from Mawlana 
Darwaish and learned its art recitation from Hafiz-i 'ArabT, a leading Qari (a trained 
reciter of the Holy Qur'an) of that time. Makhdum Shaykh Hamzah spent relentlessly 
twenty years for achieving a frill command over the extant religious education and 
spiritual knowledge and training. For the fortification of the spiritual knowledge and 
training, he resided in another Khanqah that had been established by an influential 
government official, Malik Shams al-Din Chak for his spiritual mentor, Shaykh 
'Isma'Tl KubrawT. '^  This was a grand Khanqah comprising of small cubicles or 
chambers meant for the Sufis and Saliks (treaders of the spiritual path), who were 
always engaged in Ibadat (prayers) and Dhikr (Recollection) of Allah. The authors of 
Dastur al-Salikin, Asrcir al-Abrdr, Sultdni, Tcirikh-i Hasan, unanimously maintain 
that, keeping in view his small age, Makhdum Shaykh Hamzah was not allowed to 
occupy a chamber lonely in this Khanqah. Thus, he accompanied an age-old pious 
person, who as per Makhdum Hamzah, used to wake up in the mid of every night and 
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performed Salat al-Tahajjud, a supererogatory prayer usually performed after mid-
night. In this prayer he always recited Surat al-Kahf (chapter number eighteen of the 
Holy Qur'an) and Makhdum Hamzah memorised it in a few days while listening to 
his recitation. This aged companion of Makhdum Hamzah was highly astonished 
upon knowing this, praised him, and admitted that he had brought the Siirat {al-Kahf) 
to his memory over a long period. This was an example of his outstanding memory 
power. '^  From this companionship, Hadrat Makhdum gained the habit of night 
vigilance in addition to performing a bath before Tahajjud prayers every night and he 
continued this practice throughout his life, as testified by ' Allama Khaki: 
Meaning: To have bath in the early morning was his (Hadrat Makhdum Hamzah's) 
habit, which highly purified his heart, soul and mystical state. 
Apart from receiving the religious education from the towering scholars of 
then Kashmir, Makhdum Shaykh Hamzah was bestowed with the inspired knowledge 
or 'Ilm-i Ladiinni, ^ which has been corroborated by his disciples as well as his 
teachers. Mishkwati relates of Baba Dawud Khaki (R.A.) who said that in the initial 
period of his spiritual exercises, Makhdum Shaykh Hamzah used to recite the Holy 
Qur'an for hours together until he was enlightened with its light, mysteries and its 
special features. Khaki related that he came to know about the possession of 'Ilm-i 
Ladiinni by his Shaykh, Makhdum Hamzah, by listening from him the appropriate 
commentary on some verses and chapters of the Holy Qur'an with their special 
features, even apparently he would not have leamed it from anywhere. '^  Kliaki 
beautifully testifies the same in his Persian poetical composition, Wird al-Muridin, 
while writing the following couplets: 
Meaning: He was enlightened with apparent as well as the secret meanings of the 
Holy Qur'an. Its virtues and special benefits became know to him and Allah made its 
remembrance very easy for him. 
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Meaning: He (Makhdum Shaykh Hamzah) exhibited steadfastness in word and deed. 
Allah Almighty bestowed him with inspired knowledge, such that he became a guide 
in the both esoteric as well as exoteric knowledge and became a promoter of religion 
{Din). 
' ^ • • - u\ :^ j i -a l J l c (_JJVI J^J^'^ J ^ 
Meaning: Allah Almighty blessed him, out of love, the inspired knowledge ('Ilm-i 
Ladunni). He became a great scholar and fountainhead of the knowledge of secrets 
and mysteries ('Ilm-i Asrar) of the Reality. 
Hadrat Makhdum Hamzah performed worship along with other spiritual 
exercises, particularly the Dhikr (recollection of Allah Almighty), vehemently in an 
unremitting way. He often ordered his disciples to perform Dhikr (pi. 'Adhkar), which 
to him was a perfect panacea for the ailments of heart. He along with his disciples 
used to recite in a chorus the 'Awrdd-i Fathiyya (a collection of prayers and 'Adhkdr) 
of Mir Sayyid 'All Hamadanl. He was such an ardent Sufi in repeating Dhikr-i Char 
Darab or Chahdr Darab (recollecting Allah's name in a special way), that often he 
had to suffer from headache. 'Allama Khaki maintains his (Makhdum Hamzah's) 
passion and exertion for this Dhikr was outstanding. During this practice he often felt 
the removal of his head and after completion he used to fiimble whether his head was 
present over his shoulder or not and used to thank Allah after finding it in its place. 
Baba Dawud Khaki eulogises his mentor by relating that his Shaykh never took any 
breath without the recollection and consciousness of Allah Almighty. Whether in 
isolation or in gathering, he used to keep remembering the Omnipresent Creator and 
Nourisher, Almighty Allah. Thus, he practised Habs-i Dam (holding of breath) and 
Hosk Dar Dam (to take every breath keeping Allah Almighty in consciousness), 
spiritual exercises highly prescribed in the Naqashbandi order}'^ 
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Meaning: The pulp (Magz) of his brain melted because of the ardent effusion of the 
Dhikr-i Char Darab or Chahar Dumb. Because of this, he often suffered from 
headache. 
2 2 - . I Aijj j j ' " ' ' ^ • ^ /O a j ' " ' j * - ^ / O aJ (yJ >« 
Meaning: He used to take every breath with a consciousness of Allah Almighty in 
isolation as well as in company. He persisted in a state in which he abandoned to take 
any breath without consciousness. He is my perfect guide in my (esoteric as well as 
exoteric) every state. 
With his rigorous and relentless worship and mystical exercises Makhdtim 
Shaykh Hamzah achieved command over all the three levels of knowledge viz; 'Ilm 
al-Yaqin (convincing knowledge), 'Ayn al-Yaqin (positive knowledge), Haq al-Yaqin 
(Knowledge with certainty of Truth). Shaykh Dawud Khaki has testified this as: 
du l l Aii jJ ! (3^ (3^ i—killjl ( j j l i l l (3=>- j l r^ (JJJJ 
Meaning: With his unremitting worship and mystical exercises his ' 'Ilm al-Yaqin 
(convincing knowledge) tumed into 'Ayn al-Yaqin (positive knowledge). Allah 
bestowed upon him Haq al-Yaqin with his favour (Knowledge with certainty of 
Truth). 
There is no doubt that right from his child hood, Hadrat Makhdum Hamzah 
was highly inclined towards the pious and mystical personalities and was under the 
Divine guidance and protection. 'AUama Khaki corroborates the same while 
maintaining that: 
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Meaning: He (Shaykh Hamzah) gad entrusted all his affairs to Almighty Allah, who is 
the best and perfect Protector. Allah always protected him from every unfavorable, 
undesirable and unlawful act. 
The Shaykh has himself admitted that whenever he felt any kind of laxity or 
laziness in performing his habitual worship and spiritual exercises, he used to receive 
admonishment from an unseen source for it. At the time of Tahajjud prayers if the 
Shaykh would have been asleep, someone would knock his door and wake him up for 
the prayers. Several anecdotes from the historical sources like Tdrikh-i Hasan, Asrcir 
al-Abrar, Wird al-Mundin, Dastur al-Salikin and Hidayat al-Mukhlisin, allude amply 
to this fact. He is reported to have said that the Prophets and Sufis via visions and 
invisible divine sources, used to guide and teach him different recitals, prayers and 
litanies. Thus, he was under divine vigilance and protection, right from his 
childhood. In this connection, 'Allama Khaki says that Hadrat Makhdum Hamzah 
was beloved (Mahbftb) and chosen by Allah Almighty and maintains that he (Hadrat 
Makhdum) displayed the miracles even before performing the ardent and austere 
worship and spiritual exercises. Hasan, Mishkwatl, and Shaykh Khaki also reports of 
Hadrat Khidr or Khadir^^ who met Makhdtim Shaykh Hamzah and guided him on 
97 — — 
various occasions. Following couplets from Wird al-Miiridin decipher the same as: 
Clu i l i J j J<Ja-a j " tu !U (JlijLic. j l ( j j j L i S /^5Ljl j 
Meaning: We have traced the signs of his belovedness from the events of his life. His 
miracles and revelations were disclosed even before treading the traditional mystical 
path and performing the ardent worships and spiritual exercises. 
29,.. I—Ijuil Au : i__)J-aijJ u J a i ' a l " ' ^ I L u j \ aJ 
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Meaning: Our mentor (Hadrat Makhdum Hamzah) is like a green hawk of the garden 
of perfect guidance and rectitude. The guidance of Hadrat Khidr also watered this 
garden and fortified his spiritual status. 
' AUama Khaki maintains that his Shaykh, Hadrat Makhdum Hamzah received 
guidance from the grand Sufis through truthfiil visions. He maintains that the Shaykh 
had enjoyed the discipleship of Shaykh Najm al-Din Kubra, the propounder of 
Kubrawi order, via visions. He strictly followed the ten principles prescribed by 
Shaykh Najm al-Dm Kubra for the fortification of the spiritual edifice. These ten 
principles include; to perform penitence {Tawba), abstinence (Zuhd), trust on Allah 
(Tawakkul), contentment {Qand 'at), courtesy, solitude, to be always in consciousness 
of Allah, to remain patient during adversity, to remain steadfast in contemplation 
(Muraqaba) and remain always thankfiil and contented with divine decrees.^" Shaykh 
Khaki maintains: 
Meaning: In the same way with the Divine blessings and favours, he (Hadrat 
Makhdum) enjoyed the company of great Sufis via the instant visions and he became 
a grand personality. 
Sayyid Ahmad KirmanT, one of his contemporaries, is reported to have been 
himself among the Ahl-i Kashf (those to whom mysteries are revealed) yet was 
dumfounded upon witnessing the divine love and burning passion of Shaykh Hamzah. 
Khwaja Ishaq QarT, one of his illustrious disciples, maintains in his Chilla Chillat al-
'Arifin that Sayyid Ahmad KirmanT admitted that he had been in the companies of 
grand Sufis and Awliya' Allah yet he could not witness anyone like Shaykh Hamzah. 
To him he (Shaykh Hamzah) was a divine favour upon the Sufi aspirants. Gnostics, 
believers and devotees of religion. He was unique in his austere worship, spiritual 
exercises, ardent love and devotion towards the Almighty Allah.''^ 'Allama Khaki 
alludes to the same as: 
LILUII Oujj ^)J=kl J *-:y-:i IJ J l _ 3 J - ^ J -^j -^ J cS^if-
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Meaning: Mir Sayyid Ahmad Kiraiani, who was a famous clairvoyant (revelatory) 
in his times, was bewildered upon witnessing the extremity and fervour in divine love 
of Shaykh Makhdum Hamzah. 
Thus, Hadrat Makhdum was bestowed with the divine favour of an exalted 
spiritual state, which he fortified and nourished through extreme passion and 
dedication in performing Allah's worship and other mystical exercises relentlessly. 
Notwithstanding his elevated spiritual status, Hadrat Makhdum yeamed for a spiritual 
mentor or guide. As mentioned earlier, he received initiation into the Siihrawardi 
order fi-om Sayyid Jamal al-Dm Bukhari, who became his Murshid and linked him 
with the spiritual lineage of Makhdum Jahaniyan Jahan Gasht. This way he followed 
the usual custom of establishing the Pir-Murid or master-disciple relationship, which 
has been, related by Baba Dawud Khaki in his Wird al-Muridin, as: 
•" • ul Aii J^J (JJ-^I ( J ' - ^ -^ rfi^  L^"^ 
Meaning: Shaykh Makhdum Hamzah guided his disciples and devotes in the path of 
Allah as per the orders of Shaykh al-Masha 'ikh (master of masters), Qutb-i Hag (pivot 
of the reality) Sajryid Jamal al-Din Bukhari, who was his guide (Rahbar) in this path. 
As a disciple of a perfect Siihrawardi Sufi, Shaykh Dawud Khaki accentuates 
the significance of Siihrawardi order and highly recommends this path. He calls the 
spiritual lineage of this order as a boat that sails towards Almighty Allah and carries it 
passengers (disciples) in a safer and sound way towards the ultimate goal. 'Allama 
Khaki maintains: 
Meaning: This order (Siihrawardi) is the best explanation of the words 'Urwat al~ 
Wuthqa (the indissoluble link or handhold) and Hablullah (the rope of Allah). Anyone 
enfolded in this order will remain safe and sound from the calamities and adversities 
until death. 
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Meaning: Everyone who entered the (spiritual) boat of this order starts a smooth and 
safe journey towards Allah Almighty. 
Shaykh Dawud Khaki highly eulogizes spiritual lineage of his mentor in the 
Siihrawardi particularly Makhdum Jahaniyan, whom he calls as Qiitb-i 'Alam, pivot 
of the world. The chain of spiritual mentors of Makhdum Hamzah reaches in an 
unbroken way up to Makhdum Jahaniyan via Sayyid Jamal al-Din Bukhan. Though 
Makhdum Jahaniyan had received guidance in most of the Sufi orders, yet he used to 
guide and enrol the aspirants in the Siihrawardi and Chishti orders mainly. 'Allama 
Khaki maintains: 
(."uiil Auu \ ^ i a ^ 1 mlui ^jlAjLO^)^ ^ jL i -a jJ 
Meaning: He (Sayyid Jamal al-Dln) became the instructor in the spiritual path under 
the guidance of pivot of the world, Sayyid Jalal al-Din Makhdum Jahaniyan 
(indirectly) and his successors. This spiritual lineage (of Siihrawardi order) is highly 
revered among other lineages. 
- Ill J Lai ''jo''"'^ 6.il_jj|_j=». ^ j l J_jJ 
Meaning: He (Makhdum Jahaniyan) had received instruction in almost every 
persistent Sufi order but enrolled the seekers mainly in the Siihrawardi and Chishti 
orders. He became the fountainhead and great propounder of theses two Sufi orders. 
Shaykh Dawud Khaki concludes the account of the elevated status of 
Makhdum Jahaniyan in his eloquent poetry as: 
^^t-Uiil Ai i jj_£a3l j L u t JJ j i-lljLlC. J J V (j l-Jj A_p. 
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Meaning: To express his (Makhdum Jahaniyan's) elevated level and status is beyond 
my (Khaki's) power. I (Khaki) am tongue-tied for such an expression. 
Sayyid Jamal al-Dln bestowed Makhdum Shaykh Hamzah with his 
vicegerenecy (Khilafah or permission to enrol disciples), to continue and provide 
fortification to the development of Suhrawardi order in Kashmir. In the subsequent 
years, Hadrat Makhdum displayed an outstanding career as a perfect guide in the 
spiritual path and proved to be a valiant saviour of Islam. With the Divine blessings, 
he treaded the mystical path very quickly and succeeded in traversing the seven grand 
stages or levels oxAtwar-i Sab 'a^^ of this path easily, as Khaki says; 
J " J C-^~> J'-r^J O^ JJ^ Jlj^ J J J ^ Ji^ 
d u l l Jj i j J jJa l AJ I _ nir ll l—uiu o J j S C 5 ^ H 
Meaning: He traversed the seven mystical levels or stages {Atwar-i Sab 'a) of the 
mystical path, viz; stages of the body (Tiir-i Jin), (Tiir-i Nafas) self, heart {Tiir-i 
Qalb), soul {Tiir-i Riih), secret (Tiir-i Sir), concealed (Tiir-i Khafi), and hidden {Tiir-i 
Ghayb al-Ghayb). 
Hadrat Shaykh Hamzah was highly blessed with miraculous powers, often 
witnessed by his contemporaries and disciples like Shaykh Dawud PChakl, Khwaja 
Ishaq Qari and others. It has been reported that he was blessed with, Nashr-i Waqt or 
Ta-e Zaman (travelling greater distances in a very small time period), Ta-e Huriif 
(taking too less time for recitation of abundant words ), Kashf al-Qubur (revelatory 
knowledge about those who lie in graves) and Kashf al-Qidiib (revelatory knowledge 
about the hearts of people). The ample number of anecdotes present in Khaki's Wird 
al-Miiridin testifies that Hadrat Makhdum was the bearer of such divinely bestowed 
extraordinary powers. Khaki relates that he often visited the graves of the famous 
Sufis of Kashmir particularly the Rishis, like Hadrat Shaykh Nur al-Din, Hadrat Baba 
Zayn al-Din Rlshi, Hadrat Baba Latif al-Din and others. He also suggested his 
disciples to follow the same tradition and even in the modem times, the majority of 
the Kashmiri people follow this practice of visiting the graves of Sufis.'^ ^ To 
substantiate i t , ' Allama Khaki reports that: 
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Meaning: The miracles like the revelation of heart and grave were often related (by 
him) to the sincere disciples. 
Makhdum Shaykh Hamzah strictly followed the Shan'ah coimnandments and 
considered it imperative in traversing the spiritual path successfully. As a 
Suhrawardi, he disapproved of mystical music or Sama', for its prohibition in the 
Shari 'ah. ' AUama Khaki says that upon hearing a musical sound the Shaykh used to 
perform fresh ablutions. He says that the Shaykh was bestowed with the miracle that 
if he ever happened to hear the musical sound, he heard the recollection of Allah 
Almighty from it. The Wird al-Muridin keeps it as; 
Meaning: Because of the prohibition in the sacred law, he avoided the listening of 
(mystical) music on harp and flute. Even if he happened to listen so, he listened 
Allah's remembrance from it. 
Makhdum Shaykh Hamzah exhibited an extreme passion and longing for his 
beloved. Almighty Allah. Sometimes, he underwent an extreme state of ecstasy or 
Siikr and made such unusual utterances, as have been reported from the Sufis like 
BayazTd BistamT and Mansur al-Hallaj. Khwaja Ishaq Qari, his noted disciple, relates 
that once his Shaykh was completely absorbed in the recollection and contemplation 
of Almighty Allah and he uttered the words like "Glory to me! How great is my 
majesty".'^ ^ Thus, it can be held that he often exhibited the peculiar character of 
Tayfuris or the followers of Hadrat BayazTd BistamT, the propounder of ''Siikr" or 
Intoxication. Following utterly his mentor (Sayyid Jamal al-DTn), Makhdum Hamzah 
used to conceal his elevated position and spiritual status before the masses and 
refrained from the avarice of gaining fame. He seldom used to decipher the mystical 
facts and realities before the commoners in a congregation. Instead of popularizing 
himself, he tempted for self-annihilation, oblivion and blame {Maldmat). Shaykh 
Makhdum Hamzah refrained from gaining popularity to such an extent that he 
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avoided to establish any Langar Khana (public charity kitchen), a customary practice 
among Sufis. This exhibits his character as a genuine and perfect guide in Sufism. His 
unparalleled devotion was wholly and solely an expression of his love for the Creator 
and Sustainer, Almighty Allah and thus, refrained firom gaining any praise fi-om the 
created. Though enlightened with an ocean of secret and mystical knowledge that he 
shared with his disciples, he often preferred silence and disliked the display of his 
knowledge in a congregation.'*' 'Allama Khaki refers to the same as: 
Meaning: He often avoided disclosing the secrets and mystical facts, though in 
keeping mystical knowledge; he was as an ocean filled with striking waves. 
(_5jJ d is l j CluLJJ J .iLki_jl Clli-aikj A»i l(Jl-u! 
Meaning: He had received formal permission from different masters {Shuyukh) since 
years for guiding and enrolling disciples in the spiritual path. Yet he remained too 
much reserved in exposing his status as a spiritual guide. He avoided establishing a 
public charity kitchen and exposing his saintliness in order to spare from gaining 
popularity, which is disliked by the God fearing and pious people. 
Meaning: In order to evade fame and popularity he adopted self-annihilation, 
oblivion and blame. However, in reality he led and supervised a large crowd of men 
with great mettle and spirituality. 
Meaning: As love and reproach {Malamat) are like twins and highly interlinked. Thus, 
the one who loves Almighty Allah proud fully purchase reproach. 
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The Suhrawardi order in Kashmir established a unique and firm grounding 
under the aegis of Hadrat Makhdum. The seeds of his proficient guidance and 
supervision sprouted in the form of, spiritually and intellectually elevated people like, 
Baba Dawud KhakT. His aptness as a spiritual guide can be gauged fi-om the fact that 
even his disciples revealed complex mystical realities.^^ 
The historical sources of Kashmir amply disclose the fact that Hadrat 
Makhdum flourished in a period when the Shiite tradition was profiasely spreading 
and establishing strong grounds in the valley. During this period, the Rafidi (pi. 
Rawafid) version of the Shiite tradition was apparent among its followers. Literally, 
the term Rafid means "to dissenf or "to abandon" and is applied to all those who 
abandon the right path of Islam and show antagonism towards the companions of the 
Prophet (Xji£=). The Rawafid believed that the first three Khulafa', Hadrat Abu Bakr 
al-Siddiq, Hadrat 'Umar al-Faruq and Hadrat 'Uthman Ghanl (May Allah be pleased 
with them all) had gone astray and only Hadrat 'All Murtada (R.A.) was on the right 
track. Besides they believed in the Prophethood of Hadrat 'All Murtada (R.A.) and 
reviled the former three companions of the Prophet {^^). On contrary to this, the 
Sunnis believe in the truthfialness of every companion of the Prophet ( ^ ^ ) besides 
respecting and revering them equally. Hadrat Makhdum was still engaged in his 
academic and spiritual pursuits, when he had to face mental perturbation on 
witnessing the dissension in the religious matters within the Muslim community. His 
mental perturbation rose when he encountered with a Shiite scholar, MuUa BayazTd, 
who advised him to read the Shiite books instead of the books of Hanafi School of 
jurisprudence, already introduced into the valley by Bulbul Shah, Mir Sayyid 'All 
Hamadani and other scholars. On this, he felt very much uneasy and decided to seek 
Allah's help through prayer and contemplation to know the right path. In quest of 
tracing the right track, he entered an age-old Masjid, which was located on the slope 
of Hanparbat hillock. While remaining in complete seclusion there with a strong 
determination without taking food, he engaged himself in incessant prayer and 
worship. After few days, Allah Almighty enlightened him with the truth. He had a 
vision in which he saw the beloved Prophet Muhammad (AiS=) along with his four 
righteous successors or Khulaja' enlightening him with the truthfiil teachings of the 
right path of Islam. Thus, he followed the track of Awliya' Allah (Friends of Allah) 
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commonly known as Ahl-al Sunnat Wa al-Jama'at^^ and abandoned the idea of 
following any other sect. With this the Shaykh became a staunch Sunni and an ardent 
adversary of the teachings of Shiite (Rafidi) tradition particularly their revilement of 
the first three righteous Khulqfa'.^^ Shaykh Dawud Khaki depicts the same in his 
following eloquent couplet; 
Meaning: Many a times (in vision), he saw the beloved Prophet Muhammad ( X J ^ ) 
along with his companions. For this reason he preferred the main orthodox line of 
Muslims, Ahl-i Sunnat Wa al-Jamd 'at over all other sects and became a staunch Sunni 
Muslim. 
The main reason for his antagonism with the Rafidi version of Shiite 
tradition was their deviation from the right path where in they used to revile the 
companions of the beloved Prophet Muhammad (Xsi£=)- To him, the claim of Rawafid 
that they highly loved and respected the Ahl-i al-Bay 'at (Household of the Prophet) 
and Hadrat 'All Murtada (R.A.) was absurd, for the reason that one who claims such 
a thing cannot revile other companions of the beloved Prophet Muhammad (X^it). 
The true lovers of Hadrat 'AIT Murtada (R.A.) known as Shi'an-i 'All, do not pass 
any critical comment on any of the companions in any aspect and respect. With such 
people, there is no question of dissention, notwithstanding any difference in the 
juridical and other matters. ^^  Following couplets from 'Allama Khaki's Wird al-
Muridin clarify this fact: 
Meaning: we are Sunnis, against the Rafidis and lovers of Hadrat 'All Murtada (R.A). 
Therefore, he is our and our mentors' {Mawla) heir. 
(-H^J CifI j (»! •l"''"\l ,,-^ "^U>1 J />TjMl 
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Meaning: The Shi 'a and Sunni are alike but claiming to be a Shi'a and reviling the 
elevated companions {Sahaba) in any manner is disbelief and is disliked in religion. 
Hadrat Makhdum Hamzah was highly conscious of the changing religio-social 
and political scenario of the then Kashmir. He witnessed the decline of the Shah Mir 
dynasty (Sultanate) and installation of the Shiite dominated Chak dynasty (1561 
C.E.). The Chaks however, remained infamous among the masses for their religious 
bias. During this period the ShT'a and Sunni internecine conflict had reached its 
zenith. As, the renowned historian, G.M.D Sufi aptly maintains that. 
All through their career, either as partisans of a particular king, or as 
wielders of regal authority, they did not give much promise of their 
statesmanship. They showed narrow mindedness too. No Shah Mm showed 
such religious bias against Shi'as as Ghazi Chak and Husain Chak 
displayed against the Sunnis of Kashmir.^ 
Hadrat Makhdum, along with other Sunni scholars, led an unremitting 
ideological campaign against the religious corruption of the Shiite {Rafidi) followers. 
Even under the (ephemeral) political patronage (of Chak rulers like GhazT Chak), the 
spread of Shiite tradition in the valley faced a considerable check due to his 
unparalleled endeavours of teaching and preaching. As a highly learned religious 
scholar and a staunch Sunni, ^ ° he strictly observed the principles of Shari'ah and 
propagated his mission with an undying passion. With his prolific religious knowledge 
of the spiritual and temporal affairs, he made relentless efforts to spread the genuine 
creed of Islam within the valley. With his able guidance, various people repented fi-om 
the i?(7//(if tradition and entered the genuine version of Islam. His ardent support for the 
Sunni tradition and antagonism against the Shiite (Rcifidi) tradition lead to the 
deterioration of his relations with the ruling (Shiite) class of Chaks. During the reign of 
GhazT Chak (1561-63 C.E.), a devoted ShT'a, he was forced to leave the city (Srinagar). 
Having left for a village known as BTru (in the modem district Budgam), Hadrat 
Makhdum returned only after the end of Ghazi's rule upon his death.^' The modem day 
Kashmiri historian, M.A. Wani, depicts the religio-political scenario of Kashmir 
(during this time) in the following way: 
With the introduction of Shi'ism, especially after Mirza Haidar flared up 
sectarian passions, the Muslim religious leadership got split into two 
camps, each desperately trying to win converts to reinforce its numerical 
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strength. Besides having a host of learned 'ulama' to buttress the faith 
among its followers, Shi'ism also got political patronage with the rise of 
Chaks to power in 1561 who ruled Kashmir till its annexation by the 
Mughals in 1586. Sunnism was fostered by the presence of a host of 
veteran saint-scholars, namely. Shaikh Fatah Allah, Sayyid Ahmad 
KirmanT, Baba Mas'ud (Narwar Sahab), Sayyid Jamal al-Din Bukhari, 
Shaikh Hamzah Makhdum, Shaikh Y'aqub Sarfl and Baba Da'ud [Dawud] 
Khaki.^ ^ 
In his mission of preaching and teaching, he visited a number of distant places, 
particularly the rural areas and got constructed many Masajid (pi. of Masjid or 
mosque) at different places like Khiiyihama, Kunzar, Nadi Hal, Brar, Ahdm etc. Thus 
in the words of G.M.D Sufi, he "was instrumental in setting up a large number of 
masjids in the valley".^^ 'Allama Khaki alludes to the same in the following couplet, 
as: 
J j j ^ L i . Cu J j j j j L i . A i ^ j J (JJ j l (JJJJJ 
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Meaning: With his blessings, various places that had been occupied by devils, idols 
and temples were turned into Masajid (mosques) and pulpits. 
These places usually played a central role in disseminating the message and 
teachings of Islam on one hand and on the other, turned out as the training centres of 
the spiritual path as well. Khwaja Ishaq QarT, a notable disciple of Hadrat Makhdum 
Hamzah has reported in his Persian treatise, Chilla Chillat al- 'ArijTn, that his Shaykh 
built a Masjid on the slope of a hillock in Ahdm, a village situated in the modem day 
district Bandipora. Hadrat Makhdum perfonned worship and spiritual exercises in this 
Masjid, for years together. His disciples and other devotees used to accompany him 
there to perform prayers and recollections (Adhkdr). Upon his order, his disciples used 
to visit the Masjid, even after his death, and performed worship and prayers there.^ ^ 
To substantiate this, the later-day Kashmiri historian, A.Q Rafiqi, relates that: 
From the maljuzdt it appears that overall mission of Shaikh Hamza was to 
build up contemporary Muslim society in Kashmir in accordance with the 
principles of Islam. To achieve this he built a number of mosques in the 
rural areas, which, like the khanqahs of the KubravT saints, served as 
centres for the preaching and teaching of Islam. ^ ^ 
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Thus, with a superb devotion and dedication in the path of Allah Almighty, 
Hadrat Makhdum successfully traversed the spiritual states and stations. He equipped 
himself with an outstanding level of (religious) knowledge and spirituality and 
dedicated his life to spread the truthful message of Islam and guide the masses on the 
right track. Having bequeathed the Khilafah (vicegerenecy) and Ijazat Nama (formal 
permission to enrol disciples) from Saj'yid Jamal al-Dln, he started to enrol disciples 
in the Siihrawardi order. Though he had received Ijazat (permission of enrolling 
disciples) in various orders, he preferred to enrol the aspirants in the Siihrawardi 
order. With his grand spiritual status and stately character, he brought the towering 
personalities of that period under his able supervision in the spiritual path. His 
residence called as Makhdum Mandaw at Kalashpura in Srinagar turned out as a 
centre of Spiritual and religious guidance. Thus, the Siihrawardi lineage that was 
introduced in Multan by Shaykh Baha al-Din Zakariyya and highly popularised at 
Uch by Makhdum Jahaniyan, was firmly established in Kashmir by Hadrat Makhdum 
Hamzah. Baba Dawud PGiaki maintains that Shaykh Makhdum Hamzah had aptly 
achieved an elevated status in the spiritual path and guided a wide range of disciples, 
among whom many rose to high prominence and became eminent spiritual masters. 
Allama Khaki says: 
Meaning: Having read and contemplated over ^"And those who strive in our cause: We 
will certainly guide them to our paths" (Al-'Ankabut verse 69, chapter 29), from the 
holy Qur'an, he too attempted and strived hard in the path of Allah. He strived by 
subduing his baser passions, purifying his heart from worldly pleasures and living a 
life of extreme piety and purity. Almighty Allah guided him in his endeavors and he 
became the guide of those under water and on land. 
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Meaning: He received the different ways, techniques and states of performing 
recollection (Dhikr) of Allah from the revered Sufis and became an unparalleled and 
highly qualified guide in the spiritual path. 
71,.-
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Meaning: In order to evade fame and popularity he adopted self-annihilation, 
oblivion and blame. However, in reality he led and supervised a large crowd of men 
with great mettle and spirituality. 
Thus, the main teachings of Hadrat MakhdOm Hamzah that are mandatory on 
his followers include primarily, observing the Islamic tenets with high spirit and 
remaining stick to this eternal message unreservedly. Secondly, perfomiing Dhikr 
(recollection of Allah's name) continuously, for it is a panacea for the ailments of 
heart and soul. Thirdly, remaining a staunch follower ofAhl al-Siinnah and exhibiting 
love, respect and obedience to the companions as well as household {Ahl al-Bay 'at) of 
the beloved Prophet Muhammad {X'^)- He advised his disciples to be seekers of 
Almighty Allah rather than the bounties He had made for His creation. By this Hadrat 
Makhdum meant that a seeker of Allah should always perform every pious act for His 
sake with the intention of gaining His pleasure. Before enrolment in the Siihmwardi 
order at the hands of Hadrat Makhdum, every seeker had to perform repentance 
(Tawbah) before Almighty Allah and had to consider the strange woman (Gayr 
Mahram) as one's own daughter, sister or mother. Thus, Hadrat Makhdum laid much 
emphasis on revitalizing one's moral behaviour. He used to advocate of following 
whole-heartedly a genuine and truthful guide in religious as well as spiritual aspects 
of one's life to attain perpetual bliss. Not only belief but also virtuous deeds are 
necessary to attain eternal felicity, believed Hadrat Makhdum Hamzah.'^ 
Makhdum Shaykh Hamzah endeavoured to revive the corrupt people who 
pretended to be the Sufis. Having donned the Sufi garments and exhibiting piousness 
outwardly, such people were actually caught in the dungeon of falsehood and 
corruption. He exposed the wickedness of such deceitfiil people who used to misuse 
the attire of Sufis to gain the worldly benefits. Hadrat Makhdum made so many of 
them to repent and persuaded them to follow the path of righteousness and sincerity." 
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Makhdum Hamzah not only guided an enomious number of people in the 
spiritual path but also with his stately character, as a real guide in the path of Sufism, 
brought even the Rishis under his influence. A.Q.Rafiqi corroborates this fact in the 
following words; 
There is no doubt that because of his magnetic personality, learning and 
piety he influenced the minds of the great majority of the people including 
some of the Rishi saints of Kaslmiir. hi fact, he made serious efforts to 
create a bridge between the RishTs and the mainstream of Sufism by 
purifying some of the RishT practices, which, in his view, ran counter to the 
spirit of Islam. However, his efforts in this direction began to make a 
tangible impact towards the beginning of the seventeenth century.^ '* 
The initiation of Rishis into the Suhmwardi order had a "profound bearing on 
the subsequent history of Islam" in Kashmir. This phenomena, on one hand, lead to 
the assimilation of the Rishis into Sufism and on the other hand it "influenced the 
Suhrawardl order, which for obvious reasons sought to focus on seeking identity 
between the Rishis and Sufl traditions". Usually the Rishis observed extreme 
renunciation and abstention and lived a secluded life in the jungles. The Rishis like 
Baba Hardi Rishi after being enrolled into the Suhrawardi order by Hadrat Makhdum, 
usually began to exhibit a transformation in their mundane lives by living a moderate 
life, earning livelihood and prescribing the disciples to take up a profession for living 
an honest life. "This shifting in the practices of the Rishis proved a major 
breakthrough in setting in motion the process of drawing them in the orbit of legal and 
social framework of Islam", maintains M.A. Wani, in his Islatn in Kashmir. The 
Suhrawardi Sufis of the subsequent periods (including the disciples of Hadrat 
Makhdum and their disciples) preserved this tradition and enrolled many outstanding 
Rishis in this order.^ ^ Muhammad Ishaq Khan has fiarther corroborated this fact in his 
famous work, Kashmir's Transition to Islam, with the following insights: 
Being a son of the soil, Hamza Makhdum was able to establish a 
meaningfiil contact with the people through a number of visits to the rural 
areas. Not only did he influence the Rishi movement ... but ... by 
undertaking a pilgrimage to the tomb of Nurruddin [flag bearer of Rishi 
movement] he extended the sphere of influence of the Rishis even to the 
Suhrawardi circles. 
Hadrat Makhdum "emerges as a Sufi of great eminence whose teachings 
moulded the outlook of the Kashmiris for centuries after his death"^^, maintains the 
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renowned historian of Kashmir, Muhammad Ishaq Khan, while encapsulating the role 
of Hadrat Makhdum as a Suhrawardi luminary in Kashmir. Baba Dawud Khaki says 
in his Wird al-Muridin that his guide was no less than the most elevated Sufis and 
scholars of Islam, as he encrypts: 
Meaning: Almighty Allah has blessed him with His favours as i have gone through 
the mystical status of highly qualified Sufis and found him (Makhdum Hamzah) at par 
with them without a slight variation. 
M.A. Wani, pays his tribute to this venerated Siihrawardi luminary of 
Kashmir, as: 
Shaikh Hamzah Makhdum (1494-1576), popularly known as Sultan al~ 
'Arijin and Mahbub al- 'Alam, ranks among the most celebrated saints of 
Kashmir. He commanded mass following because he addressed himself 
heart and soul to the cause of Islam besides being pious and spiritually 
elevated. He revitalized the Suhrawardl order of Kashmir, and as a true 
SuhrawardI worked as an active missionary and a crusader of puritan Islam. 
His missionary activity revolved mainly round his attempt to reorient the 
souls of Muslims by inspiring them to follow Islam both in letter and 
spirit... [L]ike other great preachers of Islam, the Shaikh assigned the work 
of preaching and teaching of Islam to his learned khidafa who in 
accordance with his wishes settled at different laces of the valley to fulfill 
the work assigned to them by their murshid. 
Owing to his deep absorption in the spring of Divine love, Makhdum Shaykh 
Hamzah, remained celibate and as such did not left any offspring. However, KliakI 
counts his disciples as his real progeny, for they hired firom him the truthful radiance 
of spirituality and passed it on to the coming generations.^' Makhdum Shaykh 
Hamzah enlightened the masses with the golden principles of Islam. He made the 
ways of eternal bliss, joy and happiness vivid to numerous people who abandoned the 
valleys of vice and adopted a life of virtue. He produced a large number of disciples 
among whom the notable ones include, Shaykh Baba Dawud Khaki, Shaykh Ahmad 
ChaglT, Khwaja Hasan Qari, Khwaja Ishaq QarT, Mawlana Shams al-Din Pal, Mir 
Baba Hyder Tulmuli, his brother, Muhammad 'All Raina and the famous Rlshl, Baba 
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Hard! Rlshl. As per the instructions of their spiritual guide, they enlightened a number 
of vicious hearts with the light of virtuous traits of Islam. Makhdum Shaykh Hamzah 
left this ephemeral world for the abode of eternity on 24"" Safar 984 A.UJ23"^ May 
1576 C.E. in the reign of 'All Shah Chak (1570-78 C.E.) and his foneral prayers were 
lead by his contemporary Suhrawardi Sufi, Khwaja Tahir Rafiq 'Asha'i. He was 
buried on the slope ofKoh-i Maran (Hmparbat Hillock), at a place where he used to 
perform meditation for longer periods.^^ 
Prominent disciples of Mal^hdum Shaykh Hamzah and furtherance of 
Suhrawardi Order: 
Shaykh Ahmad Chagali: 
The first disciple of Makhdum Shaykh Hamzah, enrolled in the Suhrawardi 
order. He was bora at Chagal, a village in the Sub-division {Pargana) Kcimrcij of 
Kashmir. At an early age of Six, he committed the Holy Qur'an to his memory. 
Having received the elementary education from the local teachers, he left for the city 
Srinagar to satiate his thirst of gaining higher education in the religious sciences. 
Besides, achieving guidance in the religious education {Qur'an, Hadith and Fiqh) 
from the top brass scholars ('Ulama'), he managed to receive spiritual knowledge as 
well. Makhdum Shaykh Hamzah initiated him into the Suhrawardi order. After 
receiving guidance from his Murshid, Shaykh Chagall went into deep ecstatic state 
with the Divine love.^ ^ 
Later on , with the pennission of his guide, Shaykh Chagali inhabited a cave 
on the Harwan hill and remained in complete seclusion for six years with scanty food 
and sleep. He enjoyed the munificence of his Murshid while remaining in his blessed 
company and achieved at great spiritual status under his guidance. While 
accompanying his guide, Shaykh Chagll moved across the valley for the guidance of 
the people and diffiision of the Suhrawardi order. Upon exhibiting a superb devotion 
towards his guide's commandments, he received the Khilafat and Ijazat from 
Makhdum Shaykh Hamzah. At the behest of his Murshid, Shaykh Chagall returned to 
his village and made it his centre of religious activities for spreading the scent of 
Tasawwuf amor\g the masses. Whenever he used to offer a visit to Hadrat Makhdum, 
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he was warmly welcomed and given a place to sit besides his Murshid. Khwaja 
Ishaq QarT relates in his Chilla Chillat al- 'Arifin that no one dared to enter the court 
of Hadrat Makhdum without permission save, Shaykh Ahmad Chagall, Baba Hydar 
TulmulT and Baba Hard! Rishi.^^ 
Shaykh Chagli authored Risalah-i Siiltaniyya, a treatise mainly dedicated to 
highlight the miracles and supernatural feats of his guide, Hadrat Makhdum Hamzah, 
besides the importance of recollection (Dhikr) for the seekers of Sufi path. Shaykh 
Ahmad Chagall was satiated with Divine love and ecstasy and his disciples too used 
to remain in a state of ecstasy after smelling the spiritual aroma of the Sufi path. After 
his death, he was buried at his native village. 
Baba Davvud Khaki: 
Among the most celebrated disciples of Makhdum Shaykh Hamzah was Baba Dawud 
Khaki (1503-1586 C.E.). ^^  Historians are at variance regarding his birth place, 
however, the contemporary renowned historian of Kashinir, Muhammad Ishaq Khan 
uphold that 'Ala' al-Din Pura {Alatiddin pora) in Srinagar was his place of birth. He 
was called as "Dati Gana'T" though his actual name was "Dawlat" with "Baba" and 
"Dawud" as appellations (Alqab pi. of Laqab) and "Khaki" as his pen name 
(Takhallu?). He belonged to the famous Gana'i family of Kashmir and his father was 
Khwaja Hasan Gana'T. In earlier times the term Gana 'i referred to a scribe or a writer 
or language teacher. Since his ancestors had been outstanding scribes of their times 
and had served the administration at higher posts, so this family got this title of 
Gana 'i. 
Although, Khaki lost his parents at a juvenile stage, yet, he wholeheartedly 
dedicated himself towards leaming and toiled hard for gaining expertise in the 
academic field. Early at an age of nine, he committed the Holy Qur'an to his memory. 
His teachers were the top brass religious scholars of that time including, Mulla Baslr, 
Mawlana Shams al-Din Pal and Mulla Radi al-Dln. From them Khaki learned Science 
of Qur'an, Hadith, Fiqh and exegesis (Tafsir) in addition to Sarf-o Nahaw (accidence 
and syntax), literature, theology, poetry (Arabic and Persian), so no and so forth. Such 
was the level of his erudition that he was called as Abii Hanifa Thani{Abu Hanifa the 
Second). Having accomplished the educational and academic endeavours, Baba 
Dawud Khaki, initially adopted the job of a scribe. However, subsequently he rose to 
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such a prominence as an efficient intellectual and a highly learned man that the 
children of the royal family were brought under his tutelage. He was appointed as the 
Qadi al-Qudat or Chief Justice of Kashmir and for many years, he enjoyed the royal 
munificence receiving healthy stipends, monthly as well as annually, from the court. 
However, he left this worldly glory forever after enrolling himself in the discipleship 
of Hadrat Makhdum Shaykh Hamzah.'" 
Khaki enjoyed the worldly fame and glory as an expert of the religious 
sciences with a diminished craving for attaining spiritual knowhow. He once 
encountered Makhdum Shaykh Hamzah, whose thought-provoking conversations 
became a turning point in his life. The pride of knowledge began to disappear from 
his heart and he abandoned the ephemeral worldly glory forever. Under the guidance 
of Hadrat Makhdum, he dressed himself in simple and ordinary clothes instead of 
costly ones, wore simple shoes made up of grass and performed menial jobs. This 
change in physical appearance was an obvious demonstration of the transformation of 
his inner state. Upon witnessing this unusual phenomenon with Khaki, people used to 
taunt him and began to consider him insane. This state continued until he subdued his 
ego and finally got initiated into the Siihrawardi order by Hadrat Makhdum Hamzah. 
He began to serve this friend of Allah with extreme love and devotion. Thus, Khaki 
left the temporary royal munificence for enjoying the spiritual benevolence of his 
Murshid, Makhdum Hamzah.^' 
Khaki, an ocean of bookish knowledge, now filled his bosom with the spiritual 
truths under the compassionate shadow of Hadrat Makhdum Hamzah. Under his 
guidance, Khaki began to illuminate his inner self with the Divine radiance by 
performing Ibcidat (worship), Dhikr (recollection) and other spirimal exercises. With 
this Khaki eamed a deeply rooted companionship with his contemporary Sufi 
luminaries like Sayyid Ahmad KirmanI, Makhdum Hajl Ahmad Qarl and Baba Hard! 
Rishl. As per Mishkwati, he was married to the daughter of Mirak Mir AndrabI, the 
famous Sufi of Qadin order in Kashmir. ^^ It is tempting to quote 'Allama Khaki's 
joyful expression over his companionship with his Murshid, Makhdum Hamzah, 
which is reflected at the very outset in his Wird al-Muridin, as: 
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Meaning: Thank Almighty Allah that my evejry coming moment witnesses a 
better state from the time the master of masters, Shaykh Hamzah has become my 
Rahbar or guide. 
Likewise, Khaki's following statement seems adorable, as he says: 
Meaning: Handover my (spiritually) polluted body to him (my Murshid, 
Makhdum Hamzah) so that the radiance of his truthful instructions will act as 
water and wash away the contamination that has occupied (and polluted) my 
iimer self. 
While traversing the spiritual path, KhakT imparted the religious knowledge to 
the masses including the disciples of Makhdum Hamzah like Mulla 'All Raina and 
Mawlawi 'Abd al-'AzTz. People flocked to him from far-off places to receive 
education and he used to aid the aspirants with books from his own library. 
Shaykh Dawud Khaki considered it essential for himself to follow strictly his 
spiritual mentor, Hadrat Makhdum Hamzah, who (as per Khaki) was an apt guide and 
saved his disciples from plunging into the religious corruption and divergence from 
the right track.^^ Under his preceptor's command, Baba Dawud Khaki spent some 
time in seclusion and performed vehement spiritual practices including contemplation 
and recollection. In 1557 C.E., he left for Uch to visit the tomb of Sayyid Jalal al-Din 
Makhdum Jahaniyan. On his visit to Multan, he received various benefits from several 
outstanding Sufis besides being bestowed with Khilafatncima. On his return at Lahore, 
he met with Haji Ahmad Qari, who on his persuasion accompanied Khaki to Kashmir. 
Hajl Ahmad Qarl was son and Khalifa of Makhdum 'Abbas Multanl, a descendent of 
Shaykh Baha al-Din Zakariyya Multanl. Later on, he settled in Kashmir, teaching 
people Qir'at (recitation) of the Holy Qur'an besides spreading the Suhrawardi order. 
Owing to Khaki's earnest devotion and obedience with humility, Makhdum Hamzah, 
calling him as his son, bestowed him with Khilcifat (vicegerenecy) and gave him 
Ijdzat (permission) to guide people in the spiritual path. On witnessing his elevated 
spiritual status, Shaykh Isma'Il ShamI of Qadirl order and Baba Hyder Tulmull, 
conferred on him Khilafatnamas of the Qadiri and Suhrawardi orders respectively. 
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However, Khaki always guided the aspirants in the Suhrawardi spiritual line. He 
travelled across the valley, addressing people with profuse exploration of religious 
commandments. Calling people to enjoin good and abandon the evil, his eloquent 
sermons mainly focused on the approvals (M'aruf) and disapprovals (Munkar) for 
things and actions in Shari 'at. By disseminating the teachings of Suhrawardi order, 
enrolling disciples and guiding the masses in the Sufi path, he managed to spread the 
Silsilah Suhrawardi copiously in his spiritually fertile land of Kashmir. ^ ^ 
Khaki's sincere love and reverence for his Murshid can be gauged from the 
fact that he considered the Kulah (cap) and Khirqah (cloak), which he received from 
him, much better than the royal garments, as is noticeable from the following couplet: 
Meaning: The cap and cloak he offered is far better than the royal crown and cloak 
for this humble servant. 
Besides being endowed with proficient knowledge, great poetic skills, and 
high spiritual calibre, 'Allama Khaki was a prolific writer as well. He has authored 
many books in prose and poetry that deal with diverse subjects of religious 
importance. His works, mainly Persian, include, Wird al Miiridin and its commentary, 
Dastur al Salikin, Qasidah-i Jaldliyya, Qasidah-i Lamiyya and its extended form 
Rishi Namah, Risalah-i Daruriyyah and Qasidah-Ghusliyya YiisufShahi. 
KhakPs magnum opus, Wird al Muridin is an eloquent poetical expression of 
his deeply rooted devotion, respect and reverence towards his Murshid Makhdum 
Hamzah. This work and its commentary DastUr al-Sdlikin mainly highlight the life, 
teachings, spiritual status and supernatural feats (Karamat) of Makhdum Hamzah 
besides exploring some teachings and facts of the Sufi path. Also Qur'anic verses, 
Hadith and sayings from authentic Sufi treatises have been added within the subject 
matter.'°° As it is in this book, 'Allama Khaki explores certain conditions that are 
imperative for every seeker and aspirant to traverse the mystical path successfully. 
These include: 
1. To subsist on scanty food. 
2. To remain in seclusion. 
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3. To have persistence in recollection (D/zz^) of Allah. 
4. To remain in a state of purity (performing ablution on requirement). 
5. To purify the heart from baser desires (inward purity). 
6. To exhibit sincere devotion and humility towards the guide or Murshid. 
7. To be habitual of silence or less speaking. 
8. To remain contented with the Divine Providence.'°' 
Notwithstanding Khaki's mention of disapproval of Sufi music {Sama"), by his 
preceptor (in his Wird al-Muridin), he however, approves it under the prescribed 
limits. He argues that the Sufi music enthuses divine love when heard under specific 
conditions laid by the Sufi masters. However, apart from this condition, he strongly 
disapproves of listening to the music.'°^ Further, he highlights the importance of 
following wholeheartedly a genuine and truthfiil guide in the spiritual path. Likewise, 
he displays the same attitude and antagonism as of his preceptor, towards the 
dissenters (Rawdfid), who revile the first three Pious Caliphs. This can be easily 
traced throughout his Wird al-Muridin and its commentary, Dastur al Sdlikin. This 
treatise also keeps the verses highlighting the importance of performance of 
recollections (Adhkdr), contemplation and Naqashbandi practices of Hosh Dar Dam 
and Khalwat Dar Anjuman together with the recitation of Awrcid-i Fathiyya of Mir 
Sayyid 'All HamadanT KubrawT. Thus, this work of Khaki with its golden teachings of 
Tasawwuf, keeps a penetrative and soul soothing effect. Over the past years, it has 
been an important means for spreading Suhrawardi order in the valley.'°^ 
The Qasidah-i Ldmiyya and its commentary Rishi Ndmah is an important source 
of information regarding the Rishis and their practices. Primarily focusing upon Baba 
Hard! RishT, a disciple of Makhdum Shaykh Hamzah, this treatise shows Khaki's level 
of reverence that he had for the Rishis. Khaki seems to be a defender of Rishis in his 
works and eulogises their spiritual practices and justifies their habit of acute 
vegetarianism. In his Kashmir's Transition to Islam, Muhammad Ishaq Khan brings 
forth his deep insights regarding the relationship between the Rishis and the 
Siihrawardis of Kashmir. In the same context, regarding Khaki's works , he maintains: 
The important feature of Khaki's works is his praise for most {aksar) Rishis 
of Kashmir. His eulogization is however qualified; in it a conscious attempt 
has been made to portray the Rishis as followers of the Ahl-i Siinnat wa 
Jam 'a [Sic. Ahl-i Sunnat wa al-Jamd 'at]}^^ 
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Likewise, his Risalah-i Daruriyyah, is a composition of some crucial issues 
concerning the Shari 'ah. While emphasizing the importance of cleanliness in Islam, 
he has penned down the Qasidah Ghusl-i YusufShahi. Having named it after the then 
ruler of Kashmir Yusuf Shah Chak, Khaki deliberates over the different kinds of baths 
(Ghiisids ) in light of the treatises on Tafsir (Qur'anic exegesis), Hadith (traditions of 
the Beloved Prophet) and Fiqh (Islamic jurisprudence).'°^ This book is an apparent 
exposition of his high level of erudition and expertise in the Islamic religious 
sciences. Muhammad Ishaq Khan summarizes the spiritual facts yielded by Khakis 
works in the following statement: 
Khaki's works enable us to understand the prime importance that the 
Suhrawardiyyas attached to learning under the guidance of Shaikh Hamza 
Makhdum. The real aim of knowledge, Khaki believed, was to recognise 
the Reality i.e. God Himself For this purpose one had to struggle 
constantly for purification of inner self {Jihad-i Akbar). It was piety 
{taqwa) gained through inner stiuggle alone that was considered to be 
indispensable for gaining true knowledge of God. '°^ 
Owing to his remarkable engagement as a Suhrawardi preacher, teacher and 
writer, the Suhrawardi order developed highly and showed an acute acceleration 
during this period. His works received magnanimous readership and sprayed the 
aroma of spirituality among the readers and seekers of this path. A.Q. RaffqT 
concludes his statement regarding him and says "Baba Dawud Khaki was an 
outstanding scholar of his time and because of his 'intellect, creative mind and legal 
acumen' he was called by some of his followers as 'Imam A'zam the second'.""' 
After having retumed to the valley fi-om Multan during his second journey, 
Shaykh Dawud Khaki passed away in A.H. 994/C.E. 1586, the year when the Chaks 
were overthrown by the Mughals in Kashmir. Initially he was buried near the tomb of 
Baba Hardi RishI in modem day Anantnag, but later on, he was buried besides his 
Murshid, on the K6h-i Maran slope, in Srinagar."° Baba Dawud Khaki left behind a 
whole host of meritorious disciples among whom the prominent ones included, 
Khwaja Mas'ud PampuiT, Hajl Dawiid Balakhl, Mir Nazuk Qadin, Zayn al-Din 
Rainawaii and Baba Nasib al-Din GhazI, the most outstanding disciple of Khaki. 
Owing to the enormous number of disciples of Makhdum Shaykh Hamzah, only 
some of his prominent disciples have been brought to exploration in this section. 
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Likewise, the disciples of his disciples are innumerable and to bring them under study 
is beyond the limit of this work. However, keeping into consideration the unequivocal 
contribution of Baba Nasib in proliferating the Suhrawardi order in Kashmir, it is 
tempting here to include him in the ongoing study of Suhrawardi luminaries of 
Kashmir. 
Baba Nasib al-Din Ghazi: 
He was one of the renowned Suhrawardi Sufis of Kashmir. Right from his 
childhood, he was inclined towards righteous deeds and pious people. Besides 
engaging himself in various spiritual exercises, prayers and litanies, he achieved a 
high level of expertise in religious education as well. Baba Dawud Khaki initiated him 
into the Suhrawardi order and after witnessing his success in the mystical realm, 
Khaki bestowed him with his Khilafat Nama (vicegerenecy). Exhibiting an acute level 
of abstinence, Baba NasTb was successful in subduing his baser-soul {Nafas al~ 
Ammarah) and thus, he was titled as Ghcizi or "the conqueror".'" His disciple Baba 
Dawud Mishkwati, who accompanied him for twelve years, relates in his Asrdr al-
Abrcir that he refi-ained from the pleasures of this worldly life to such an extent that he 
always remained with fasts, never tasted meat, fruits, delicious food and cold water. 
However, in his Langar Khana (public charity kitchen), every day seven to ten cows 
and about thirty sheep were slaughtered but he would never taste the delicious food 
and subsisted on simple vegetables. Throughout his life, he used a coarse woollen 
garment that was black in colour with many patches. Someone enquired him about his 
celibacy and he was replied that where there is no room for even a needle, how a wife 
and children could be accommodated there. His extraordinary philanthropic measures, 
including his, care and concern for the poor, paupers, destitute, orphans and 
underprivileged people, earned him the title, Abii al-Fuqara' or the father or caretaker 
of poor. "^ 
Baba NasTb was famous for his generosity as well as for his revulsion (hatred) 
towards the worldly possessions. Whatever of any material value came to his way, he 
spent it in charity and public good. His aversion from the wealth and other worldly 
possessions can be gauged from the anecdote of Mislikwatl that once he washed his 
hands, arms and sleeves after a coin touched his sleeve accidently. Baba Nasib 
travelled extensively throughout the valley to guide the people in the path of 
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righteousness and piety. Moving from one village to another, he extended the mission 
of preaching and teaching to the remote and far-off places of Kashmir. On his travels, 
a large band of disciples always accompanied him. During his travels, Masjids, 
Khanqahs, bathrooms and toilets were abundantly constructed under his supervision. 
Thus, his contribution in spreading the Suhmwardi order in Kashmir during the 
seventeenth century was incredible and commendable."^ Prof. Ishaq Khaii highlights 
his saintly character with the following insightful words: 
The mission of Baba Nasib was the welfare of the people. Wherever he went 
he constructed mosques, bathrooms amd toilets. Whatever gifts and nazr 
were offered to him were immediately spent for the public good. The entire 
period of his life was spent in the rural and remote areas of Kashmir, it was 
only towards the end of his life that he met with all the masha 'iks and 
dervishes of Srinagar.'' 
In his Asrar al-Abrar, MishkwatT highly praises his spiritual mentor, Baba 
Nasib, for his religious as well as spiritual knowledge {'Urn), piety, selflessness, 
meditations, ethics and miracles."^ 
Baba Dawud Mishkwati, relates some important teachings of his spiritual 
guide in his Asrar al- 'Abrar and are mentioned below: 
The Recollection of Allah (Dhikr) makes a Gnostic ('Arif) heedless to 
every other thing of this world. An 'Arif (one who recognizes Allah) is 
much better than one thousand ascetics. A wayfarer (Salik) in the way of 
Allah can realize the pain of remaining away from Allah only after 
achieving his M'arifah (gnosis). The population of hell is due to sinfijl 
activities and that of heaven is due to righteous deeds. This world is like a 
shadow, if followed cannot be trapped but if left behind it starts following 
you. An illiterate traversing the spiritual path without guidance is like a 
person in a well without a support of rope and is often derailed during 
mystical exercises (Riyadat). The robbers of one's faith and spirituality are 
not wealth, wife and children but whatever makes a person neglectfiil with 
his Creator, robs his faith. Knowledge is that kind of drug, which cures the 
diseases of ignorance. Virtue is to dedicate one's life for the welfare of the 
underprivileged sections of the society and it is the shortest way for 
realisation of the Ultimate Truth. 
During his travels in the valley, Baba NasTb met with a number of Sufis 
belonging to different orders. His treatise, NUr Namah, is a fine exploration of his 
meetings with the Muslim Rishis of the valley. The Niir Namah, "bears the stamp of his 
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scholarship and piety", ^ ^^  says, Prof. Ishaq Khan, who further explores Baba Naslb's 
approach towards the Rishis in the following lines: 
Although Baba Nasib did not claim himself to be the Rishi, his thought and 
behaviour certainly imbibed the influence of the Rishi movement. Such was 
the impact of Shaikh Nuru'd-Din mystical poetry on the mind of Baba Nasib 
that he would often faint under their intoxicating spell... Credit goes to Baba 
nasib for being the first to render some of Nuru'd-Din's verses into Persian 
118 
Baba Nasib's spirited defence of the celibacy and vegetarianism of 
the Rishis is also borne out by his writings. However, he expressed his 
disapproval of the extreme asceticsm [asceticism] of some Rishis as had 
retired to the jungle. He wanted them to earn an honest living by the sweat 
of their brow. It was through undertaking various tours that he emphasized 
the significance of combining asceticism with social action Hard labour in 
agricultural pursuits, combined with the concern for the poor and the needy 
was, in his opinion, the prime virtue of the true lovers of God. 
Having expended maximum part of his life in travelling from one area to 
another in the valley for the propagation of the Islamic teachings, Baba Nasib finally 
went to the town of Bijbehara and left for the heavenly abode there on 13"^  Muhairam 
1047 A.H./28 May 1637 C.E. Several of his disciples desired to bury him near the 
tomb of Makhdum Shaykh Hamzah in Srinagar but the insistent opposition from the 
inhabitants of Bijbehara could not materialize their wish. Finally, he was entombed at 
Bijbehara. The modem-day historian of Kashmir, Muhammad Ashraf Wani pays his 
tribute to Baba Nasib with following lines: 
Of the most reputed saints of the Suhrawardi-Rishi syncretic phase to heve 
done a good deal of work fro seeking practical conversion during the late 
sixteenth and the beginning of the seventeenth century was Baba Nasib al-
DTn GhazT, the distinguished disciple of Baba Da'ud Khaki ... He toured 
different parts of the Valley with the main purpose of creating Shari 'ah 
consciousness among the people, ... In his work for creating an Islamic 
ambience in the true sense Baba Nasib was supported by his devoted 
followers, numbering three to four hundred.'^' 
Baba Nasib played at vital role in disseminating and sustaining the Suhmwardi 
order in almost every comer of the valley. He left behind hundreds of eminent disciples 
of great mettie, who became the torchbearers of Suhrawardi order in the subsequent 
generations. Among his disciples were, Mulla Hydar Charkhl, Baba 'Abdullah, Hajjl 
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Baba, Shaykh Nasir Bengali, Muhammad Amln Sofl, and the famous Baba Dawud 
Mishkwati, who was a great Islamic scholar, with high acumen in the religious 
sciences. He was called as Mishkwati for his bringing to memory, Mishkwat al-
Masabih, the well-know book on Hadith collection/^^ 
Mir Baba Hydar Tulmuli: 
Shaykh Hydar Lan '^ ^ was his actual name and was one among the chief 
disciples of the Makhdum Shaykh Hamzah. Baba Hydar belonged to a family of 
'Alawi Sadat (descendants of the Prophet) of Gujarat and lost his parents at an early 
age. His uncle, Mir Mahmud 'AlawT, who managed for his educational and spiritual 
guidance, brought him up. Right from his childhood, Baba Hydar devoted himself to 
the service of Almighty Allah and used to perform worship with strong passion. He 
was always in search of a truthful guide, who would lead him in the path of 
spirituality.'^'' 
In his book "Sultani" Mulla Baba al-Dm Mattu relates that Baba Hydar had a 
vision in which he saw Makhdum Shaykh Hamzah and was directed to accept him as 
his Miirshid or spiritual guide. Upon this, he felt restlessness and after a month, with 
great difficulty, he managed to receive permission from his uncle to visit the valley 
Kashmir. Having travelled with much difficulty, he reached Kashmir and upon 
visiting Hadrat Makhdum Hamzah at his residence Makhdum Mandaw at Kalashpura 
in Srinagar, he was enrolled in the Suhrawardi order. Under his command, Baba 
Hydar successfully traversed the Sufi path and felt the presence of an undying passion 
for Divine love in his heart. He was of high spiritual calibre and numerous disciples of 
Makhdum Hamzah were brought under his guidance. Subsequently he was order to 
reside at Tidmiila, a village, which was situated in the sub-division Lar in Kashmir. 
Baba Hydar himself exhibited a practical demonstration of the Islamic values and 
17S 
guided the people of his locality on the same tract. 
One of his contemporaries, Khwaja Ishaq QaiT maintains in his Chilla Chillat 
al- 'Arifin that Baba Hydar secretly performed worship and other spiritual exercises in 
seclusion for complete twelve years on the slope of Koh-i Maran. He used to remain 
without food for seven to ten days to perform worship and spiritual exercises 
unrelentingly. He was highly revered in the spiritual court of Makhdum Hamzah. He 
used to subsist on his own earnings and never accepted any kind of grant or favour 
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{Futuh) from anyone. His engagement in the worldly affairs mainly never turned as a 
hurdle in his spiritual endeavours. 
Baba Hydar complied Hidayat al-Mukhlisin, a Persian encomium about his 
Murshid. This work brings to limelight, the spiritual status, miraculous feats and 
teachings of his Murshid, Makhdum Shaykh Hamzah, besides giving accounts of his 
various disciples as well. From the poetic verses embedded within the main text of 
this book, it appears that he was also keeping poetic skills, though none of his poetic 
works are extant. 
Baba Hydar guided many people in the path of TasawwufdinA accompanied his 
Murshid on his teaching and preaching ventures throughout the valley. He was an 
embodiment of tenets of Shari 'ah, besides keeping an elevated spiritual status. He 
emphasised on earning {Halcil) lawful and avoiding the unlawful means of 
subsistence. To him, performing worship and other spiritual exercises under a proper 
guidance with devotion and passion leads a seeker towards success in the path of 
spirituality.'^^ 
Baba Hydar left for the heavenly abode in 999 A.H. / 1590 C.E. and was 
entombed in the village of Tulmula situated in the modem district of Gandarbal in the 
Valley Kashmir.'^^ 
Baba Hard! Rjshi: 
He was most prominent among those Rishis of Kashmir, who got themselves 
enrolled in the Suhrawardi order. Bom in a family of blacksmiths in the modem-day 
district Anantnag, Baba Hardi, known as ''Raish MOr in the local language, started 
his spiritual career at an early stage of his life and spent his rest of life in the longing 
of his Ultimate beloved, Almighty Allah. Following the local Rishi iizAxtion that was 
characterized by practising acute asceticism and vegetarianism, Baba Hard! had 
achieved a great status in the spiritual spectrum. He used to remain awake during 
nights and keep fasts during the day (Qa'im al-Layl Wa Sd'im al-Dahar) and 
exhibited a firm dedication in performing spiritual exercises throughout his life. Later 
on, Baba Hardi Rishi met with Sultan al-'Arifin, Makhdum Shaykh Hamzah, who 
enrolled him in the Suhrawardi order along with his companions. Soon his preceptor 
bestowed him with his Khilafat Namah (vicegerenecy), Ijdzat Ndmah (permission to 
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enrol disciples), Khirqah (cloak) and Kulah (cap)/^° However, his initiation in the 
Suhrawardi order could not debar him from upholding the Rishi tradition utterly, as 
Muhammad Ishaq Khan lends proof for the same in the following words: 
Notwithstanding his initiation in the Suhrawardiyya order, Hardi Rishi did 
not part with the traditions of the Rishi order. Besides practising 
vegetarianism, he remained celibate, observed fasts regularly during the day 
and kept awake in meditation during nights, stressed religious tolerance, was 
extremely hospitable to his visitors, and, according to Khaki, often 
cultivated land himself ... He encouraged his disciples to earn their 
hvehhood by manual labour. 
At the initial stage of his spiritual venture, he was overwhelmed by unrestrained 
ecstatic state that might have led him to exhibit some unusual behaviour like paying 
heedlessness towards offering the Friday prayers and observing the Shari'ah 
commandments. For this reason, he had received criticism from various people. 
However, one of his contemporaries, Baba Dawud Khaki, defends him while arguing 
that, having accompanied himself with Sufis and Scholars of high erudition, Baba 
Hardi Rishi strictly observed the Shari 'ah rulings. He followed the Siinnah of the 
beloved Prophet {^^^) completely and always used to offer the prescribed prayers 
(Nimaz) with congregation. 
Notwithstanding his vegetarianism that he continued throughout his life. Hard! 
Rlshl once, on recommendation of Makhdum Shaykh Hamzah, consumed non-
vegetarian food in order to follow this Sunnah of the beloved Prophet (AiS:). Khwaja 
Ishaq QaiT reports in his Chilla Chillat al- 'Arifin that on Baba Hard! Rishi's refiisal to 
take meat, Hadrat Makhdum told him that Prophet Muhammad (XsiS=) used to take 
meat in his meals and this is a Siinnah. Hearing this. Hard! Rlshl at once took the non-
vegetarian food, thus, confirming himself as a follower of Siinnah.' Based on a 
critical study of Khaki's Rishi Ndmah, Miihammad Ishaq Khan's following statement 
amply reveals a defensive attitude of Khaki towards the vegetarianism of Rishis: 
The Rishis did not violate the Shariah on account of their abstention from 
meat; actually, they did not declare taking of meat as unlawful, but simply 
avoided it for good reasons, both in spiritual and psychological terms. The 
giving up of meat was fiirther justified if its use made one lustful and stone-
hearted. Khaki refers to Kimya-i Sa 'dat [of Imam Ahmad bin al Ghazali], 
Khazinat al-Jalali [of Sayyid Jalal al-Dm Makhdum-i Jahaniyan] and Targib 
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al-Salat [of Muhammad bin Ahmad Zahid ] to substantiate his point. Even 
Makhdum-i Jahaniyan is quoted as advising some of his unmarried friends 
(yaran-i mujarrad) to abandon meat and instead eat bitter things for crushing 
their lust.'^ "^ 
Baba Hard! Rlshi was already an explorer in the path of Tasawwuf before 
offering his allegiance to his Suhrawardi preceptor, Makhdum Shaykh Hamzah. 
However, under his guidance, Hard! RishT was enlightened with some spiritual ways 
and secrets unknown to him until then. Following his command, Hard! RishT 
successfully traversed the Sufi path and enjoyed the higher levels of spirituality. His 
undying influence was apparent even upon the closest disciples of Hadrat Makhdum, 
like Baba Dawud Khaki, Khwaja Ishaq QarT, Baba 'All Raina, Baba Hydar Tulmuli, 
Khwaja Hasan Qari, and Khwaja Miram Bazaz. Most of them have highly extolled him 
in their works, like, KhakT in Qasidah Ldmiyyah and Rishi Namah, Baba ' Ali Raina in 
Tadhkirat al-'Arifin, Hydar Tulmuli in Hidayat al-Mukhlisin, Ishaq QaiT in Chilla 
Chillat al-'Arifin and Miram Bdizoz in Tadhkirat al-Murshidin. In fact, Khaki's 
Qasidah Lamiyyah and its extended form, Rishi Namah, utterly reflect the life and 
spiritual status of Baba Hardi Rishi.'^ 
Besides practising other means of remembrance and recollection of Allah, Hardi 
RishT was very much strict in observing the practice of remembering Allah by 
controlling his breath {Pas-i Anfas). This practice of Pas-i Anjas can be correlated with 
the Naqashbandi practice of Khilwat Dar Anjuma^ ^ and Hash Dar Dam. '^  Every 
morning, he used to recite the Awrdd-i Fathiyya of Mir Sayyid 'Ali Hamadani. 
Likewise, he used to keep regular fasts and observe vigils and avoided the worldly 
luxuries and comforts. On account of Khaki's works, Baba Dawud Mishkwati in his 
Asrcir al Abrdr relates that Hardi RishT was highly philanthropic with noble character 
and high miraculous powers. Under his guidance, many people became the falcons of 
spiritual realm, yet several others transformed from vicious to pious people.'^^ Prof 
Khan corroborates this statement as: 
Khaki writes that Hardi Rishi constructed a number of mosques and guest 
houses. He praises his philanthropic measures and their influence on the 
mind[s] of people in devoting themselves to social welfare. The popularity of 
Hardi Rishi as a Rishi of immense merit attracted not only commoners but 
also the sultans and the elite to his residence.'^^ 
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Khwaja Ishaq QaiT relates that after receiving Khirqah from Hadrat Makhdum, 
Baba Hard! Rishi dedicated himself to Amr bil m 'aruf wa nahy 'anil munkar i.e. 
calling people towards righteousness and refraining them from the evil.'''° Being 
himself a humble person, Hard! Rishi emphasized on his disciples "to seek humbleness 
of the mind with the main aim of seeking the pleasure of God rather than by way of 
impressing the people." To him without humility a seeker cannot achieve the gnosis 
(M'arifah) of Allah despite his performance of plentifial worship and other spiritual 
exercises. Baba Hardi RishI guided enormous number of disciples in the Suhrawardi 
Sufi order and finally, passed away in 1579 C.E. He lies buried in the modem day 
district Anantnag in valley Kashmir.''*^ 
Shaykh Rupi Rishi: 
He was also among those Rishis of Kashmir, who offered their allegiance to the 
Suhrawardi luminary of Kashmir, Makhdum Shaykh Hamzah. In his youth, feeling 
discontented with the ephemerality of this worldly life, he began to wander in search of 
the Truth. He became a recluse, followed the tradition of Rishiyan-i Kashmir and thus, 
secluded himself on the Peak of Ustiir Wan Mountain, which surrounds the Wular Lake 
in Kashmir. During this period, he subsisted on wild grasses and performed worship 
and mystical exercises vehemently. After sometime, he left this place and came to the 
city, Srinagar, in search of a guide (Murshid). Finally, he met Makhdum Shaykh 
Hamzah, who enrolled him in the Suhrawardi order. Owing to his keen interest in the 
Sufi path, Hadrat Makhdum managed for him a separate cabin to offer prayers and 
perform mystical exercises. ^ '^^ However, after sometime, Hadrat Makhdum ordered 
Baba RupT Rishi to seclude himself once again in the mountain peak in order to fortify 
himself spiritually. Thus, he began to devote himself completely in prayers and other 
spiritual practices, while remaining in seclusion. Having achieved a higher level in the 
spiritual path, he received Irshad or Ijazah (permission to guide seekers) from his 
Murshid Makhdum Shaykh Hamzah and finally settled at Habba Kadal in Srinagar. 
People began to visit him for making prayers and receiving guidance and they felt 
highly console in his company. He began to refonu the people and as per sources, 
many thieves repented on his hands and became sincere followers of Islam. 
Abu al-Fuqara Baba NasTb, a famous disciple of Baba Dawud Khaki, is reported 
to have maintained, "my spiritual state owes its debt to Shaykh Rupi RishT and the level 
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of (my) faqr receives energy from him." Likewise, Baba Hydar TulmHlI, Baba 'All 
Raina, Khwaja Ishaq Qan and other Suhrawardi Sufis glorify him and elucidate his 
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spiritual status m glowing terms. 
Mishkwati in his Asrar al-Abrar relates from his (guide) Shaykh, Baba Nasib 
that RtipT Rlshl lived for one hundred and twenty years in which he spent one hundred 
and nine years in performing vigils and keeping fasts (^Qa'im al-Layl Wa Sa'im al-
Dahar). Throughout his life, he used only one garment to hide his body and never used 
new clothes. Tulmuli relates in his Hidayat al-Miikhlisin that Hadrat Makhdum 
bestowed him with his cloak (Khirgah), Kulah (cap) and waste band (Kamar 
Bandh). ^'^^ He accompanied his Shaykh (guide) on various occasions regarding 
preaching and teaching of masses in the valley, thus, contributing in the sustenance of 
Suhrawardi order in Kashmir. Shaykh RupT RishT finally left this worldly abode in 
1588 C.E. and was buried at Habba Kadal in Srinagar.''*^ 
Baba 'Ali Raina: 
Bom at Tiijjar in Kashmir, he was the illustrious son of Baba 'Uthman Raina 
and elder brother of Makhdum Shaykh Hamzah. Baba 'All Raina travelled relentlessly 
in search of gaining religious and spiritual education. Having received the formal 
education in Kashmir from top brass scholars, he went to India, Arabia and Iran to 
achieve higher education and receive spiritual guidance from the Sufi masters. During 
this period, he met a large number of Sufis and Scholars of high repute and received 
various benefits from them. Baba Hydar TulmulT maintains in his Hidayat al-Mukhlisin 
that, Baba 'Ali Raina had achieved a high level of expertise in the religious sciences. 
He travelled for twelve years to quench his thirst for knowledge, besides searching for 
a guide, who would direct him in the Sufi path. Baba 'All Raina had also accompanied 
Baba Dawud Khaki in MuUan, where both of them enjoyed the company of eminent 
Sufis and received various benefits from them. He made pilgrimage to the Holy cities, 
Makkah and Madinah, thrice during his lifetime and is, therefore, known as Hdji al-
Haramayn Sharifayn}'^^ As per the reports of MishkwatPs Hidayat al-Mukhlisin and 
'All Raina's Tadhkirat al 'Arifin, during his pilgrimage in Makkah, he made 
supplications to Allah for having a spiritual guide. After visiting the grave of the 
beloved Prophet Muhammad (^ si£=), he had a vision, in which he was directed to enrol 
himself as a disciple of Makhdum Shaykh Hamzah. He was highly enthused with this 
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revelation and left for his native land. On his v^ a^y back to Kashmir, Baba Hydar 
Tulmuli and Khwaja Ishaq QaiT were sent to Hur Pum, by Hadrat Makhdum to 
welcome Baba 'All Raina. Makhdum Shaykh Hamzah, received his brother Baba 'All 
Raiiia warmly and enrolled him in the Suhrawardi ovder}"^^ 
Baba 'All Raina devoted himself to the service of his Miirshid, Makhdum 
Hamzah and received rich nourishment for spirituality under his able guidance. To 
annihilate the traces of his egoistic self, Makhdum Hamzah assigned him the duty of a 
gatekeeper for almost one and a half year. After that, he was bestowed with Irshad or 
Ijazah (permission to guide seekers). One of his contemporaries, Khwaja Ishaq QarT 
relates that Shaykh 'All Raina traversed the higher levels in the spiritual realm under 
the direction of Hadrat Makhdum. QaiT fiirther relates that Baba 'AIT Raina said that he 
had travelled far and wide but had never seen any Sufi of Hadrat Makhdum's calibre. 
Tulmuli has testified the same statement in Hidayat al-Miikhlisin}^^ 
Baba 'Ali Raina initiated his travels with a pilgrimage to the shrine of Shaykh 
Nur al-Dln Rishl at Chrar-i Sharif in Kashmir. Then he reached Lahore, where he met 
many Sufi stalwarts like Shaykh Muhammad Gawth Shattari and derived various 
benefits from them. After leaving Lahore, he spent almost three years in Gujarat and 
other places in India and received guidance from various Sufis. From here, he left for 
Arab and reached Makkah, where he served as a sweeper of the Holy place for one 
year. Meanwhile he learnt the Islamic religious sciences, Qur'an, Hadith and Fiqh 
from renowned scholars like Mulla 'Abd al-Rahmi. In Syria, he enjoyed the 
munificence of Shaykh Nur Muhammad ShamT and in Baghdad, received spiritual 
benefits from Shaykh Muhammad TaqT, a descendant of Shaykh Shihab al-Dln 
SuhrawardT. Baba 'All Raina spent one year each at the tombs of Shaykh 'Abd al-Qadir 
jTlani and Imam Abu Hanlfah. Mawlana S'ad al-Dm taught him various important 
treatises on Tasawwuf in Samarqand. From here, he left for Kashgar to enjoy the 
company of Sufis and scholar there.'^° After completion of his travels, Baba 'All Raina 
reached Kashmir and was enfrusted to Baba Hydar Tulmuli. He guided him in the Sufi 
path, advised him to perform contemplation, meditation and prayers with from 
dedication, and finally bestowed him Khirqah al-Irshad, pointing towards his 
successfiil spiritual journey.'^' He was an erudite religious and spiritual luminary who 
contributed much in spreading and sustaining the Siihrawardi order in Kashmir. 
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Numerous miracles have been attributed to him in various hagiographical works. He 
was a proHfic writer in prose and poetry, about which Prof. Ishaq Khan Maintains: 
Baba 'Ali Raina was a Sufi with the scholarly acumen having a profound 
knowledge of Hadis, Tafsir, Fiqh and tasawwuf. He authored Tazkiratii 7-
'Arifin, Markazu'l-Abrar, Nasimii'l-Ahrar and Jawahani'l-Niikat. Among 
these only Tazkiratii 7- Arifin has survived. This work is a significant source 
for understanding not only tasawwuf hwi, also, more importantly, for the 
creative interaction between the Suhrawardiyya and Rishiyya orders of the 
Valley.... In twelve chapters 'Ali Raina brings home to saliks [seekers of the 
Sufi path] the importance of prescribed prayers, fasts, Shab-i bedari [vigil], 
repentance, zikr [remembrance of Allah], miihasaba [self-accountability], 
muraqaba [contemplation], and nawafd [supererogatory prayers]. He urges 
them to recite Khatam-i Mahbiibiyya. 
Baba 'All Raina guided many people in the spiritual path and finally left this 
world in about 1585 C.E. He was entombed at his native village, Tiijjar, in the 
modem district Baramullah in Kashmir. ^^  
Khwaja Hasan Qari: 
He belonged to a respectable family and educated family of Mohallah Baldimar 
at Maharaj Gary in Srinagar. He achieved excellence in gaining religious education 
particularly in the art of recitation of Holy Qur'an. He had gained command over the 
seven different dialects of Holy Qur'an. He imparted free education to a large number 
of people for the sake of Almighty Allah and used to teach them the art of recitation. 
He was running business of cloth and earned his livelihood through this profession.'^'^ 
His brother Ishaq Qarl relates in his Chilla Chillat al- Arifin that once Hasan Qari^  
collapsed due to some unknown reasons and could not recover from the unconscious 
state. The parents thought that he would die and began to pray for his recovery. In a 
state of dejection, his father went to Masjid for making Supplications to Allah and he 
saw a person offering prayers there. He was told by somebody to relate his matter to 
that person, who went along with him to solve the problem. With his miraculous 
prayers, Hasan Qari recovered from the unconsciousness and began to feel in a sound 
state. Later on, his parents came to know that the person was Makhdum Shaykh 
Hamzah, whom they invited to their home and offered their allegiance to him in the 
Suhrawardi order.'^^ His mother, who was a devoted disciple of Hadrat Makhdum, 
played a vital role in his spiritual as well religious education. She urged him to follow 
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his guide with sincerity and wholeheartedness. Khwaja Hasan QatT left the worldly 
possessions and began to follow the guidelines of his Murshid. With firm dedication 
in performing spiritual practices, after sometime, he felt the reflection of Divine light 
on his heart. Later on, he was entrusted to Baba Hydar TialmulT, who guided him in 
subduing the baser-soul {Nafas-i Ammarah) for complete one year.'^^ 
Baba Dawud Khaki refers to him in his Mrd al-Muridin while saying that under 
the instructions of Makhdum Shaykh Hamzah, Khwajah Hasan tasted the flavour of 
the remembrance of Allah that illuminated his heart and soul.'^^MishkwatT testifies 
this statement while saying that he felt very uncomfortable upon detaching from the 
remembrance (Dhikr) of Allah, even for a single moment. The love of Almighty Allah 
penetrated the inner depths of his heart and soul and due to this, he always refi-ained 
from the avarice of worldly glory.'^^ 
In the later years of his life under the command of his master, he settled at the 
village Shaiva in the Pargana (area) of Zaingir, where, besides his own spiritual 
engagements, he guided the people in the Sufi path and thus contributed in spreading 
the Suhrawardi order. Any kind of gift or endowment that reached him was 
distributed among the poor and destitute. Though his son argued for the legitimacy of 
these gifts to cover the expenses of his own he family, he would tell him that " the 
needs of one's family did not entitle one to forfeit other's rights." '^ ^ 
While summarising his journey as a Suhrawardi Sufi, Prof Ishaq Khan 
highlights him in the following words: 
While Hasan Qari regards strict adherence to Shari'ah as a necessary 
condition for gaining the ma 'rifah of Allah, he argues the salik to create 
self-confidence by way of purifying his soul and heart ... In his estimation, 
equal treatment to the 'high' and 'low' is humility and doing good to the 
fiiend and enemy alike is sincerity. 
Khwaja Hasan QaiT authored a treatise, which is titled as Rabat al~Talibin. This 
book besides dealing with the life of Makhdum Shaykh Hamzah, explores a number of 
mystical facts and principles of Tasawwuf. From Hydar TulmiJlT's statement, it appears 
that Rahat al-Talibin is a fine exploration of the different ways and practices followed 
by the seekers in the Sufi path.' 
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Khwaja Hasan Qarl has been highly praised by Khaki, Tulmull and 
Mishkwati, for his religious knowledge and unwavering determination and dedication 
in the path of Tasawwuf. He left this worldly abode in 1590-91 C.E. and was 
entombed at the village, Shaiva}^^ 
Khwajah Muhammad Ishaq Qari: 
He was the younger brother of Khwaja Hasan QarT. He achieved lessons in 
religious sciences {Tafsir, Hadith, and Fiqh) from Baba Dawud Khaki and Baba 'All 
Raina. Before enrolling himself in the Siihrawardi order, like his brother, he used to 
serve Shaykh Ahmad Qalandar, an enraptured Sufi. Later on, his whole family entered 
in the discipleship of Hadrat Makhdum Hamzah, after having witnessed his exalted 
status. Ishaq Qari himself reports in his Chilla Chillat al- 'Arijin that in his childhood, 
he often forgot the lessons of Qur'an that he received from a local teacher. For this 
reason, he had to receive daily punishment from his tutor. When her mother learned 
about that, she took him to MakhdtiiTi Shaykh Hamzah for making prayers in his 
favour. The Shaykh gave him some water from which he had washed his hands after 
having his dinner. Khwaja Ishaq drank this water and left this place along with his 
mother. In the next morning, he took the Holy Qur'an as usual and began to recite and 
was surprised to know that the Holy Qur'an had been committed to his memory in 
seven different dialects. Famous experts in the recitation of the Qur'an including HajT 
Ahmad Qari, Khwaja Hasan Qari and some others from Arab were present in Kashmir 
in those days. They examined Khwaja Ishaq and testified his excellence in the 
recitation of Holy Qur'an and titled him as "Qari". From thence Khwaja Ishaq rose to 
prominence as a Qari or reciter of the Holy Qur'an.'^^ 
Though initially Khwaja Hasan Qari and Ishaq Qari often visited Hadrat 
Makhdum, yet they had not wholeheartedly accepted him as their guide. During this 
period, a Qalandar or Majzub, who was an addict of cannabis {Bhang) and other 
drugs, influenced Ishaq Qari. Khwaja Ishaq used to serve him secretly by providing 
food, money and other necessary things. He tried to bring Khwaja Ishaq in his own 
category. However, after sometime, Makhdum Shaykh Hamzah came to know about 
Khwaja Ishaq's engagements with the intoxicant Qalandar. He eventually punished 
the intoxicant Qalandar and with his, reprimand rescued Khwaja Ishaq from plunging 
into such anti-Shari'ah practices. Khwaja Ishaq maintains that after this event he 
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dedicated himself to the service of Hadrat Makhdum and remained under his 
auspicious guidance for years together. In the court of Hadrat Makhdum, Ishaq Qan 
performed different kinds of services, with humihty and sincerity, for several years. 
Once his Murshid, for a minor fault, lashed him with a whip but he offered complete 
resignation and did not uttered a word of complaint. His humbleness and modest 
behaviour made him to earn a nearest place with his guide. Finally, Hadrat Makhdum 
was pleased with him and commanded him to perform spiritual practices. Besides 
providing him spiritual guidance with love and compassion, Hadrat Makhdum urged 
Khwaja Ishaq to achieve expertise in 'Ilm al-Hadith also.'^'* 
As per the reports of Chilla Chillat al- 'Arifin, he saw many Sufis of higher 
ranks but never found any one like his own Murshid, Makhdum Hamzah.'^^ Baba 
Hydar TulmulT relates that after becoming a devoted disciple of Makhdum Shaykh 
Hamzah, Ishaq Qari traversed the Sufi path effectively and reached to higher strata of 
the spiritual world and became the Khalifah (vicegerent) of his Murshid. Such was his 
excellence that his Murshid often urged him to lead the daily prayers (Namaz) in the 
Masjid. Along with his brother, Hasan Qan, he spent almost twenty two years in 
prayers, meditation, contemplation and other spiritual practices at the village Shaiva 
in the area of Zainagir}^^ During the reign of Shiite ruler, Y'aqub Shah Chak, who 
was well-known for his persecution of Sunni 'Ulamd\ Ishaq Qan left for Sialkot and 
then made his way to Lahore. After sometime, Makkah for performing Hajj and then 
went to Madlnah. He remained there for one and half years and finally left for the 
heavenly abode and was buried in the Mazar-i Baqi', the sacred graveyard in 
Madlnah.'" 
Mishkwati in his Asrdr al-Abrdr relates that Ishaq QarT used to say that every 
person influence others with his traits, company of pious makes a person pious and 
likewise the fiiendship of vicious people turns a person ill mannered and character-
less. So the company of bad people should be avoided in any case. 
Khwaja Ishaq Qan was an outstanding Suhrawardi Sufi who devoted his life 
to the cause of Islam. Along with his brother, he guided the people in the path of 
righteousness and piety. His contribution in preserving and spreading the Suhrawardi 
order in Kashmir is remarkable. He was endowed with great skills in recitation of 
Holy Qur'an besides having an expertise in the religious and spiritual knowledge. He 
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authored Chilla Chillat al- 'Arijin, which deals with the life and miracles of Makhdum 
Shaykh Hamzah. This treatise also highlights some important teachings and principles 
of Tasawwuf}^^ 
Mawlana Shams al-Din Pal: 
He was a learned Islamic scholar with high erudition. He taught many eminent 
personalities like Baba Dawud Khaki. One of his students Shaykh Dawud TusT, 
entered the service of Makhdum Hamzah and left attending his teacher Mawlana 
Shams al-Dm. Upon enquiring TusF about his displeasure towards the exoteric 
knowledge, TusI replied him that beyond the bookish knowledge there lies much 
interesting knowledge i.e. the spiritual or esoteric knowledge ('Ilm al-M'arifah). This 
knowledge could be achieved by diving into the sea of Divine attributes and receiving 
the radiance of these attributes on one's heart.Tusi briefed him about is Miirshid and 
his spiritual status. After this conversation between the tutor and his pupil, Mawlana 
Shams al-Dln urged Tusi to accompany him on his visit to Hadrat Makhdum. Upon 
witnessing the status of Hadrat Makhdum, the Mawlana got bewildered and after a 
short conversation, with the Shaykh, Mawlana Pal's pride of knowledge was deserted 
to pieces. He desired to become disciple of Makhdum Shaykh Hamzah, who finally 
enrolled him in the Suhrawardi order. Having received guidance he dedicated himself 
to the spiritual practices and enjoyed the taste of worship and prayers." 
Shams al-Din Pal was an expert in defending the Surmi traditions against the 
Rafidis. "His polemics vis-a-vis Shia-Sunni controversies were marked by 
truthftilness and frankness" says Kashmir's renowned historian, Prof Ishaq Khan. He 
rose to prominence during Mirza Hydar Dughlafs reign (1540-50 C.E.) in Kashmir 
and received the title A 'lam al-'Ulamd'. After the death of Mirza Hydar, he left for 
Haramayn Sharifayn and breathed his last there. He lies buried in Mazar-i Baqi'. '^' 
Shaykh Bayazid Shamnagi: 
He belonged to the modem district of Anantnag in Kashmir. After accepting 
Islam, he became a disciple of Makhdum Shaykh Hamzah and received guidance 
from him in the esoteric affairs. Having performed Hajj, he dedicated himself to 
prayers, litanies and other Sufi practices. In order to perform the worship of Allah 
without any distraction, he moved to a far-off place called as Shamnag, in the 
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Pargana of Uttar in Kashmir and built a small chamber without doors and windows. 
Once his Murshid, Hadrat Makhdum Hamzah, visited him and after witnessing his 
spiritual development was highly delighted. Many sincere people, who received 
guidance from him in the Sufi path, spread the Suhrawardi Sufi order in the valley. 
He left this worldly abode in 1585-86 C.E. and was buried at Shamnag}^^ 
Malik Reg! Dar: 
He belonged to a family of rulers of Kashmir. With a discontentment towards 
the worldly pleasures, he left the kingship and became a disciple of Makhdum Shaykh 
Hamzah. Having exhibited a firm dedication in performing the spiritual exercises 
under the guidance of his master [Murshid), he became successful in enlightening his 
inner soul with the Divine radiance. As per the reports of Tohfah-i Mahbubi, he 
managed to construct Masajid (pi. ofMasJid), in the area of 'AH Kadal in Srinagar, at 
his own expenses. He also established a Khanqcih to perform worship and prayers. 
Known for his generosity, he always extended his munificent hands to serve the poor 
and destitute. He was buried at Sowurdm Srinagar.''^ 
QadlMirMusa: 
He belonged to a highly respected family and was a highly learned scholar. He 
had achieved such an expertise in the religious sciences that he was appointed as the 
chief justice {Qadi al-Qudat) of his time. He entered the discipleship of Hadrat 
Makhdum Hamzah and received the esoteric guidance from him. As a staxmch Sunni 
scholar, on religious grounds, he refused to follow some orders of Shiite ruler, Y'aqub 
Chak, because of which he was put to death in 1585 C.E. 
The credit of establishing the Suhrawardi order on firm basis in Kashmir goes 
mainly to Makhdum Shaykh Hamzah. His epoch-making contribution in giving firm 
establishment, sustenance and persistence to the Suhrawardi order, amid chaotic 
religio-political scenario in the green Valley, is remarkable. As an embodiment of the 
Islamic principles and with his rigorous efforts in the mystical path, he achieved an 
unequivocal status in the spiritual realm. Through his exhortations and 
admonishments, he reformed the Hves of a great number of people and brought them 
within the arena of Islamic protocol. With his stately character, he influenced a great 
number of people, who enlightened their souls and hearts with the Divine radiance 
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under his guidance. His disciples were of varied denominations like ascetics (Rishis), 
scholars, common masses, tradesmen, administrative officials etc. Majority of his 
disciples carried on the torch of Suhrawardi order and contributed in preserving the 
tenets of Islamic faith and spirituality within the comers of the Valley. Under their 
supervision, eminent personalities of great mettle became the pioneers of the 
Suhrawardi order in subsequent generations in Kashmir. Owing to the limitations of 
time and space, this work, as a humble study, brings to limelight only few Suhrawardi 
luminaries of Kashmir valley, leaving a considerable room for researchers and 
scholars to carry further studies in this field. 
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The Spiritual Lineage of Makhdum Shaykh Hamzah Kashmiri: 
Beloved Prophet Muhammad (f^ jAjJe<uili^ i«a) 
i 
Hadrat 'All (R.A) 
Khwaja Flasan Basri 
Khwaja Qabib Ra'T 
i 
Shaykh M'arufKarkhi 
^ _ 
Shaykh Sari Saqati 
Shaykh Junayd al-Baghdadi (R.A) 
Shaykh Mimshad al-Dinawari (R.A) 
i 
Shaykh Abu Muhammad Ruwaym (R.A) 
Shaykh Abu 'AH Ahmad bin Muhammad al-Rudhbari (R.A) 
I ' _ 
Shaykh Ahmad Aswad al-Dinawari (R.A) 
I 
Abu 'Abdullah Khafif (R.A) 
I 
Abu al-Qasim Gurgani (R.A) 
i 
Shaykh Abu Bakr al-Nassaj (R.A) 
i 
Abu al-Futuh Ahmad al-Ghazali (R.A) 
I 
Abu al-Najib al-Suhrawardi (R.A) 
i 
Shihab al-Din 'Abu Hafs 'Umar al-Suhrawardi (R.A) 
i 
Baha' al-Din Zakariyya Multani (d. C.E. 1262, Multan) 
I 
Sayyid Sadr al-Din 'Arif b. Zakariyya (d. C.E. 1285) (Multan) 
I i 
Shaykh Rukn al-Din Abu al-Fatah (d. C.E 1335, Multan) <^^ Sayyid Ahmad Kabir 
I 
Sayyid Jalal al-Din Makhdum Jahaniyan (d. C.E 1384 Uch) 
^ . 
Sayyid Sadr al-Din Bukahri or Shaykh Raju Qattal 
Sayyid 'Abd al-Wahhab Bukhari 
Sayyid Jamal al-Din Bukhari 
Makhdum Shaykh Hamzah Kashmiri 
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' Mufti Ghulam Sarwar LahorT, Hadiqat al-Awliya', (Lahore, 1976), p.165; Baba Dawud 
Mishkwati, Asrar al- Abrar, Ur.tr., Shu'ba-i TahqTq-o Isha'at, Idarah-i SultanT,(Srinagar, 
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pp. 133,739; Ghulam MuhyT al-Dln, Tohfah-i Mahbubi, (Punjab,n.d), pp.29-32; S.A.A., Rizvi, 
A History ofSufism in India,(New Delhi, 1997),Vol.I, p.299; Muhammad Ishaq Khan, Sufis of 
Kashmir, (Srinagar,2011), p.296. 
^ KhuihamT says this person was Jur'at Khan and Mishkwati calls him QadI Hasrat. See, 
KhuihamI, op.cit., p.56f; Mishkwati, op.cit.,p. 18. 
^ He was the prime minister of Sultan Hasan Shah and later on, some dissension with the 
political authorities led to his imprisonment and followed by his death. Hasan has recorded 
him in the list of Sufis and reported that though engaged in the political affairs, Yattu was a 
mystical person. See, Khuihami, op.cit., p.207; Diddamarl, op.cit.,p.ll. 
''Mishkwati, op.aY.,pp. 185-91; KhuihamI, op.cit.,p.56f; Diddamari, op.cj7.,pp. 133,739; Baba 
Dawud Khaki, (Persian) Dastiir al-Salikin, a commentary on Wird al-
Murrrfz«,Ur.tr.,Muhammad Khalll QurayshI, (Srinagar,2010), p.l46ff, (abbreviated henceforth 
as DSK); Baba Dawud Khaki, (Persian) Dastiir al-Salikin, a commentary on Wird al-Murldin, 
abridged translation in Urdu as, Mata'-i Niir, by Qarl Saif al-Din, (Srinagar,2008), pp.33-38, 
(abbreviated here onwards as DSQ); Khan, qp.c/i.,p.296f. 
^ Mishkwati, op.cit, pp.185-91. 
* This village belonged to the historical province named as Zainagir. 
^ Baba Dawud Khaki, (Persian) Wird al-Muridm, translated into Urdu with explanatory notes 
by, Sayyid Qasim Shah Bukharl, as, Taj al-'Arifn, (Srinagar, n.d), Vol.1., p.36f; Khaki, DSK, 
op.cit., p.l21f. 
^KhuihamI, op.cit., pp.211-14; Ghulam^Muliylal-Din, op.cit., pp.11-18. 
^ As per the reports of medieval chronicle on Kashmir, Baharistan-i Shahi, the term "Raina" 
was bestowed on somebody as a mark of respect and distinction, during those days. See, 
Anon., (Persian) Baharistan-i Shahi: A Chronicle of Medieval Kashmir, Eng.tr., K.N. Pandit, 
(Calcutta,1991),p.l9f. 
'° KhuihamI, op.cit., pp.211-14; Ghulam Muhylal-Din, op.cit., pp.11-18; Khaki, DSQ, op.cit., 
p.26; Abdul Qaiyum Rafiqi, Sufism in Kashmir, (Srinagar,2009), p.23ff; Khan, op.cit.,-p.19\. 
" Shaykh Fathullah was a great scholar described as 'the unlimited ocean' of exoteric and 
esoteric knowledge. He was a disciple of his father, Shaykh 'Isma'Il KubrawT a disciple of 
Shaykh Fatahullah Khwushkhwan, who was in turn a disciple of Mir Sayyid 'All HamadanI 
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(R.A.)-However, he was forced to leave the valley for Sialkot by KajT Chak, the Shiite 
Minister of Sultan Muliammad Shah (1517-28 C.E.). This was because of his hostUe attitude 
towards the Shiite tradition and its leader Shams 'Iraqi. See, DiddamarT, op.cit., p.l33f; Khan, 
op.cit.,p.360{. 
'^  Malik Shams Chak was a brave and staunch Sunni Muslim and a disciple of Shaykli 
'Isma'Tl KubrawT. His father Hilmat Chak had came from the direction of Gilgit and settled in 
Kumpwara or the modem district Kupwara. Shams Chak was a brave man and had earned 
fame in the civil wars in the valley. He served at high posts in the reign of many Kashmiri 
rulers like Sayyid Muhammad, Malik Nawroz, Sultan Fath Shah etc. This Khanqah was built 
on the banks of Nalah Mar, a great canal dug throughout the centre of the Srinagar city. See, 
Mulla Baha' al-DTn Mattu, Kitab Miistatab-i Sultani, tr.ur., as, Bazm-i 'Irfani, Muhammad 
Yahya QadirT, (Srinagar,2001),pp34-36; Mohibbul Hasan, Kashmir Under the Sultans, 
(Srinagar,2002), pp.73-76. 
'^  KhakT, Wird al-Muridin, op.ct., Vol.11, p. 180 and Dastiir al-Salildn, DSQ, op.cit., pp.27-29; 
Baba Hyder TulumulT, Hidayat al-Mukhlisin, Ur.tr., as, Taj al- 'Ashiqin, Ghulam Rasul Faruql, 
(Srinagar,2004),p.3f; Mattu, op.cit., ,pp.33-37; Baba Dawud MishkwatT, Asrar al- Abrar, 
op.cit.,-p.\9\if; Ghulam Hasan Khuihaml, op.cit., pp.213,215; Ghulam Muhyl al-Dln, op.cit., 
pp.22-27. 
'''KhakT, (Persian) Wird al-MwJdm, op.ct., Vol.1, p.105 andDastiir al-SalikJn, DSK, op.cit., 
pp.241-43. 
'^  This is the knowledge which comes through intuition or is directly inspired into the heart of 
a person. It includes the knowledge of mysteries and secrets with which the common people 
are not familiar. Allah ahnighty mentions this type of knowledge in the Holy Qur'an. See, 
SUrah al-Kahf, chapter 18 verse 65. 
'* MishkwatT, op.cit., p.l91ff; MattO, op.cit,pAOt 
" KhakT, op.ct., Vol.1, p.5f and Dastur al-Sdlikin, DSK, op.cit., pp.70-72. 
'VZj/£/.,p.3f;/Z)/rf., p.64. 
"7izrf.,4f;/Z7/rf.,pp.65-68. 
-" KhakT, Wird al-MurUin, op.ct., Vol.1, pp.149-51 and DSK, op.cit., pp.93-96, 302-10; 
Muhammad Ishaq QarT, Chilla Chillat al-'ArijTn, Urt.tr., 'Abd al-Salam SuhrawardT, 
(Srinagar,2000), pp.59,131-36; Khan, op.cit., p. 127. 
-^Dhikr-i Chcir Darab is a special way of recollection (Dhikr) prescribed by the Sufi masters 
to their disciples. See, KhakT, Wird al-Muridin, op.ct., Vol.1, p.l56f and DSK, op.cit., p.308f 
22 Ibid., pp.14-16 and Ibid., pp.93-96. 
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^^  'Urn al-Yaqin is state of knowledge when one becomes aware of the facts tlu-ough books etc. 
'Ayn al-Yaqin is that level of knowledge when one witnesses or perceives about any fact and 
Haq al-Yaqin is the level of knowledge where a person is able to comprehend the mysteries 
and secrets under Divine shade. See, Klhaki, Wird al-Miiridin, Vol.1, op.ct., p.7 and Dastiir al-
Salikin, DSK, op.cit., p.79f 
^"KhakT, Wird al-MurMn, op.cit., Vol.11, p.l92f; and DSK, op.cit., pp.529-31. 
^^  See for details, KhuihamI, o/7.aV.,p.215£F; MishkwatI, op.cit.,Tp.l9\fi; Khaki, Wird al-
Muridin, op.cit and DSK, op.cit; Mattu, op.cit; TulumulT, op.cit.; Ghulam Muhyi al-Din, 
op.cit. 
^^ Some consider him as an Angel, some say that he was a Prophet while as some consider him 
as a ^/f 'Fr iend of Allah'. Siirah a/-Kahf (Chapter 18 verse 65) of Holy Qur'an, provides 
information about an event of Prophet Musa (A.S.), in which he was accompanied by a person 
with {'Ilm-i Ladunni) inspired knowledge (directly infused by Allah Almighty). Most of the 
scholars maintain that this person was Hadrat Khidr. As per authentic sources, he is the son of 
Malkan and his real name is Bilya with patronymic (Kunniyat) 'Abu al-'Abbas. Khidr (green) 
is his appellation. He is from Banu Isra'il. There is difference of opinion among the scholars 
about his death, as some hold he is alive while as some negate this assumption. For details, 
see, BabaDawud KhakT, Wird al-MurldJn, op.cit., pp.96-101. 
" See, KhakT, Wird al-Muridin, op.cit., Vol.1, p.93 and DSK, op.cit., p.229f; MishkwatT, 
op.cit., 199;Khuihamr, op.cit.,p.218; 
*^ KhakT, Wird al-Muridin, op.cit., p.l3f andDSK, op.cit, p.92f 
^' Ibid., p.93if; Ibid., p.229f 
^°Ibid., pp.129-36; Ibid., 284-94. 
^^ Ibid., p.l37; Ibid., p.294. 
^' Ibid., p.l66; Qari, op.cit., p.105. 
33 Ibid., p.l66; KhakT, DSK, op.cit., p.320ff 
^* Ahl-i Kashf are those people who are enlightened with the knowledge of mysteries and 
secrets by Divine grace. 
^^  KhakT, Wird al-Muridin, op.cit., Vol.1, p.51 and DSK, op.cit., p.l46ff. 
*^ Ibid., p.79f; Ibid., p.n9{. 
" Ibid., p.81 f; Ibid., pp. 181 -83. 
^^Ibid., p.55{; Ibid., p.l55f;] 
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^' Ibid., pp.70-73; Ibid., pp. 169-71. 
"^  Ibid., p.69; Ibid., p.164. 
'" Ibid., p.9ff; 7ZJ/^., pp.86-88; Mishkwatl, op.ciL,p.l9S; KhuihamT, op.ciL, p.220. 
^^  Ibid., p.9ff; /6iW., pp.86-88. 
''^  For details see, KhakT, Wird al-Mundin, op.cit., 2Vols DSK, op.cit; TulumulT, op.cit, Mattu, 
op.cit; MishlcwatT, op.czY.,p.l91ff; KhuihamT, op.cit., pp.213ff; Ghulam Muhyl al-Dln, 
op.cit.,21 ft 
"^  Khakr, Wird al-Muridin, op.cit., Vol.I,p.273ff and DSK, o/7.c?Y.,389ff. 
"^  KhakT, Wird al-Muridh, op.c/Y.,Vol.11, p.59f and/6/J.,p.410f. 
"* /izW., p.70; QarT, op.c//.,p.l36f; Rafiqi, op.cit.,p.15; M.M.Sharif, A History of Muslim 
Philosophy, (Wiesbaden, 1963),Vol.I,p.340ff. 
47 
50 
Khaki, Wird al-Muridin, op.cit., Vol.II,p.l46 and DSK, op.cit., p.478; John Renard, The A to 
ZofSufism, (U.K., 2009),p.l50. 
^^ Ibid.,p.lA6 and Ibid., p.478. 
"' KhakT, Wird al-Muridh, op.cit., Vol.1, p.20f and Ibid., pp.l09f. 
Ibid., p.22ff and Ibid., pp.110-12. 
^' KhakT, Wirdal-Muridin, op.cit., Vol.n,p.l85 andlbid., p.516. 
^^  For details see the works of KhakT like, Wird al Muridm, Dastfir al Sdlikin, Ishaq QarT's, 
Chilla Chillat al- 'Arijfn and so on. 
^^  Ahl-al Sunnat Wa al-Jama 'at are those Muslims who respect all the companions of the 
beloved Prophet Muhammad (X5i£=) particularly the first four Khulafd" and consider each 
among them as a rightly guided one. Also they follow one among the four schools of 
jurisprudence viz; Hanaji, Shafii, MalikT and Hanhali. Other sects are referred as Ghayr-Siinni 
(those who are not Sunni). See, KhakT, Wird al-Muridin, op.cit., Vol.1, p.l20 and DSK, op.cit., 
p.271f 
^'^ Ibid., and Ibid; Mattu, op.cit., pp.41-46;Ghulam MuhyT al-DTn, op.cit., p.26f; MishkwatT, 
cip.c//.,pp.202-05; KhuihamT, op.cit., p.211. 
^^ Ibid., and Ibid. 
^^ Ibid., pp.86ff and/6/fl'., pp.193-202; MishkwatT, op.c/r.,pp.202-05. 
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^^ Ibid., and Ibid. 
^^ Ibid., p.88f and Ibid., p. 196ff. 
^^  GM.D.Sufi, Kashir. Being a History of Kashmir, (Srinagar,2008), p.218. 
^°Ibid., p.ll2f; Khaki, Wird al-Muridin, op.cit., Vol.I,p.291ff; Rafiqi, op.cit.,p.26f. 
*' Ibid., p.217ff; Rafiqi, op.ciL,Tp.26f. 
The Shiite tradition felt a heavy setback with the arrival of Mirza Hydar Dughlat 
(1540-51 C.E), who exhibited a stem attitude towards the spread of Shiism in Kashmir. He 
tried to demolish every trait of Rafidi version in Kashmir. See, Mirza Muhammad Haidar 
Dughlat, Tarikh-i Rashidi, Eng.tr., E.Denison Ross, (Delhi, 1986),p.434ff; Nizam-Ud-Din 
Wani, Muslim Rule in Kashmir, (Jamniu,1987),p.22. 
*^  Muhammad Ashraf Wani, Islam in Kashmir, (Srinagar:2004), op.cit.,p.72. 
^^ KhuihamT, op.cit.,p.206f; Sufi, op.cit.,p.ll3. 
^ Khaki, Wird al-MuridIn, op.cit., Vol.11, p.l23f and DSK, op.cit., p.455f 
^^  KhuihamT, op.cit., p.206f; Khaki, (Persian) Wird al-Muridin, op.citi. and DSK, op.cit; Qarl, 
op.cit., p.l69; Ghulam Muhyl al-Dln, o/7.d/.,p.36ff; MishkwatI, op.cit. 
*^  Rafiqi, op.cit., p.27. 
*^  This is a Mahallah (vicinity) between Kalashpura and Nayid Kadal in Srinagar, where 
Hadrat Makhdum Hamzah used to perform worship and guide the people enlightening them 
with the religious and spiritual knowledge. Eminent personalities used to listen him during his 
discourses at Makhdum Mandaw. See, Ghulam Muhyl al-Din, op.cit.,p.33. 
^^For details see. Khaki, Wird al-Muridin, op.ct; and DSQ, op.cit.; Tulumiili, op.cit.; Mattu, 
op.cit; Mishkwati, op.cit; Khuihami, op.cit; Ghulam Muliyi al-Din, op.cit. 
69 Khaki, Wird al-Muridin, op.cit., Vol.I,p.2f and DSK, op.cit., p.62f. 
™ Ibid., p. 138 and Ibid., p.295. 
'^ Ibid., p.22ff and Ibid., pp.110-12. 
For a detailed account of his teachings see. Khaki, (Persian) Wird al-Muridin, op.cit; and 
Dastur al-Salikin, (DSK and DSQ), op.cit; Tulmull, op.cit. 
''^ See for details, Khaki, Dastur al-Salikin, DSK, op.cit; and DastUr al-Salikin, DSQ, op.cit., 
pp.78,223f; 
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74 Rafiqi, op.cit., p.27t 
^^  Wani, op.cit.,]?.74. 
^^ See for details, KhuihamT, op.cit. 
'''' Mohammad Ishaq Khan, Kashmir's Transition to Islam, (New Delhi, 1994), p. 145. 
^^Mohammad Ishaq Khan, Sufis ofKashmir,{^nndi.gSir.20\\),-p.\26. 
79 Khaki, Wird al-Muridin, op.cit., Vol.II, p.229 andDSK, op.cit., p.564f. 
°^ Wani, op.cit.,p.72f. 
'^ Khaki, c>yr7.czY.,p.ll2f. 
82 Tulmuli, op.cit.,p.l66S; QarT, op.cit.,p.22f; Khuihami, op.cit., p.230f; Mishkwati, 
op.cit.,p.225; Khan, Sufis of Kashmir,op.cit.,p.\21. 
^^ Khaki, Wird al-Muridin, op.cit., p.278f; Ghulam Muhyi al-Din, op.cit., p.50f; Tulmuli, 
op.cit., pp.247-55; Ma!i\.u,op.cit., pp.53-58; KhuihamT, op.cit., p.243; Khan, op.cit., p.348. 
•^^  Ghulam MuhyT al-Dln, op.cit., p.50f; TQlmulT, op.cit., pp.247-55; Mattu, op.cit., pp.53-58; 
KhuihamT, op.cit., p.243; Khan, op.cit., p.348. 
^^Qan, op.cil, p.I61. 
*^ Khan, o;7.c?Y., p.348; TuhnulT, ojs.aY., pp.247-55. 
^ Khan gives credence to 1503 C.E., as his date of birth, amid conflicting evidences regarding 
the same. See, Khan, op.cit., p.49. 
^^  As per Prof Khan, various historians like Hasan Shah KhuihamT, have wrongly ascribed his 
birthplace as Kalashpura or Nawpura, However, Baba NasTb, the outstanding disciple of 
KhakT, attributes 'Ala' al-DTn POra as his birthplace, which has been testified by KhakPs 
Dastiir al-Salikin. See, KhuihamT, op.cit., p.235f; Khan,o/).c/;.,p.49. 
^^Baba Dawud KhakT, Wird al-Murldin, op.cit., Vol.1 (prologue ), p.25; Ghulam MuhyT al-
DTn, op.cit., p.48f; KhuihamT, op.cit., pp.235-41; Mattu, op.cit., p.92; DiddamarT, 
op.ciY.,pp.l 73-75;Khan, op.cit., p.49; Rafiqi, op.cit.,p.28. 
90 Ibid., pp.26-28; Ibid; Ibid; Ibid., p.93; Ibid; Ibid; Ibid., p.28; Qari, op.c/r.,p.l53. 
'^^ Ibid., pp.29-32; Ibid., p.49; QarT, oj!7.c//.,p.l07f 153; MishkwatT, op.cit., p.241; KhuihamT, 
op.cit., pp.235-41; MattO, op.cit., pp.92-105; DiddamarT, op.cit., pp.173-75; Khan, op.cit., 
p.49. 
'^ QarT, op.cit., p.l07f; TulmQlT, op.cit., p.l46; MishkwatT, 0j9.c//.,pp.239,294. 
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" lOaakl, Wird al-Muridin, op.cit., Vol.1, p.l. 
'^  Khaki, Wird al-Muridin, op.cit., Vol.11, p.301. 
^^Khan, op.cit., p.50. 
^^ Khaki, Wird al-Muridin, op.cit., Vol.1, p.39ff and DSK, op.cit., p.l26f. 
^^  KhuihamI, op.cit., pp.235-41; MishkwatI, op.cit., "ii.lAl; Khan, op.cit., p.50. 
^^  Khaki, op.czY.,p.44. 
'^ MishkwatI, op.cit., p.239; Khan, op.cit., p.50; Rafiqi, op.cit., p.29f. 
'* Khan, op.cit., p.50; Rafiqi, op.cit., p.29f. See for details, Khaki, Wird al-Murldin, op.cit 
and Dastfir al-Salikin, op.cit. 
'°' Khaki, Wird al-Muridin, op.cit., Vol.I,p.90ff andDSK, op.cit., p.203ff. 
'°^ Khaki, fJ^ rrf al-Miirfdw, op.cit., Vol.11, p.59f and DSK, op.cit., p.410f. 
"'^  Khan, op.cit., p.50; Rafiqi, op.cit., p.29ff; See for details, Khaki, (Persian) Wird al-
Muridin, op.cit. andDastiir al-Salikin, op.cit. 
'°^ Khan, op.cit., p.50f. 
'"^  Khan, Kashmir's Transition to Islam,op.cit.,p.l49. 
'"^  For details see. Khaki, (Persian) Qasidah-Ghusl-i Yiisuf Shahi, (Srinagar,2002). 
'"^  Khan, Sufis of Kashmir, op.cit., p.50f. 
'"^  Ibid., p.5\. 
^'^'^ Rafiqi, op.cit.,p.33. 
"° Ghulam Muhyl al-Din, op.cit., p.49; MishkwatI, op.cit.,p.24l; KhuihamI, op.cit., p.241; 
Diddamarl, op.cit., p.l74; Khan, op.cit., p.52. 
Ill Mishkwati, op.c//., p.308; Mattu, op.cit., p.l41f; Diddamari, opi.c/Y., p.233f; Khuihami, 
op.cit., p.280; Khan, op.cit.,p.74. 
112 /Z)/rf., pp.308-12; /6/<i; Ibid; /iiW. 
" /^6zW., pp.312f,331; Diddamari, op.cit., p.234. 
"'' Khan,op'.c//.,p.74. 
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" ' See for details, Mishkwati, op.cit., pp.308-34. 
'''Ibid. 
" ' Khan,op.cit.,pJ4f. 
"^ Ibid.,pJ6. 
"^ Ibid.,-p.76f. 
'^"Mishkwati, op.cit., p.334; DiddamarT, op.cit., p.234; KhuihamT, op.cit., p.284. 
'^' Wani,op.c/Y.,p.75. 
Khan,op.cit.,p.n, and Kashmir's Transition to Islam, op.cit.,p.160. 
'^ ^ The village, Tiilmida is situated at a distance of fifteen kilometers to the South of Srinagar. 
In the ancient times, it remained as a part of Pargana (sub-division) Lar in Kashmir. After his 
iinmigration fi^om Gujrat to Kashmir, Baba Hydar resided in tliis village, so he was titled as 
TulmulT or LarT. See, TulmulT, op.cit., p.23. 
'"'' TulmulT, op.cit., p.7ff; Qarl, op.cit., pp.69,89f; Ghulam MuhyT al-DTn, op.cit., p.44; Mattu, 
op.cit., pp.58-64; MishkwatT, op.cit.,p.284f; KhuihamT, op.cit., p.57f; Diddamari, op.cit., 
p. 196; Khan, Siijis of Kashmir, op.cit., p.206. 
'^ ^ Mattu, op.cit., pp.58-64; QarT, Chilla Chillat al-'ArijTn, op.cit., pp.69,89f; Ghulam MuhyT 
al-DTn, op.cit., p.44. 
"' QarT, c>p.di.,pp.69,162; MishkwatT, op.cit.,p.284{. 
'^ ^ TulmulT, op.cit., pp.12-22 ff; Khan, op.cit., p.206. 
128 See for details, Tulmuli, op.cit. 
'"^  Khan, op.cit., p.206. 
'•^ "KhakT, Wird al-Muridm, op.cit, p.l54; TulmulT, op.cit., pp.195-212; QarT, op.cit, pp.l58-
60; Ghulam MuliyT al-DTn, op.cit., p.46; MattCi, op.cit., pp.106-12; MishkwatT, op.cit.,p.226-
38f; KhuihamT, op.cit., pp.181-83; DiddamarT, op.cit., p.l71; Khan, op.cit., p.57ff 
'•" Khan, op.cit.,p.5S. 
'^ ^ MishkwatT, op.cit.,p.22S,; KhuihamT, op.cit., pp.181-83; Khan, op.cit, p.58. 
'^ ^QarT, op.cit., pp.158-60; Ghulam MuhyT al-DTn, op.cit., p.46; Mattu, op.cit., pp.106-12; 
MishkwatT, op.cit.,p.226-3S{; Khan, op.cit.,p.5S. 
134 Khan, Kashmir's Transition to Islam,op.cit.,p.l52. 
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'^ ^ TulmulT, op.cit., pp.195-212; QarT, op.cit., pp.158-60; Ghulam MuhyT al-Dln, op.cit., p.46; 
Mattu, op.cit., pp.106-12; MishkwatT, op.cit.,p.226-3Sf; Khuihaml, op.cit., pp.181-83; Khan, 
op.cit., pp-145-67 and Sufis of Kashmir, op.cit., p.58f. 
'^ ^ This means to remember Allah with consciousness of mind while being busy with worldly 
affairs and gatherings. 
'^ ^ This means to take every breathe in the state of God-consciousness. 
'^ ^ KhuihamT, op.cit., pp.181-83; MishkwatT, o/).aY.,p.226-38f;Khan, op.cit., p.58f 
'^ ^ Khan,op.al,p.59. 
''*° QarT, op.dA, pp.161. 
'^' Khan,o;p.df.,p.58f 
'"^  KhakT, (Persian) Wird al-Mitndm, op.cit., Vol.II,p.95f; TulmulT, op.cit., pp.182-94; Ghulam 
MuhyT al-DTn, op.cit., p.47; Mattu, op.cit., pp.119-25; MishkwatT, op.cit.,\).219ii\ KhuihamT, 
op.cit., p.l85f; Khan, op.cit., p.397f 
"•^  TulmulT, op.cit., pp.182-94; Ghulam MuhyT al-DTn, op.cit., p.47; MattQ, op.cit., pp.119-25; 
MishkwatT, op.cit., p.279ff; DiddamarT, op.cit., p. 194; KhuihamT, op.cit., p.l85f; Khan,op.di., 
p.397f. 
''^ KhuihamT, op.cit., pp.l85f; Khan, op.cit., p.397f; QarT, op.cit., p.l71f. 
'""^  TulmulT, op.cit., p.l93f; MishkwatT, op.df.,p.281; KhuihamT, op.cit., p.l85f 
146 Khan, op.d;.,p.398. 
'''^Tulmuli, op.cit., p.281; QarT, op.cit., p.42f; Ghulam Muhyi al-Din, op.cit., p.53; Mattu, 
op.cit., p.l57f; Khuihami, op.cit., p.247f; Khan, op.cit., p.41f 
'""^  TulmQlT, op.cit., p.281; KhuihamT, op.cit., p.247f 
•''^  TulmQlT, op.cit., p.282-89; QarT, op.cit., p.42f 
'^ ° 'Abd al-MajTd Sa'ir, Hadrat Makhdiim Shaykh Baba 'AllRaina, (Srinagar, 2010), pp.l3-
35; Khan, op.cit., p.42f 
"'' Ibid ; Ibid. For more details, see Baba 'AlT Raina's encomium, Tadhkirat al 'Arijin, 
manuscript present in the Research and Publications Department, Srinagar, Ace. No: 592. 
152 Khan, op.cit., p.42f. 
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'^'' TulmOlT, op.cit., p.257; Mishkwatl, op.cit., pp.269f; Ghulam MuhyT al-Dln, op.cit., p.49; 
Mattu, op.cit., pp.77-86; KhuihamT, op.cit., p.242; Khan, op.cit.,p.l55. 
'^ ^ Qarl, op.cit., p.48f. 
'^ ^ TulmulT, op.cit., pp.257-61. 
' " Khaki, Wird al-Mundin, op.cit., Vol.n, p.l58f. 
'^ ^ Mishkwatl, op.cit., p.269f. 
'^' Ghulam Muhyl al-Dln, op.cit., p.49; Mishkwatl, op.cit., p.270; Khan,c!p.c//.,p.l55. 
'^°Khan,o;7.a7,p.l55f. 
'*' TalmulT, op.cit.,256f. 
^^-Khan,op.cit.,p.l56. 
QarT, op.cit., pp.23,28; TulmulT, op.cit., pp.256ff, 286; KhakT, Wird al-Mundln, op.cit., 
l  .62f; Mishkwatl, op.cit., pp.271-74; Mattu, op.cit., pp.87-91. 
'^'' QarT, op.d/., pp.29-32; Mattu, op.cit., pp.87-91; MishkwatT, op.cit., pp.271-74; 
Khan,C)p. d/. ,p. 15 8. 
' " QarT, op.crY., p.39. 
'^ ^ TuhnulT, op.cit., pp.263-65; Ghulam MuhyT al-DTn, op.cit., p.50. 
'"MishkwatT, op.cit., pp.271-74; DiddamarT, op.cit., p.l95; KhuihamT, op.cit., p.242; Khan, 
op.cr7.,p.l59. 
'^ * MishkwatT, op.cit., p.274. 
'^' See, QarT, op.cit.; Khan, op'.aY.,p.l59. 
'™ MishkwatT, op.cit., pp.262-65; DiddamarT, o/i.d/., p.l72; Mattu, op.cit., pp.148-53; 
KhuihamT, op.cit., p.242; Khan, op.c/f.,p.235. 
'^' KhuihamT, op.cit., p.242; Khan, op.c/f.,p.248. 
'^ ^ MishkwatT, op.c/Y., p.286f; Mattu, op.cit., p.l61f; DiddamarT, op.di., p.l96; KhuihamT, 
op.cit., p.244; Khan, op.cit.,p.357. 
' " Ghulam MuliyT al-DTn, o^-.d/., p.54; Khan, op.dA,p.l91; KhuihamT, op.cit., p.254. 
™ Ibid; Ibid., p.259. 
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"CanclusiDns" 
The realm of Islamic spirituality is intelligible only when a seeker of the Truth 
determines to tread the path with sincerity and burning passion (of love) for Almighty 
Allah. The inquisition regarding the possibility of having direct communion and 
relationship with Almighty Allah was satiated with the onset of the divine revelation, 
Holy Qur'an, which is a visible proof (to the fact) that Allah speaks to man. The beloved 
Prophet Muhammad (^•^) remained, by this way, in constant touch with his Creator, 
throughout his Prophethood. Thus, his life serves as the best example and role model for 
every seeker of the Truth. His companions, with their sincere devotion, utterly followed 
him in temporal as well as spiritual affairs. Their wholehearted devotion towards the 
divine injunctions, humility, uprightness of the conduct and extreme piety, earned them 
the title of Awaliya' Allah or friends of Allah (Sing. Wait). In the later periods, the socio-
political, cultural and religious vicissitudes necessitated the sincere followers, of the 
companions of the Prophet (A&), to exhibit pragmatically, a deteiTnined and unwavering 
stance for the preseiTation of the different aspects of religion (Din) in their genuine form. 
The esoteric or spiritual affairs of individuals were addressed by experts of this field who 
had also achieved a high level of erudition in the religious sciences like Qur'an, Hadith 
and the allied subjects. Initially, spiritual endeavors were manifested at individual level, 
where efforts were taken to subdue the baser passions and enlighten the inner soul to 
establish a communion with the Creator. With the passage of time, circles of novices 
began to receive training and guidance from the proficient spiritual masters. In the later 
periods, such circles .developed into organizations and marked a manifestation of efforts 
for attaining spiritual bliss and realizing the radiance of divine Light {Nur) in the heart, at 
collective level under the supervision of an expert. The persons, who embarked on such 
spiritual endeavors, began to be characterized with different qualities and were generally 
known as Sufis and their organizations eventually formed an unending chain of m^aster-
disciple relationship known as Silsilah. The Sufis of different Salasil (Sing. Silsilah) or 
orders, like Qadiri, Suhrawardi, Yasawi, Chishti, Naqashbandi, unequivocally magnified 
the quantity of the followers of Islam by proselytizing this universal message into every 
comer of this globe with peace and prudence. 
The valley of Kashmir, being mystically fertile, offered a welcoming scenario to 
the peaceful Sufi missionaries of Islam. Notwithstanding, the presence of Muslims much 
eariier before the commencement of Muslim Sultanate in Kashmir during 14"^  century, 
Islam, recognizably, entered the confines of the Kashmir Valley under the aegis of 
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Suhrawardi Sufi, Sayyid 'Abd al-Rahman alias Bulbul Shah. Later on in the second half 
of the 14* century, a number of Kubrawi Sufis under the auspices of MTr Sayyid 'All 
Hamadam and later on his son, Mir Muhammad Hamadani, enlightened the valley with 
the mystical fragrance of Islam. Meanwhile, the local ascetics or Rishis, under the 
leadership of Shaykh Nut al-Din Rishl, along with other Sufis interspersed throughout the 
valley to give nourishment to the culture of Islam. Thus, the expansion of Islamic horizon 
over the valley Kashmir and its transition from a Hindu dominant to a Muslim majority 
state primarily resulted from the Sufis' intrinsic educational, spiritual and philanthropic 
qualities. 
Besides, Kubrawi and Rishi orders, Suhrawardi order, stemming out from the 
Baha' al-Din Zakariyya Multani's line, also made prolific contributions towards the 
nourishment of Islamic culture in the valley. This order witnessed mainly two stages of 
development including the period of Suhrawardi Sufis before Makhdum Shaykh Hamzah 
and the period in which he and his disciples survived. After the demise of Sayyid 'Abd 
al-Rahman alias Bulbul Shah, the Suhrawardi order had to face a setback almost for a 
century until the arrival of Sayyid Muliammad Isfahan! and Sayyid Ahmad KiiTnani. 
Though all of the three Suhrawardis had established cordial relations with the state, a 
unique feature of Suhrawardi order, yet, during their periods, this order could not witness 
a firm establishment in the valley. However, with the initiation of Makhdtim Shaykh 
Hamzah into the Suhrawardi order at the hands Sayyid Jamal al-Din Bukhari during the 
15' century C.E., the Suhrawardi order began to flourish tremendously, even under 
unsuitable religio-political milieu. 
Makhdum Shaykh Hamzah, with his high erudition and outstanding spiritual 
caliber, played a significant role in sustaining and preserving the observance of Shan 'ah 
rulings in Kashmir. He highly advocated Sufi practices like Dhikr (remembrance) of 
Allah, contemplation and meditation but refiited the practice of listening to the Sufi music 
{Sima'). Not only did he bring the famous Rishi ascetics under his efficient supervision 
but the noted religious scholars like Baba Dawud Khaki, Khwaja Hasan Qarl, Baba Hydar 
TulmulT, also flocked to him for receiving guidance. Through his admonitions and 
exhortations a number of people adhered themselves to the tenets of Shari'ah, uprooting 
themselves from the dungeons of ignorance, baser passions and evil desires. Making 
Srinagar, the nerve-centre of Kashmir, as the center of his preaching and teaching 
activities, Makhdum Shaykh Hamzah highly proliferated the teachings of the Suhrawardi 
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order and received aii unparalleled allegiance from every denomination of the society. 
Along M i^th other eminent scholars, like Sayyid Ahmad Kirmani, Shaykh Tahir Rafiq 
SuhrawradT, Shaykh Ya'qub Saraff, he subdued the increasing influence and impact of the 
(Rafidi) Shiite tradition, introduced during the commencing years of 16* century by Mir 
Shams Iraqi, in the valley . The main reason for his antagonism towards the {Rafidi) 
Shiite tradition in the valley was their harsh and rude stance regarding the first three 
Khulafa '-i Rashidin. The unreserved allegiance and propagation of the Sunni tradition 
besides remaining at forefront in displaying their antipathy towards the {Rafidi) Shiite 
tradition, earned the Suhrawardi Sufis like Makhdum Shaykh Hamzah, nothing more than 
the hostility and persecution from the Shiite political leadership. Though the Shiite 
tradition received allegiance from the ruling class, yet, in the presence of aforementioned 
Sunni scholars, this tradition remained highly submerged. 
Following the footsteps of their elegant master, the disciples of Makhdum Shaykh 
Hamzah, reached to every comer of the valley, disseminating and proliferating the 
Islamic (scriptural and spiritual) teachings. The level of their sincerity, piousness, 
spirituality and philanthropy remained unsurpassed even up to the modem times and 
people in large gatherings received stimulation for religious and spiritual consciousness 
from their verbal and practical sermons. They had also received a wide range of 
followers, who sustained the ethos of Islamic spirituality in the next generations. 
However, owing to the limitations of time and space, the second-generation disciples of 
Makhdiim Shaykh Hamzah (disciples of his disciples) remained out of mention in this 
humble study. 
The Suhrawardi Sufis like Sayyid 'Abd al-Rahman alias Bulbul Shah, Makhdum 
Shaykh Hamzah and his disciples had a profound impact upon the social, political and 
religious spheres of Kashmiri society. Their sincere and practical observation of the 
Islamic tenets and unparalleled spiritual endeavors enlightened the people with the light 
of candidness, elegance, and simplicity of Islamic Weltanschauung. 
The contemporary societies are dominated with extreme materialistic outlook that 
surpass every other idea of safeguarding spirituality, ethics or morality. A myriad of 
forces functioning in the garb of modemism drive the modem-day human being away 
from the radiance of Divine word and abandon him in the murky valley of disbelief and 
deviation from the right path. This state of affairs prevalent in Muslim societies 
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necessitates of establishing its connection with the glorious past by bringing to limelight 
the multidimensional activities of inspirational pious and spiritually enlightened figures of 
Islam. The coming generations could derive lessons from them and liberate themselves 
from the snares of self and evil forces working for the destruction of human values and 
ethical standards. In this connection, besides filling a gap in Kashmiri literature pertaining 
Sufism, the preceding pages of the current study highlight the Kashmiri luminaries of 
Siihrawardi order, who had unreservedly dedicated th-sir whole lives for the cause of 
preserving the universal values of Islam. Their lives serve as good examples of genuine 
and truthfial seekers of Almighty Allah, who remained steadfast against the tsunami of 
disbelief, ignorance, divergence and disobedience of Divine Law. 
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